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STATE OF IDAHO 
---- 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., 
an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
PLAINTIFF-APPELLANT-CROSS RESPONDENT, 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, 
an Idaho limited liability partnership, 
DEFENDANT-RESPONDENT-CROSS APPELLANT. 
Appealed from the District Coun of rhe Fourth Judicial 
Dislrict ofthe Slate of Idaho, in and for ADA Couniy 
Hon MICHAEL MCLAUGHLIN, District Judge 
JACK S. GJORDING 
Attorney for Appellant 
THOMAS A. BANDUCCI 
Attorney for Respondent 
--- 
.. ...,. 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
1 Plaintiff-Appellant-Cross Respondent, 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., an Idaho 
nonprofit corporation, 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Supreme Court Case NO. 34885 
I Defendant-Respondent-Cross Appellant. I 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, on its own behalf, and on behalf of MRI Limited, 
an Idaho limited partnership, and MRI Mobile Limited, an 
Idaho limited partnership, 
I Counterclaimant-Respondent-Cross Appellant, 1 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., an Idaho 
nonprofit corporation; SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, 
I CounterDefendants-Appellants-Cross Respondent. 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of  the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
HONORABLE MICHAEL MCLAUGHLIN 
JACK S. GJORDING 
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Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on 
12/27/2005 04:OO PM: Hearing Vacated 
New Case Filed 
Civil Complaint, More Than $1000, No Prior 
Appearance 
Summons Issued 
Affidavit Of Service & Summons (3/31105) 
(2) Affidavits Of Service (3131105) 
Answer(t Banducci For Defs) No Prior 
Appearance 
Counterclaim With Prior Appearance 
Summons Filed 
(2)notice Of Service 
Notice Of Tele Stat Conf (6124105 @ 3:30pm) 
Notice Of Service 
Answer 
Amended Notice Of Status Conference 
Telephone Status Conf (413106 @ 9:15am) 
Scheduling Order (pt 7/17/06 @ 1:30pm) 
Jury Trial Scheduled - (08/01/2006) Michael 
Mclaughlin 
Motion To Disqualify Alt Judge 
Order Disqualifying Judge Hurlbutt 
Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Motion For Protective Order 
Affidavit Of Jack S Gjording 
Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Second Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Notice Of Taking Deposition 
(3) Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Motion To File Documents Under Seal 
Motion For Permission To File Memo Over 25pgs 
Lodged Memorandum In Support Of Motion To 
File Documents Under Seal 
Motn To Establish Absence On The Grounds Of 
Disqualification 































Michael McLaughlin _ 
Michael McLaughlin 
Michael McLaughlin 
~ i c h a m  
Michael McLaughlin 
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ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2004-11388 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin 





































Givens Pursley (mcdevitt For Givns Pr) Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled - Motn For Disqualification Michael McLaughlin 
(12/27/2005) Michael Mclaughlin 
Order To File Documents Under Seal Michael McLaughlin 
Order Permitting Memo Over 25 Pages Michael McLaughlin 
St. Als Memo In Support Of Motion To Dq-seal Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit Of David Lombardi - Sealed Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit Of Patrick Miller - Sealed Michael McLaughiin 
Affidavit Of Jack Gjording -Sealed Michael McLaughlin 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Stip To Extenhd Deadline To Amend Pleadings Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled -Amen Notc Hear Michael McLaughlin 
(0111 312006) Michael Mclaughlin 
Application For Admission Pro Hac Vice (peter No Michael McLaughlin 
Prior Appearance R Jawis) 
Affidavit Of Peter R Jawis In Supprt Of Appl Michael McLaughlin 
Declaration Of Thomas A Banducci In Supprt Michael McLaughlin 
Of Application For Admission Pro Hac Michael McLaughlin 
Procedural Order On Motn To Establish Grounds Michael McLaughlin 
Order Re: Application For Admission Pro Hac V Michael McLaughlin 
Application For Admission Pro Hac Vice Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit Of D. Elkanich In Support Of Appl Michael McLaughlin 
Declaration Of T Banducci In Support Of Appl Michael McLaughlin 
Order Re: App. For Admission - Elkanich Michael McLaughlin 
Response To Motion to Establish Absence of Michael McLaughlin 
Grounds for DQ 
Affidavit of Thomas Banducci 
Notice Of Service 
Michael McLaughlin 
Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Peter Jawis Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Joseph Messmer Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Strike Affidavits of P Jamis and T Michael McLaughlin 
Banducci 
Lodged Reply Brief re Motn to Establish Absence Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Chas McDevitt 
Affidavit of K Fry 
~ichae l  McLaughlin 
Michael Mc~aughhn 
Affidavit of Lannie Checketts Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on 
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ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2004-11388 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care lnc vs. Mri Associates Llp, etal. 
User: CCTHIEBJ 











Case Taken Under Advisement Michael McLaughlin 




Affidavit In Support Of Motion to Compel 
Lodged-Memo in Support of Motion to Compel 
Amended Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of 





Notice of Deposition of Gem State Radiology Michael McLaughlin 
Michael McLaughlin Amended Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of 
lntermountain Medical lmaging 
NOTC CCMAXWSL Notice of Deposition of lntermountain Medical 
lmaging 
Amended Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of 
lmaging Center Radiologists 




Michael McLaughlin AMEN CCMAXWSL 










Notice of Hearing 2-06-2006 @ 3:OOPM 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel 
02/06/2006 03:OO PM) 
Memorandum Decision on DEOP DCABBOSM Michael McLau~lhlin - 
Piaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion to Establish 













Affidavit Of Service (3) (re:subpoenas) Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Shorten Time Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to quash and for Protective Order Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Neil D Mcfeeley Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Amended Notice of Deposition of lntermountain Michael McLaughlin 
Medical lmaging 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, inc's and Saint Michael McLaughlin 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Response to 
MRI Associates Motion to Compel and Request 
for Attorneys Fees 
Affidavit of Patrick J Miller in Support of St Ai's Michael McLaughlin 
Response to MRI Associates Motion to Compel 







Motion for Leave to File First Amended Michael ~ c ~ a u g h l i n  
Counterclaim and Third-Party Complaint 
Lodged Memo In Support of Motn for Leave to Michael McLaughlin 
File First Amended Counterclaim and Third Party 
Complaint 00005 
(2) Amended Notice of Deposition Michael McLaughlin AMEN 
ADVS 
CCEARLJD 
CCBROWKM Case Taken Under Advisement Michael McLaughlin 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:l l AM 
Page 4 of 52 
rth Judicial District Court - Ada Count) 
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Notice of Hearing Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel Michael McLaughlin 
0212112006 02:30 PM) 
HRHD CCBROWKM Hearing result for Motion to Compel held on Michael McLaughlin 





Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Third Amended Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum Decision on Defendant's Motion to Michael McLaughlin 
Compel 
Hearing Scheduled (Status by Phone Michael McLaughlin 
0410312006 02:30 PM) 
Notice of Rescheduled Telephonic Status Michael McLaughlin 
Conference 
Lodged Memorandum In Opposition To Michael McLaughlin 
DefendantlCounterclaimant's Motion For Leave 
To File First Amened Counterclaim and Third 
Party Complaint 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Case Taken Under Advisement Michael McLaughlin 
Reply in Support of Motion for Leave to File First Michael McLaughlin 
Amended Counterclaim 
Affidavit of G Rey Reinhardt in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Motion to Compel held on Michael McLaughlin 
02/21/2006 02:30 PM: Hearing Held 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
(3) Notices of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Lodged Memorandum in Support of MRI Michael McLaughlin 
Associates Motion to Compel Deposition of . . 
SARMC 
Notice of Continuation of Taking Deposition of Michael McLaughlin 


































MOTN CCHARRAK MRI Associates' Motion To Compel Deposition of Michael McLaughlin 
SARMC 
00006 
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ROA Report 
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Judoe .--" - 
Affidavit of G.Rey Reinhardt in Support of MRI Michael McLaughlin 
Associates' Motion to Compel Deposition of 
SARMC 
Non Idaho Cased Cited in Support of MRI Michael McLaughlin 
Associates Motion to Compel Deposition of 
SARMC 





DCABBOSM Memorandum Decision on Michael McLaughlin 
DefendantICounterclaimant's Motion for Leave to 
Amend Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint 
First Amended Counterclaim and Third-Party Michael McLaughlin AMEN CCBLACJE 
Complaint 







(2)Notices Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Michael McLaughlin 
Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Hearing 3/16/06 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 





Summons Filed Michael McLaughlin 
Michael McLaughlin Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on 
03/16/2006 01:OO PM: Hearing Vacated 





CCSHAPML Lodged Memorandum in Aid of Scheduling 
Conference 





CCSHAPML Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/04/2006 03:OO 
PM) 
(4) Notice Of Service 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 08/01/2006 
09:OO AM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result for Pre-trial Conference held on 
07/17/2006 01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result for Status by Phone held on 
04/03/2006 02:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 02/26/2007 09:OO 
AM) 20 days 
Hearing Scheduled (Civil Pretrial Conference 
02/12/2007 01:30 PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Status by Phone 
08/21/2006 04:OO PM) 






Michael McLaughlin HRVC DCABBOSM 
HRVC 
HRSC 
DCABBOSM Michael McLaughlin 
DCABBOSM Michael McLaughlin 
Michael McLaughlin HRSC DCABBOSM 
HRSC DCABBOSM Michael McLaughlin 
HRSC DCABBOSM Hearing Scheduled (Status by Phone 
1013012006 04:OO PM) 







Michael McLaughlin MRI Associates Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:l l  AM 
Page 6 of 52 
rth Judicial District Court - Ada Count. 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2004-11388 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin 











































Lodged Memorandum in Support of MRI Michael McLaughlin 
Associates Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of G Rey Reinhardt in Support of MRI Michael McLaughlin 
Associates Motion for Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Thomas E Henson M.D in Support Michael McLaughlin 
MRI Associates Motion for Summary Judgment 
Non-Idaho Cases in Support of MRls Motion for Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment 
MRl's Motion to Compel Production of Discovery Michaei McLaughlin 
After April 1,2004 
Lodged Memoranurn in Support of MRI Michael McLaughlin 
Associates Motion to Compel Production of 
Discovery 
Non-Idaho Cases in Support of MRls Motion to Michael McLaughlin 
Compel Production of Discovery 
AFfidavit of G Rey Reinhardt in Support of MRI Michael McLaughlin 
Associates Motion to Compel Production of 
Discovery 
MRI Associates Motion to Compel Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Responses by Sandra Bruce 
Lodged Memorandum in Support of MRI Michael McLaughlin 
Associates Motion to Compel Depotition 
Responses by Sandra Bruce 
Affidavit of G Rey Reinhardt in Support of MRI Michael McLaughlin 
Associates Motion to Compel Deposition 
Responses by Sandra Bruce 
Non-Idaho Cases in Support of MRI Associates Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Compel Deposition Answers by Sandra 
Bruce 
MRI Associates Motion to Compel Continuation of Michael McLaughlin 
Deposition of Sandra Bruce 
Non-Idaho Cases in Support of MRls Motion to Michael McLaughlin 
Compel Continuation of Deposition of Sandra 
Bruce 
Lodged Memorandum in Support of MRI Michael McLaughlin 
Associates Motion to Compel Continuation of 
Deposition of Sandra Bruce 
Affidavit of G Rey Reinhardt in Support of MRI Michael McLaughlin 
Associates Motion to Compel Continuation of 
Deposition of Sandra Bruce 
Notice of Association of Counsel Michael McLaughlin 
Third Party Defendants Response to MRI Michael McLaughlin 
Associates Motion to Compel Continuance of 
Deposition of Sandra Bruce (Jones for 
Intermountain Medical Imaging, Gem State 
Radiology, and Imaging Center Radiologists) 00008 
Response to Mri Motion to Compel Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Responses 
th  Judicial District Court - Ada Count. 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2004-11388 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care lnc vs. Mri Associates Llp, etal. 
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Lodged Memo in opposition to Mri Associates Michael McLaughlin 
Motbn to Compel 
Affidavit of Stephanie Westermeier Michael McLaughlin 
Lodged Memorandum in Opposition to Mri Motion Michael McLaughlin 
to Compel Production of Discovery 
Non-Idaho Cases Cited in Support of MRI Assoc. Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to Motion to Quash or Modify 
Subpoena and for Protective Order 
Lodged Memo in Opposition to Motion and for Michael McLaughlin 
Protective Order 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/09/2006 03:OO Michael McLaughlin 
PM) 
Acceptance Of Service (03129106) Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Disqualification of Alternate Judge Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Response To MRI Associates Memo in Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to Motion and Protective Order 
Affidavit of Jeffrey R Cliff Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Carole L Hanks Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Motion held on 04/04/2006 Michael McLaughlin 
03:OO PM: Hearing Held 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Michael McLaughiin 
06/06/2006 03:OO PM) Motions for Summary 
Judgment 
Hearing result for Motion held on 05/09/2006 Michael McLaughlin 
03:OO PM: Hearing Vacated 
Non-Idaho Cases Cited in Support of MRINs Michael McLaughlin 




























AFFD CCDWONCP Affidavit of G Rey Reinhardt in Support of MRIA'S Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Compel lnterrogatory Responses from 
SARMC 
MRIA1'S Motion to Compel Interrogatory Michael McLaughlin 
Responses from SARMC 








Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Taking Deposition of Kathleen Elliott as Michael McLaughlin 
Receiver for Client Files of Carl Harder 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin NOTS 
HRSC 
CCDWONCP 
CCDWONCP Notice of Hearing (Motion to Compel 05/02/2006 Michael ~ c ~ a u g h l i n  
04:OO PM) 
Transcript Filed of 4/4/06 hearing Michael McLaughlin TRAN 
ANSW 
CCBROWKM 
MCBIEHKJ Answer To Amended Counterclaim Michael McLau hlin 
O O ~ O S  
Ah Judicial District Court -Ada Count, Date: 61412008 
Time: 10:l l  AM 
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User: CCTHIEBJ 
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Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care lnc vs. Mri Associates Llp, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
DEOP DCABBOSM Memorandum Decision on Defs Motions to Michael McLaughlin 
Compel, Motion to Quash Subpoenas and Motion 
for Protective Order 


















Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Amended Notice of Hearing (616106 @ 3:OOPM) Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit Of Service 4.14.06 Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 












Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Protective Order Michael McLaughlin 
Lodged Memo in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Third Party Defendants Answer to Third Party Michael McLaughlin 
Complaint (Jones for Intermountain Medical 






Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Motion to Compel held on Michael McLaughlin 













Case Taken Under Advisement 
(2) Notice Of Service 




Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Limited Admission of James R. Wade Michael McLaughlin 
St Als Diversified Care and St AI RMC Motion to Michael McLaughlin 
Strike 
LODG CCWRIGRM St AIs Diversified Care and St Als RMC Lodged Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike 
St Als Diversified Care and St Als RMC Motion to Michael McLaughlin 
Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim 
St Als Diversified Care and St Als RMC Lodged Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss 
MOTN CCWRIGRM 
LODG CCWRIGRM 
MOTN CCWRIGRM St Als Diversified Care and St Als RMC Motion for Michael McLaughlin 





Affidavit of Patrick J. Miller Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of St Als Diversified and Michae 





Time: 10:l l  AM 
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Motion to Compel Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Strike in Connection with Summary Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment Proceedings 
Lodged Memo in Support of Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment 
Lodged Memo in Support Motion to Compel Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Patrick J Miller Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Michael McLaughlin 
0611 512006 09:OO AM) 
Affidavit of Daniel J Gordon in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care 
and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center's 
Motion to Strike 
Lodged Memorandum in Opposition to Saint Michael McLaughlin 
Alphonsus Diversified Care and Saint Alphonsus 
Regional Medical Center's Motion to Strike 
Non-Idaho Cases Cited in Memorandum in Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to SADC and SARMC Memorandum 
in Support of Motion to Strike 
Lodged Memorandum in Opposition to Saint Michael McLaughlin 
Alphonsus Diversified Care, Saint Alphonsus 
Regional Medical Centers, and Third Party 
Defendants Motion to Dismiss 
Lodged Reply Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Non-Idaho Cases Cited in Reply Memorandum in Michael McLaughlin 
Support of MRIA's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment 
Non-Idaho Cases Cited in Memorandum in Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to: St Als Diversified Care, St Als 
RMC, and Third Party Defendants Motion to 
Dismiss 
Amended Notice of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Shorten Time Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Hearing (06106l06 at 3:00 PM) Motion to Michael McLaughlin 
Strike 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care and Saint Michael McLaughlin 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center's Reply 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss for 
Failure to State a Claim 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care and Saint Michael McLaughlin 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Reply 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike 
Notice Of Service Michael 

































Time: 10:l l AM 





















3 6/15/2006 HRHD 
1 NOTS 
611 912006 NOTC 
I NOTS 
I 6/21/2006 ORDR 
rth Judicial District Court -Ada Count, 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2004-11388 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin 





























Lodged Memo in Opposition to motion to Strike 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on 
06/06/2006 03:OO PM: Hearing Held Motion to 
Dismiss and Motion to Strike 
Case Taken Under Advisement 
Notice of Video Deposition Duces Tecum of 
Vicken Garabedian M.D 
Motion Appointing Discovery Master 
Notice Of Taking Deposition 
MRIA's Opposition to Motion 
Affidavit In Support Of Opposition 










Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Notice of 
Objection to Motion for Appointment of Special 
Discovery Master 
Affidavit of Jack S Gjording in Further Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care and Saint 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Motion to 
Compel 
ExParte Motion for Order Shortening Time for Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing 
Motion for Protective Order Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Protective Michael McLaughlin 
Order Lodged 
Affidavit in Support of Motion for Protective Order Michael McLaughlin 
Gem State Radiology Intermountain Medical Michael McLaughlin 
lmaging and lmaging Center Radiologists Notice 
of Objection to Motion for Appointment of Special 
Discovery Master 
Opposition to Motion for Protective Order re Michael McLaughlin 
Deposition of Dr Garabedian and Dr Seabourn 
Affidavit of Daniel Gordon in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to Motion 
Ex Parte Motion for Order Shortening Time for Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing 
Order Shortening Time (to hear Protective Order) Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Michael McLaughlin 
06/15/2006 09:OO AM: Hearing Held 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Status Conference (7.6.06@1:30pm) Michael ~c~augh l i n  
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Order re: scheduling of deposition of Jeffrey Michael McLaughlin 
Seabourn and Vicken Garabedian 
Notice Of Service 6/19/2006 Michael M&#I$&!~ 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:l l AM 
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CCWATSCL Amended Motion for Appointment of Discovery Michael McLaughlin 
Master 
Affidavit of Thomas A. Banducci Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum Lodged in Support of Amended Michael McLaughlin 
Motin for Appointment of Discovery Master 
Notice Of Hearing (07/06/06@1:30pm) Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Appoint Michael McLaughlin 
Special Discovery Master 
Affidavit of Patrick J Miller in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to the Appointment of a Discovery 
Master 
Objection to Motion for Appointment of Discovery Michael McLaughlin 
Master 
Motion to Compel Production of Redacted Michael McLaughlin 
Information from Non-Privileged Documents 
Affidavit of Daniel J. Gordon In Support Of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
Document sealed 
Memorandum Lodged in Support of Motion to Michael McLaughlin 
Compel 
Affidavit Of Daniel Gordon In Support Of Reply Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum In Support Of Amended Motion To 
Appoint Discovery Master 
Reply Memorandum In Support Of Amended Michael McLaughlin 
Motion For Appointment Of Discovery Master 
Hearing result for Status held on 07/06/2006 Michael McLaughlin 
01 :30 PM: Hearing Held Status Conference 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Taking Deposition of Robin Cioffi Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Taking Deposition of Jack Floyd Michael McLaughlin 
Order Denying Motion for Appointment of Michael McLaughlin 
Discovery Master 
Notice Of Service (3) Michael McLaughlin 
Third Party Defendant Gem State Raidology, Michael McLaughlin 
LLP's Supplemental Priveleged Documents Log 
Hearing Scheduled (Status by Phone Michael McLaughlin 
08/21/2006 03:45 PM) 
Memorandum Decision on Plaintiffs Motions to Michael McLaughlin 
Strike, Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment, 
and Plaintff~Third Party Defendant's Motion to . . . . 
Dismiss 
MRI Associates Motion to Compel Documents Michael McLaughlin 
Pursuant to Confidentiality Stipulation 







































Time: 10: l l  AM 
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Affidavit of Daniel J. Gordon Michael McLaughlin 
Document sealed 
Notice Of Hearing (08121106 @ 3:OOpm) Michael McLaughlin NOTH 
HRSC 
CCWRIGRM 
CCWRIGRM Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/21/2006 03:OO Michael McLaughlin 
PM) 
MOTN CCYRAGMA Motion for Reconsideration or for Permission to Michael McLaughlin 
Appeal 
MEMO CCYRAGMA Memorandum in Support of Pint's Motion for Michael McLaughlin 





Notice of Hearing (9/1/06@3pm) Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Michael McLaughlin 
09/01/2006 03:OO PM) Motion for 
Reconsideration for permission to Appeal 
NOTC CCWRIGRM Notice of Vacating Hearing on MRI Associates Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Comoel Production of Redacted 
Information from Non-Privileged Documents 





Response to MRIA's Motion to Compel Michael McLaughlin 
MRI Assoc Reply Memorandum in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Compel Documents 
Hearing result for Motion held on 08/21/2006 Michael McLaughlin 




Hearing result for Status by Phone held on Michael McLaughlin 
08/21/2006 03:45 PM: Hearing Held 
HRHD Hearing result for Status by Phone held on Michael McLaughlin 
08/21/2006 04:OO PM: Hearing Held 
Transcript Filed Michael McLaughlin MlSC 
OPPO 
DCJOHNSI 
CCWRIGRM MRIAs Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Michael McLaughlin 
Reconsideration 
Affidavit of G. Rey Reinhardt Michael McLaughlin AFFD 
HRVC 
CCWRIGRM 
CCBROWKM Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 02/26/2007 Michael McLaughlin 
09:OO AM: Hearing Vacated 20 days 
Hearing result for Civil Pretrial Conference held Michael McLaughlin 
on 02/12/2007 01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Notice Of Hearing ON Motion To Quash And Michael McLaughlin 
Motion For Protective Order 8.29.2006 @ 3 pm 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/29/2006 03:OO Michael McLaughlin 









Motion to Shorten Time Michael McLaughlin 
Motion To Quash And Motion For Protective Michael McLaughlin 
Order 
MEMO CCTEELAL Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Quash Michael McLaughlin 
And Motion For Protective Order 00015 
Affidavit In Support Of Motion TO Quash ANd Michael McLaughlin 
Motion For Protective Order 
AFFD CCTEELAL 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:l l  AM 
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8/28/2006 NOTD CCTEELAL Subpeona For Documents And Notice Of Taking Michael McLaughlin 
Deposition 
HRSC DCABBOSM Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04/16/2007 09:OO Michael McLaughlin 
AM) 20 days 
HRSC DCABBOSM Hearing Scheduled (Civil Pretrial Conference Michael McLaughlin 








































Notice of Rescheduled Trial and Pretrial Michael McLaughlin 
St Lukes RMC Motion to Quash Defendant MRA Michael McLaughlin 
Assoc Subpoena and for Protective Order 
Affidavit of Nicole C. Hancock Michael McLaughlin 
St Luke RMC Memorandum in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
to Quash 
Notice of Hearing (8/29/06 @ 3 PM) Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Quash Subpoena Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Hearing (8129106 @ 3 PM) Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to Boise Orthopedic Centers of Michael McLaughlin 
Idaho's Motion to Quash and Motion for 
Protective Order 
Affidavit of Daniel J Gordon in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition 
Affidavit of Robin Cioffi in Support of Opposition Michael McLaughlin 
Pinnacle Imaging's and Intermountain Michael McLaughlin 
Orthopaedics' Motion to Quash and Motion for 
Protective Order 
Memorandum in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Motion held on 08/29/2006 Michael McLaughlin 
03:OO PM: Hearing Held Motion To Quash And 
Motion For Protective Order 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Reconsideration or, in the Alternative. 
for Permission to Appeal 
Case Taken Under Advisement Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to (1) Compel Jack Floyd to Answer Michael McLaughlin 
Questions Re: Isoscan, llc and (2) Compel MRI 
and its Attorneys to Produce the Subset and 
Pre-Dissociation Documents 
Memorandum in Support of Motion (1) Compel Michael McLaughlin 
Jack Floyd to Answer Questions Re: lsoscan Llc 
and (2) Compel MRI and its Attorneys to Produce 
the Subset and Pre-Dissociation Documents 
Affidavit of Jack S Gjording Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Hearing (9/20/06 @ 4:30PM) Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 0912012006 04:30 Michael McLaughlin 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:ll AM 
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MISC CCSHAPML Sealed Pursuant to Court-Order Contains 
Confidential Documents Not to Be Opened, 
displayed or Revealed Except to Authorized 
Persons 
Document sealed 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on 
09/01/2006 03:OO PM: Hearing Held Motion for 
Reconsideration for Permission to Appeal 
(5)Orders Quashing MRI Associates Subpoena 
for DocumentsIDeposition 
Affidavit Of Service 9-07-2006 
Certificate Regarding Compliance with Rule 
37(a)(2) 
Opposition to Motion to Compel Jack Floyd to 
Answer 
Affidavit of Thomas A Banducci 
Notice of Taking Deposition of Jack Floyd 
Notice of Continued Deposition Duces Tecum of 
Robin Cioffi 
Reply Memorandum in Support of St Ais Motion 
to Compel 
Document sealed 
(2) Notice Of Service 
Michael McLaughlin 
HRHD CCBROWKM Michael McLaughlin 























MRIA's First Supplemental Responses to Michael McLaughlin 
Intermountain Medical Imaging First Set of 
Interrogatories 
RSPN CCSHAPML MRIA's Second Supplemental Reponses to Saint Michael McLaughlin 
Alphonsus Diversified Care Inc's and Saint 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Inc's Fifth 





Hearing result for Motion held on 09/20/2006 Michael McLaughlin 
04:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Motion for Commissions to Take Out-of-state Michael McLaughlin 
Depositions 
Affidavit of Daniel J. Gordon in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
for Commissions to take Out-of-state Depositions 
AFFD CCNAVATA 
AMEN CCYRAGMA Amended Notice of Continued Deposition of Michael McLaughlin 
Robin Cioffi 








Transcript Filed (8129106 hearing) Michael Mclaughlin 
Amended Notice of Hearing (10/24/06 @ 3:30pm) Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 10/24/2006 03:30 Michael McLaughlin 
PM) 
(3) Notice Of Taking Video Deposition Michael M @&&Is7 NOTD 
AMEN 
CCWRIGRM 
CCWRIGRM (2) Amended Notice of Taking Video Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:l l AM 
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2nd Amended Notice of Video Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Objection to Notice of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition of Jack Michael McLaughlin 
Floyd 
Notice of Status Conference (10124106 @ Michaei McLaughlin 
3:30pm) 
Approval of Court to Take Out of State Michael McLaughlin 
Depositions 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Objection to Subpeona and Notice of Taking Michael McLaughlin 
Deposition of Pricewaterhousecoopers LLC and 
Objection to Motion for Commissions to Take Out 
of State Depositions 
Notice Of Taking Deposition of Julli Hopkins Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Compel MRlA Financial Statements Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel Michael McLaughlin 
MRIA Financial Statements 
Affidavit of Jack S Gjording Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Hearing (Hearing Scheduled Michael McLaughlin 
1012412006 03:OO PM) Motion to Compel 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Change of Address Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Motion and Motion for Reconsideration Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider Michael McLaughlin 
Decision to Quash Subpoenas 
Affidavit of Bruce Budge Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of John McConnell in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
for Reconsideration 
Affidavit of Daniel Gordon in Support of Motion for Michael McLaughlin 
Reconsideration 
Notice of Hearing on Motion for Reconsideration Michael McLaughlin 
(10.24.06@3pm) 
Notice of Motion and Motion to Extend Certain Michael McLaughlin 
Pre-Trial Deadlines in Connection with New Trial 
Date 
Affidavit of Ed Whitelaw in Support of MRl's Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Reconsideration 
Motion to Compel Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion Michael McLaughiin 
Affidavit of Warren E. Jones Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Strike MRIA's Objection Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion Michael -21 
Affidavit of Warren E. Jones Michael McLaughlin 
rth Judicial District Court - Ada Couni. 
ROA Report 
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NOTC CCBLACJE Notice of Hearing 
(10-24-06 @ 3:30 PM) 
Notice Of Service 
Michael McLaughlin 






Amended Notice of Video Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
St. Luk's regional Medical Center LTD.'s Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition To Motion To Reconsider Decision To 
Quash MRl's Antitrust Subpoenas 
MEMO CCWRIGRM HealthSouth Treasure Valley Hospital Diagnostic Michael McLaughlin 
lmaging Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to 
Reconsider 
Notice of Association of Counsel (Kendal 
McDevitt as attorney for Orthopedic Centers of 
Idaho) 
Michael McLaughlin NOTC CCWATSCL 
OPPO CCWATSCL Opposition to MRI Associates Motin to 
Reconsider Court's Order Quashing Subpoena 
Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Opposition 
Objection to MRlAs Motion to Extend Certain 
Pre-Trial Deadlines 
Pinnacle lmaging & Intermountain Orthopaedics 
Joinder 
Opposition to Motion to Compel MRlA Financial 
Statements (T. Banducci for MRI Assoc.) 
Affidavit of G. Rey Reinhardt in Support of 
Opposition of Motion to Compel MRlA Financial 
Statements 
Joinder in IMl's Objection to MRIA's Motion to 
Extend Certain Pre-Trial Deadlines 
Notice Of Service 
Affidavit of Jeremy G Ladle in Support of Saint 
Alphonsus' Motion to Compel MRIA Financial 
Statements 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Saint 
Alphonsus' Motion in Compel MRlA Financial 
Statements 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to 
Reconsider Decision to Quash MRIA's Anti Trust 
Subpoenas (D. Gordon for MRI Assoc.) 
MRINs Reply in Support of Motion to Extend 
Certain Pre Trial Deadlines in Connection with 
New Trial Date 
Memorandum Decision on Defendant's Motion for 
Reconsideration, or, in the Alternative, For 
Permission to Appeal 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on 
1012412006 03:OO PM: Hearing Held Motion to 







Michael McLaughlin MlSC CCWRIGRM 
Michael McLaughlin OPPO 
AFFD CCWOODCL Michael McLaughlin 







RPLY CCCHlLER Michael McLaughlin 
REPL CCWOODCL Michael McLaughlin 
REPL CCWOODCL Michael McLaughlin 
Michael McLaughlin DEOP DCABBOSM 
HRHD CCBROWKM Michael McLaughlin 
00019 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:ll AM 
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HRHD CCBROWKM Hearing result for Motion held on 10/24/2006 Michael McLaughlin 
03:30 PM: Hearing Held 
Case Taken Under Advisement 








CCHEATJL Intermountain Medical lmagings 1st set Of Michael McLaughlin 
lnterrogatories & 2nd Request For Production To 
Counterclaimant & 3rd Party Plaintiff MRlA 
Hearing result for Status by Phone held on Michael McLaughlin 
10/30/2006 04:OO PM: Hearing Vacated 





DCABBOSM Memorandum Decision on Plaintiffs Motions to Michael McLaughlin 
Compel; Defendant's Motion to Extend Pretrial 
Deadlines; Defendant's Motion for 
Reconsideration; Third-Party Defendant's Motion 
to Compel Answers to lnterrogatories and 
Produce Documents; Third-Party Defendant's 
Motion to Strike MRIA's Objection to Producing 
Moffat Thomas Documents 
Order Appointing a Discovery Master and Notice Michael McLaughlin 
of Hearing for Scheduling Conference 
ORDR DCABBOSM 
HRSC DCABBOSM Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference Michael McLaughlin 
11/13/2006 03:OO PM) 
















Transcript Filed Motion Hearing 10/24/06 Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Protective Order Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of J. Will Varin Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference held on Michael McLaughlin 







Notice Of Service 
Case Taken Under Advisement 
Michael McLaughlin 
Michael McLaughlin 
Third Party Defendant's Proposed Scheduling Michael McLaughlin 
Order 
Out of State Return Of Service Michael McLaughlin RETS 
NOTC 
CCWOODCL 
CCMAXWSL Notice of Unavailable Dates for Trial of Counsel Michael McLaughlin 





Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Clarification (D. Gordon for MRI Michael McLaughlin 
Assoc.) 
AFSM CCWOODCL Affidavit of Daniel J Gordon In Support Of Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Clarification 
00020 
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Notice Of Hearing RE: Motion for Clarification Michael McLaughlin 
(1 2/05/06 @ 4pm) 
HRSC CCWOODCL Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/05/2006 04:OO Michael McLaughlin 
PM) Motion for Clarification 










(3) Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Michael McLaughlin 
Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum Decision and Order to Reset Trial Michael McLaughlin 
Dates 
HRSC DCABBOSM Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/06/2007 0900 Michael McLaughlin 
AM) 
HRSC DCABBOSM Hearing Scheduled (Civil Pretrial Conference Michael McLaughlin 









3rd Amended Scheduling Order 
(2) Notice Of Service 
4th Amended Scheduling Order 
Third Party Defs' Joiner in Saint Alphonsus' 
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for 
Clarification 
Notice Of Service 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care lnc and Saint 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Inc's 
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for 
Clarification 
Notice Of Service 
St. Luke's Regional Medical Center Ltd.'s 
Objection to Mria's Motion for Clarification 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
MRI Associates Reply Memorandum in Support 
its Motion for Clarification 
Notice Of Service 
Supplemental Order Regarding Appointment of 
Discovery Master 
Hearing result for Motion held on 12/05/2006 
04:OO PM: Hearing Vacated Motion for 
Clarification 
Notice Of Service 








































AMEN DCABBOSM Amended Memorandum Decision on Plaintiffs 
Motions to Compel ... ~~ 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:l l  AM 
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12/7/2006 NOTC 
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Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum Scott Michael McLaughlin 
Berger 
Transcript Filed (Status Conference 11/13/06) Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Deposition of Blue Cross of Idaho Michael McLaughlin 
(2) Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
PIntflCounterdefendant St Als Diversified Care Michael McLaughlin 
and St Als RMCs Disclosure of Lay Witnesses 
Report of Discovery Master re: Defendant and Michael McLaughlin 
Counterclaimant's Motions to Compel Nos 1 and 
3 
MRIA's Disclosure of Witnessess Pursuant to 
Agreement of Parties 
Third Party Defendants' Preliminart Witness List 
and Disclosure of Testimony 
THird Party Defendant Gem State Radiology, 
LLP's Supplimental Privileged Documents Log 
THird Party Defendant Intermountain Medical 
Imaging, LLP's Supplimentai Privileged 
Documents Log 
(6) Notice Of Service 
Motion for Leave to File Second Amended 
Counterclaim and First Amended Third-Party 
Complaint 
Motion to Amend to Seet Punitive Damages 
Memorandum in Support of MRI Associates. 
LLP's Motion for Leave to File Second Amended 










Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion to Michael McLaughlin 
Amend to Seek Punitive Damages 
Affidavit of Grey Reinhardt in Support of of Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion to 
Amend to Seek Punitive Damages 
Document sealed 
Affidavit of Douglas M Branson Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Hearing Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/03/2007 09:OO ~ i c h a e l  McLaughlin 
AM) 
Motion to Seal Memorandum In Support of Michael McLaughlin . 
MRIA's Motion to Amend First Amended 
Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint 
Errata Sheet Re: Affidavit of Professor Douglas M Michael McLaughlin 
Branson 




Time: 10:ll AM 
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CCBROWKM Hearing result for Motion held on 01/03/2007 Michael McLaughlin 
09:OO AM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Michael McLaughlin 
0111 1/2007 10:30 AM) 
Order to Seal Memorandum in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
to Amend First Amended Counterclaim and Third 
Party Complaint 
Affidavit of Darrell Fugate Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/06/2007 03:OO Michael McLaughlin 
PM) Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: 
Lease Term 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: Lease Michael McLaughlin 
Term 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment re: Lease Term 
Affidavit of Patrick J. Miller in Support of St Als Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: Lease 
Term 
Motion to Strike Affidavit of Professor Douglas M. Michael McLaughlin 
Branson 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Strike References to Privileged Michael McLaughlin 
Documents 
Affidavit of Patrick J. Miller Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Jack S. Gjording Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Michael McLaughlin 
St Als Diversified Care and St Als Reg Med Cntr's Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Opposition to MRIA's Motion to 
Amend to Seek Punitive Damages 
Affidavit of jack S. Gjording in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum 
St Als Diversified Care and St Als Reg Med Cntr's Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Opposition to MRIA's Motion for 
Leave to File Second Amended Counterclaim and 
First Amended Third-Party Complaint 
Notice Of Hearing (0111 1107 @ 10:30am) Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Summary Judgment Michael McLaughlin 
Third Party Defendants Memorandum in Support Michael McLaughlin 




































MEMO CCWRIGRM Third Party Defendants Memorandum in Michae! McLaughlin 
O~~os i t ion  to MRIA's Motion to Amend to Seek 
~ i i i t i v e  Damages 
MEMO CCWRIGRM Third Party Defendants Memorandum in Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to MRIA's Motion for Leave to File 
Second Amended Counterclaim and First 
Amended Third Party Complaint 00023 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:ll AM 










Zh Judicial District Court - Ada Count. 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2004-11388 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin 




































Notice Of Hearing (02106107 @ 3:OOpm) Michael McLaughlin 
Ex Parte Motion to Shorten Time Michael McLaughlin 
Order Shortening Time Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Strike SARMC's Motion to Strike Michael McLaughlin 
References to Priveleged Documents 
Affidavit In Support Of Motion to Strike Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Michael McLaughlin 
Reply in Support of Motion to Amend to seek Michael McLaughlin 
punitive damages againmst sarmc 
Opposition to Ex Parte Motion to Shorten Time Michael McLaughlin 
Reply In Support of Motion to Amend to Seek Michael McLaughlin 
Punitive Damages Against GSRISARG 
Affidavit of G Rey Reinhardt in Support of MRIA's Michael McLaughlin 
Reply Briefs in Support of Motion 
MRIA's Memorandum in Opposition to SARMC's Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Strike Affidavit of professor Douglas M 
Branson 
Affidavit of Yvonne Vaughan in Support of MRIA's Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Opposition of SARMC's Motion 
to Strike Affidavit 
Affidavit of Douglas M Branson in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Oppostion to SARMC"s Motion to Strike Affidavit 
Reply Memorandum in Support of MRI Michael McLaughlin 
Associates LLP's Motion for Leave to File 2nd 
Amended Counterclaim and First Amended 3rd 
Party Complaint 
Affidavit of Daniel J Gordon in Support of Reply Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of MRI Associates LLP's 
Motion for Leave to File 2nd Amended 
Counterclaim and 1st Amended 3rd Party 
Complaint 
Saint Alphonsus' Reply to MRIA's Memorandum Michael McLaughlin 
in Opposition to SARMC's Motion to Strike 
Affidavit of Professor Douglas M. Branson 
Opposition to Motion to Strike References to Michael McLaughlin 
Privileged Documents 
Affidavit of G. Rey Reinhardt Michael McLaughlin 
Document sealed 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Michael McLaughlin 
0111 112007 10:30 AM: Hearing Held 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
(2) Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael 
(2) Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:11 AM 
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211 212007 NOWD 
211 312007 OPPO 
AFFD 


































Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Stipulated Protective Order 
Notice Of Service 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Notice Of Service 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/27/2007 03:30 
PM) Motion For Part Summary Judgment 
RE:Lease Term 
Motion for Leave to Supplement Briefing on 
Motion for Leave to File Second Amended 
Counterclaim and First Amended Third-Party 
Complaint 
Memorandum Decision on MRI Associates' 
Motion to Amend the Counterclaim and third Party 
Complaint to Seek Punitive Damages and to File 
a Second Amended Counterclaim and First 
Amended Third-Party Complaint; St. Alphonsus 
Motion to Strike REferences to Privileged 
Documents and St. Alphonsus Motion to Strike 
Affidavit of Professor Douglas M. Branson 
Amended Notice of Hearing (02127/07@3:30PM) 
Hearing result for Motion held on 02/06/2007 
03:OO PM: Hearing Vacated Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment re: Lease Term 
Notice Of Withdrawal of Third Party Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
Opposition to Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment re Lease Term 
Affidavit of G. Rey Reinhardt 
Notice Of Service 
(2) Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Saint Alphonsus' Reply to MRIA's Opposition to 
Motion for Partial summary Judgment Re: Lease 
Term 
Second Affidavit of Patrick J Miller in Support of 
Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment Re: Lease Term 
Affidavit Of Service (Subpoena) 
Acceptance Of Service (2121107) 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
























03:30 6 ~ :  Hearing Held Motion For Part 
Summary Judgment RE:Lease Term 
.rth Judicial District Court - Ada Count- 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2004-11388 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care lnc vs. Mri Associates Llp, etal. 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:ll AM 







Motion to Quash Deposition of SLRMC and Michael McLaughlin CCAMESLC 
Motion for protective ORder 
AFSM CCAMESLC Affidavit In Support Of Motion to Quash Michael McLaughlin 
Deposition of SLRMC and Motion for Protective 
ORder 
Memorandum In Support Of Motion to Quash Michael McLaughlin 
Deposition of SLRMC and Motion for Protective 
ORder 
Notice of Hearing (Motion 04/03/2007 04:OO PM) Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Quash Deposition of SLRMC and 
Motion for Protective ORder 
Order on Mri Accociates, LLPs Motion for Leave Michael McLaughlin 
to File Second Amended Counterclaim and First 
Amended Third party Complaint 
2nd Amended Counterclaim and First Amended Michael McLaughlin 
Third party Complaint 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Against Michael McLaughlin 
MRlA on Breach of Fiduciary Duty Claim 
Affidavit of Warren E Jones in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
for Partial Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Partial Summary Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment 04/17/2007 03:OO PM) 
Memorandum Decision on Plaintiffs Motion for Michael McLaughlin 



















CCHEATJL Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum Of 
Joe Messmer 
Michael McLaughlin 
CCHEATJL Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum Of 
Mike Cacchillo 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum Of 
Jim Acevedo 
Notice Of Service (3) 
Michael McLaughlin 










Notice Of Service 
Hearing result for Status by Phone held on 
03/19/2007 04:30 PM: Hearing Held 












5th Amended Scheduling Order 
3 Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum 
Third Party Defendants' Answer to Fist Amended 
Third Party Complaint (Jones for Intermountain 
Med. Imaging, Gem State Radiology, and 
Imaging Center Radiologists) 
Notice Of Service 
00026 
Michael McLauahlin CCWATSCL 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:ll AM 
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irth Judicial District Court - Ada Coun,. 
ROA Report 
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Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc. and Saint Michael McLaughlin 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Inc.'s 
Answer to Second Amended Counterclaim 
(Gjording for Saint Alphonsus) 
Motion in Limine Re: Douglas M Branson Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Jack S Gjoulding in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
in Limine 
Memorandum in Support of Motion in Support Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Hearing on Motion in Limine(518107 @ 4 Michael McLaughlin 
pm) 
3rd Party Defendant's Motion To Compel Michael McLaughlin 
Responeses To IMI'S Requests For Production 
Affidavit Of Counsel Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit Of Dennis R Reinstein Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Hearing RE:3rd Party Defendant's Michael McLaughlin 
Motion To Compel Responses To IMI'S Requests 
For Production 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/09/2007 01 :30 Michael McLaughlin 
PM) motion to compel 
Third Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Taking Deposition M i a e l  McLaughlin 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to Motion to Quash and Motion for Michael McLaughlin 
Protective Order 
Affidavit in Opposition to Motion to Quash Michael McLaughlin 
St Lukes Reply Memorandum in Support of its Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Quash Defendant MRI Assoc Notice of 
Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition of SLRMC & Motion for 
Rule 26(c) Protective Order 
Notice Vacating Hearing RE: St Luke's Regional Michael McLaughlin 
Medical Center LTD's Motion to Quash Def MRI 
Assocaites, LLP's Notice of Rule 30 (b)(6) 
Deposition of St Luke's Regional Medical Center 
and Motion for Rule 26(c) Protective Order 
Notice of Video Deposition Duces Tecum of W. Michael McLaughlin 
Ed Whitelaw 
Affidavit of Robin Cioffi Michael McLaughiin 
Opposition to 3-Party Defs Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Julli Hopkins Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of David Giles, MD Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Shawn P. Bailey Michael McLaughlin 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:ll AM 
Page 26 of 52 
L kh Judicial District Court - Ada Count) 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2004-11388 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin 









Michael McLaughlin Hearing result for Motion held on 04/03/2007 
04:OO PM: Hearing Held Motion to Quash 
Deposition of SLRMC and Motion for Protective 
ORder 
Notice Vacating Deposition of Mike Czech 
Notice Vacating the Deposition Of Lyndee Czech 
Amended notice of Deposition Deces Tecum of 
W Ed Whitelaw 
Notice of Amendment to 5th Amended 
Scheduling Order 
Amended Notice of Taking Deposition 
Second Amended Notice of Taking Deposition 
Hearing result for Motion held on 04/09/2007 
01 :30 PM: Hearing Held motion to compel 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Report of Discovery Master re: Third Party Def 
Motion to Compel Responses 
Response to Opposition to Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment 
Affidavit regarding Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Notice Of Service 
(2) Notice Of Service 
St Als Diversified Care and St Als RMC Inc's 
Motion for partial Summary Judgment on the 
Fourth Claim for Relief in Second Amended 
Counterclaim 
Affidavit of Jack S. Gjording in Support of St Als 
Summary Judgment 
St Als Diversified Care and St Als RMC 
Memorandum in Support of Motion 





























RSPS CCEARLJD Michael McLaughlin 

























Notice Of Service 
Hearing result for Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment held on 04/17/2007 03:OO PM: 
Hearing Held 
(2) Amended Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
(2) Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum 
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Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:ll AM 







Third Party Defendants' Expert Witness Michael McLaughlin 





Motion to SHorten Time Michael McLaughlin CCAMESLC 
CCAMESLC 
CCAMESLC 
Motion to Take Out of State Depositions Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit In Support Of Motion for Out of State Michael McLaughlin 
Depositions 






Affidavit In Support Of Motion to Compel Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel 
05/04/2007 01 :30 PM) 
Michael McLaughlin 
(2)Amended Notice of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Objection to Motion to Take out of State Michael McLaughlin 
Depositions 
Third party Defendants' Motion for partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment on Defamation Cause of 
Action 
Third Party Defendant's Motion to Exclude Michael McLaughlin 
Witnesses 
Third party Defendants' Memorandum in Support Michael McLaughlin 
of Motion for partial Summary Judgment on 
Defamaation Cause of Action 
Affidavit of Warren E jones in Support of Third Michael McLaughlin 
party Defendants' Motion to Exclude Expert 
Witnesses 
Affidavit of Niel D McFeeley in Support of Third Michael McLaughlin 
Party Defendants' Motion for Summery Judgment 
on Defamation cause of Action 
Affidavit of jeffery T Seabourn MD in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Third Party Defendants' Motion for partial 
Summary Judgment on Defamation Cause of 
Action 
Notice Of Hearing on third party Defendants' Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 6.5.07 @ 
330 pm 
Notice Of Hearing on third party Defendants' Michael McLaughlin 




















Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Partial Summary Michaei McLaughlin 
Judgment 06/05/2007 03:30 PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/21/2007 03:30 Michael McLaughlin 
PM) Motion to Exclude Expert Witnesses 
St Alphonsus' Objection to MRI Associates' Michael McLaughlin 
Expert Witness Disclosures for Charles A 
Wilhoite and Bruce P Budge 0002!3 
Affidavit of Jack S Gjording in Support of Saint Michael McLaughlin 
Alphonsus' Objection 
AFFD CCDWONCP 
rth Judicial District Court -Ada Counl, 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2004-11388 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care lnc vs. Mri Associates Llp, etal. 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:ll AM 
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User: CCTHIEBJ 
Date Code User Judge 
Approval of Court to Take out of State Michael McLaughlin 












Case Taken Under Advisement Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum re: Proposed Order of Proof Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Compel Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Daniel Gordon in Support of Motion to Michael McLaughlin 
Compel 
Ex Parte Motion to Shorten Time Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Shorten Time Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Protective Order Regarding Discovery Michael McLaughlin 
Depositions of Grant Chamberlain and Cindy 
Schamp 
Affidavit In Support Of Motion for Protective Order Michael McLaughlin 
Regarding Discovery Depositions of Grant 
Chamberlain and Cindy Schamp 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Protective Michael McLaughlin 
Order Regarding Discovery Depositions of Grant 
Chamberlain and Cindy Schamp and in 
Opposition of Motion to Compel Date Certain for 
Depositions of Grant Chamberlain and Cindy 
Schamp 
Notice Of Hearing on Motion for Protection Order Michael McLaughlin 
Order Shortening Time as Pursuant to Discovery Michael McLaughlin 
Master 
Jury Instructions Filed Michael McLaughiin 
Joinder in Motion to Exclude Expert Witnesses Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Taking Deposition (2) Michael McLaughlin 
























CCCHILER Saint Alphonsus' Memorandum in Opposition to Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Compel Deposition of Sandra Bruce 
Affidavit of Jack S Gjording in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to Motion to Compel Deposition of 
AFFD CCCHILER 
Sandra Bruce 
(2) Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin NOTS 
RPLY 
CCWRIGRM 
CCWRIGRM St Alphonsus Reply to MRIA's Opposition to Michael McLaughlin 
SARMC's Motion in Limine re Douglas M. 
Branson 






Notice Of Hearing (05/19/07 @ 3:30pm) Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Motion to Compel held on 
05/04/2007 01 :30 PM: Hearing Vacated Michab2fi:&3tY" 
CCWRIGRM Notice Of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:l l  AM 















511 012007 NOTD 









511 412007 MOTN 
AFSM 
th  Judicial District Court - Ada Count, 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2004-11388 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin 





























Objection to Expert Witness disclosure Michael McLaughlin 
Third Party Defendant's Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Warren E. Jones Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Third Party Michael McLaughlin 
Defendant's Motion 
Notice Of Hearing (06105107 @ 4:OOpm) Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/05/2007 04:OO Michael McLaughlin 
PM) 
Hearing result for Motion in Limine held on Michael McLaughlin 
05/08/2007 04:OO PM: Hearing Vacated 
Motion to Vacate Hearing Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Daniel J. Gordon Michael McLaughiin 
Affidavit of Thomas A. Banducci Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Third Party Defendant's Motion For Summary Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment Dismissing MRIA's First Amended 
Third Party Complaint on the Basis that no 
Damages have been Proven 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment 
Third Party Defendants' Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment on Idaho Consumer 
Protection Act Cause of Action 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Warren E. Jones Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Stipulation re: Rescheduling Hearing Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughiin 
Defs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Michael McLaughlin 
the lnterference with Prospective Contractual 
Relationship Cause of Action 
(2) Affidavit In Support Of Defs Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment on the lnterference with 
Prospective Contractual Relationship Cause of 
Action 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:11 AM 
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511 412007 MEMO 
Judge 
Memorandum in Support of Defs Motion for Michael McLaughlin 
Partial Summary Judgment on the Interference 
with Prospective Contractual Relationship Cause 
of Action 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Civil Michael McLaughlin 
Conspiracy Cause of Action 
Affidavit In Support Of Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment of Civil Conspiracy Cause of 
Action 
Memorandum in SUpport of for Partial Summary Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment of Civil Conspiracy Cause of Action 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Third Party Defendants Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Jeffrey R. Cliff Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Jeffrey T. Seabourn Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of J. Timothy Hall MD Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Warren E. Jones Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment 
Amended Notice of Hearing (05129107 @ 4:OOpm) Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/29/2007 04:OO Michael McLaughlin 
PM) 
Notice of hearing on Motion to Exclude Experts Michael McLaughlin 
Witnesses (5129107 @ 4pm) 
St Als Diversified Care and St Als RMC Inc's Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of J. Will Varin Michael McLaughlin 
St Als Diversified Care lnc and St Als RMC Inc's Michael McLaughlin 
Statement of Material Facts 
St Als Diversified Care lnc and St Als Regional Michael McLaughlin 
Medical Center Inc's Statement of Undisputed 
Facts in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment on MRI Associates LLP's Antitrust 
Claims 
St Als Diversified Care Inc's and St Als Regional Michael McLaugMin 
Medical Center Inc's Motion for Summary 
Judgment on MRI Associates LLP's Antitrust 
Claims 
St Als Diiversified Care Inc's and St Als Regional Michael McLaughlin 
Medical Center Inc's Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgment on MRI 
Associates LLP's Antitrust Claims 00032 































511 712007 STMT CCDWONCP 
MOTN CCDWONCP 
I MEMO CCDWONCP 
5/18/2007 MOSJ CCEARLJD 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:l l  AM 
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Report of Discovery Master Re: MRI Associates, Michael McLaughlin 
LLP Motion to Compel Deposition of Sandra 
Bruce 
Amended Notice of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
St Als Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Michael McLaughlin 
Civil Conspiracy Cause of Action 
Statement of Undisputed Facts in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Motion 
Affidavit of Patrick J. Miller Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of St. Als Motion Michael McLaughlin 
Statement of Undisputed Facts in Support of St Michael McLaughlin 
Als Motion 
St Als Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re Michael McLaughlin 
lnterferrence with Prospective Contractual 
Relationship or Business Expectations 
Statement of Undisputed Facts in Support of St. Michael McLaughlin 
Als Partial Summary Judgment 
Objection to Amended Notice of Rule 30(b)(6) Michael McLaughlin 
Deposition of St Ais RMC 
St Als Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Michael McLaughlin 
Misappropriation of Trade Secret Confidential 
Information Cause of Action 
Affidavit of Patrick J. Miller Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum Decision on Third Party Michael McLaughlin 
Defendant's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment Against MRlA on Breach of Fiduciary 
Duty Claim 
Memorandum Decision on Saint Alphonsus' Michael McLaughlin 
Motion in Limine Re: Douglas M. Branson 
Motion to Dismiss MRIA's Twentieth Claim for Michael McLaughlin 
Relief (re: Spoiliation) 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Protective Order Michaei McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Patrick Miller in Support of Motion for Michael McLaughlin 
Protective Order 
Ex Parte Motion to Shorten Time Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Hearing on Motion for Protective Order Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Motion held on 05/21/2007 Michael McLaughlin 
03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated Motion to Exclude 
Expert Witnesses 
Hearing result for Motion For Protective Order Michael McLaughlin 
held on 05/22/2007 11:OO AM: Hearing Vacated 
Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support Michael 
of Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Protective Order 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:11 AM 
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Opposition to SARMC's Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment on the Fourth Claim for 
Relief on the Second Amended Counterclaim 
Affidavit of G Rey Reingardt In Support Of Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to SARMC's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment on the Fourth Claim for 
Relief on the Second Amended 
Opposition to Third party Defendant's Motion to Michael McLaughlin 
Exclude Expert Witnesses 
Opposition to SARMC's Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit in Opposition to Motion to Exclude Expert Michael McLaughlin 
Witnesses 
Opposition to Objection to Expert Witness Michael McLaughlin 
Disclosure of Ed WHitelaw 
Affidavit of Ed Whitelaw in Support of Opposition Michael McLaughlin 
to SARMC's Objection to expert Witness 
Disclosure of Ed Whitelaw 
Affidavit of Daniel J Gordon in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to SARMC's Objection to expert 
Witness Disclosure of Ed Whitelaw 
Notice of Voluntary Dismissal Michael McLaughlin 
Errara Sheet: Notice of Voluntary Dismissal Michael McLaughlin 
Saint Aiphonsus' Objection to MRIA's Motion to Michael McLaughlin 
Increase Number of Interrogatories 
Affidavit of Patrick J. Miller in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Objection 
Certificate Of Mailing (05118107) Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Errata Sheet Re MRIA's Opposition to SARMC's Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
MRIA's Supplemental Disclosure of Witnesses Michael McLaughlin 
MlSC CCWRIGRM Supplemental Briefing to MRIA's Opposition to Michael McLaughlin 
SARMC's Objection to Expert Witness Disclosure 
AFFD CCWRIGRM Supplemental Affidavit of Daniel J. Gordon Michael McLaughlin 
512412007 REPT CCCHILER Report of Discovery Master Re: St. Alphonsus Michael McLaughlin 
Diversified Care, Inc.. and St. Alphonsus Regional 
Medical Center, Inc's Motion for Protective order 
Re: MRlA Associates. LLP, Rule 30(b)(6) 
Deposition 
REPL CCBARCCR St Al's Reply to MRl's Opposition to SARMC's Michael McLaughlin 
Objection to Expert Witness Discolure of Ed 
Whitelaw 
5/25/2007 NOHG CCBARCCR Notice Of Hearing Michael McLaughlin 
NOHG CCBARCCR 2nd Amended Notice Of Hearing Michae!@@@@i@ 
HRSC CCBARCCR Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07/02/2007 09:OO Michael McLaughlin 
AM) Motions 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:l l  AM 
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Report of Discovery Michael McLaughlin 
Third-party Defendants' Memorandum Joining St. Michael McLaughlin 
Alphonsus' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
on Lack of Proof of Damages Causation 
Affidavit in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment on Damage Causation 
Third-Party Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Michael McLaughlin 
Support of Motion to Exclude MRIA's Expert 
Witnesses 
Reply Memorandum Regarding Motion to Exclude Michael McLaughlin 
Expert Witnesses 
(2) Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
St Als Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
for Summary Judgment on MRIA's Fourth Claim 
for Relief (re: Fiduciary Duty to Limited 
Partnerships) 
Case Taken Under Advisement Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Motion held on 05/29/2007 Michael McLaughlin 
04:OO PM: Hearing Held Amended- Motion to 
Exclude Expert Witness 
Notice Of Video Deposition Duces Tecum of Michael McLaughlin 
pattie HArneck 
Notice of Video Deposition Duces Tecum of Michael McLaughlin 
Dennis Reinstein 
Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Service of Second Supplemental Michael McLaughlin 
Discovery Responses 
(2) Notice Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
St Alphonsus' Response to MRIA's Request to Michael McLaughlin 






















MlSC CCCHILER PlaintiffICounterdefendants, St Alphonsus Michael McLaughlin 
Diversified Care, Inc., and st ~lphonsus Regional 
. 
Medical Center, Inc's Supplemental Disclosure of 
Lay Witnesses 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Amended Notice of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition 





















CCAMESLC Third Party Defendant's Joinder in Objection to 
the Expert Withess Disclosure of W Ed Whiteiaw 






St Als Motion to Compel 
Memorandum in Support of Motion 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: lo:? 1 AM 
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Affidavit of Jack S Gjording Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Hearing (617107 @ 2 pm) Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel Michael McLaughlin 
06/07/2007 02:OO PM) 
Memorandum Decision on Saint Alphonsus' Michael McLaughlin 
Objection to MRI Associates' Expert Witness 
Disclosures for Charles A. Wilhoite and Bruce P. 
Budge and Third-Party Defendants' Motion to 
Exclude Expert Witnesses 
3rd Party Defs Notice of Non-Opposition to Michael McLaughlin 
MRIA's Voluntary Dismissal of Claims 
Notice Of Hearing on Partial Summary Judgment Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Partial Summary Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment 07/02/2007 09:OO AM) 
Hearing result for Motion for Partial Summary Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment held on 06/05/2007 03:30 PM: 
Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Motion held on 06/05/2007 Michael McLaughlin 
03:30 PM: Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Motion held on 06/05/2007 Michael McLaughlin 
04:OO PM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result for Motion to Compel held on Michaer McLaughlin 
06/07/2007 02:OO PM: Hearing Vacated 
St Alphonsus Diversified Care and St Alphonsus Michael McLaughlin 
Regional Medical Center's Motio in Limine Re: 
Shattuck Hammond Memorandum 
Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine Re: Michael McLaughlin 
Shattuck Hammond Memorandum 
St Alphonsus Diversified Care and St Alphonsus Michael McLaughlin 
Regional Medical Center's Renewed Motion in 
Limine Re: Lease and Partnership Term 
St Alphonsus Diversified Care and St Alphonsus Michael McLaughlin 
Regional Medical Center's Motion in Limine Re: 
Purchase Price Damage Theory 
Memorandum in Support of Motmn in Limine Re: Michael McLaughlin 
Purchase Price Damage Theory 
St Alphonsus Diversified Care and St Alphonsus Michael McLaughlin 
Regional Medical Center's Motion in Limine Re: 
Dissociation 
Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine Re: Michael McLaughlin 
Dissociation 
Notice Of Hearing (712107 @ Sam) Michael McLaughlin 
Mria's Motion in Limine Prohibiting SARMC from Michael McLaughlin 
Introducing Evidence of its Intent ke:  Term of the 
MRlA Partnership 00036; 
Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion in Michael McLaughlin 
Limine 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:ll AM 
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MRIA's Motion in Limine Re:Attempts to Michael McLaughlin 
Purchase MRlA and/or MRlCl 
Memorandum in Support of Motion in Lirnine Re: Michael McLaughlin 
Attempts to Purchase MRlAA andlor MRlCl 
MRIA's Motion in Limine Re: Communications Michael McLaughlin 
Between SARMC and MRlA about the Purchase 
of MRlA andlor MRlCl 
Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion in Michael McLaughlin 
Limine RE: Communications Between SARMC 
and MRlA about the Purchase of MRlA andlor 
MRICI 
MRIA's Motion in Limine Re: Justification for Michael McLaughlin 
Withdrawal 
Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion in Michael McLaughlin 
Limine Re: Justsification for Withdrawal 
MRIA's Motion in Limine Re: Admissibility of Michael McLaughlin 
Shattuck Hammond Memorandum 
Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion in Michael McLaughlin 
Limine Re: Admissibility of Shattuck Hammond 
Memorandum 
MRIA's Motion in Limine Re: SARMC Promotion Michael McLaughlin 
of its Own Best Interests as a Defense to IT 
Fiduciary Duty Breaches 
Memorandum in Support MRIA's Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Re: SARMC Promotion of its Own Best Interests 
as a Defense to IT Fiduciary Duty Breaches 
MRIA's Motion in Limine Re: Purported Breaches Michael McLaughlin 
by MRlA of Fiduciary Duties 
Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion in Michael McLaughlin 
Limine Re: Purported Breaches by MRlA of 
Fiduciary Duties 
Motion in Limine Re: Evidence of Patricia Michael McLaughlin 
Vandenberg's Status as a FormerCatholic Nun 
Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion in Michael McLaughlin 
Llmine Re: Evidence of Patricia Vandenberg's 
Status as a Former Catholic Nun 
MRIA's Motion in Limine Re: SARMC's Beliefs Michael McLaughlin 
About Legality of Withdrawal from MRlA 
Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion in Michael McLaughlin 
Limine Re: SARMC's Beliefs About Legality of 
Withdrawal from MRlA 
MRIA's Motion to Strike Gregory S. Vistness Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion to Michael McLaughlin 
Strike Gregory S. Vistness 
Affidavit of Daniel J. Gordon In Support Of Motion Michael McLau hlin 
to Strike Gregory S. Bistness O O O ! ~  
Affidavit of Ed Whitelaw in Support of MRIA's Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Strike Gregory S. Vistnes 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:ll AM 
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MRIA's Motion in Limine Re: Referring Physicians Michael McLaughlin 
Designated by SARGlGSR as Expert Witnesses 
Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine Re: Michael McLaughlin 
Referring Physicians Designated by SARGlGSR 
as Expert Witnesses 
MRIA's Motion in Limine Re: SARMC's Reliance Michael McLaughlin 
on Advice of Counsel 
Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine Re: Michael McLaughlin 
SARMC's Reliance on Advice of Counsel 
MRIA's Motion in Limine Re: Inadvertently Michael McLaughlin 
Disclosed Privileged Document 
Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine Re: Michael McLaughlin 
Inadvertently Disclosed Privileged Document 
MRIA's Motion in Llmine Re: Investments by Michael McLaughlin 
Members of DMR 
Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion in Michael McLaughlin 
Limine Re: lnvestments by Members of DMR 
Affidavit of G. Rey Reinhardt in Support of MRIA's Michael McLaughlin 
Motions in Limine (Comprises all of File #28) 
MRIA's Motion to Strike IMi's Joinder in SARMC's Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Lack of 
Proof of Damages Causation 
Memorandum in Suppport of MRIA's Motion to Michael McLaughlin 
Strike IMl's Joinder in SARMC's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment on Lack of Proof of 
Damages Causation 
MRIA's Opposition to Motion for Summary Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment Re: Antitrust Claims 
Affidavit of Daniel J. Gordon in Support of MRIA's Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment Re: 
Antitrust Claims 
Statement of Facts in Support MRIA's Opposition Michael McLaughlin 
to Motion for Summary Judgment Re: Antitrust 
Claims 
Affidavit of Ed Whitelaw in Support of MRIA's Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment Re: 
Antitrust Claims 
MRIA's Opposition to SARMC's Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment Re: Damage Causation or, 
in the Alternative, Motion in Limine 
Affidavit of G. Rey Reinhardt in Support of MRIA's Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to SARMC's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment REe: Damage Causation or, 
in the Alternative, Motion in Limine 
MRIA's Opposition to IMl's Motion for Summary Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment Dismissing MRIA's 1st Amended Third 
Party Complaint on the Basis that No Damages 
have been Proven and SARMC's Joinder Thereto 
00038 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: lo:$$ AM 
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MRIA's Opposition to Motion for Partial Summary Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment by Third Party Defendants on the 
"Interference with Existing Contractual 
Relationship" Claim 
Affidavit of G. Rey Reinhardt in Support of MRIA's Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment by Third Party Defendants on the 
"Interference with Existing Contractual 
Relationship" Claim (Comprises entire File #31) 
MRIA's Opposition to Third Party Defendants' Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Civil 
Conspiracy Cause of Action and SARMC's Motion 
for Partial Summary Judgment on Civil 
Consipiracy Cause of Action (MRIA's 16th Claim 
for Relief) 
Notice Of Hearing (07102107 @ 9:OOam) Michael McLaughlin 
Reply Brief in Support of Motion to Compel Michael McLaughlin 
Second Amended Notice of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
3rd Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Michael McLaughlin 
MRIA's Opposition to SARMC's Motion to Dismiss Michael McLaughlin 
Spoliation Claim 
MRIA's Opposition to SARMC's Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Re: Dissociation 
MRIA's Opposition to SARMC's Renewed Motion Michael McLaughlin 
in Limine Re: Lease and Partnership Term 
MRIA's Opposition to SARMC's Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Re: Shattuck Hammond Memorandum 
MRIA's Opposition to SARMC's Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Re: Purchase Price Damage Theory 
Affidavit of Charles Wilhoite in Support of MRIA's Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to SARMC's Motion in Limine Re: 
Purchase Price Damage Theory 
Affidavit of Daniel J. Gordon in Support of MRIA's Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to SARMC's Motin in Limine Re: 
Purchase Price Damage Theory 
Affidavit of Daniei J. Gordon in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Spoliation Claim 
Motion in Limine re: Sarmc's Reliance on Advice Michael McLaughlin 
of Counsel 
Memorandum in Opposition to MRIA'S Motion in Michael McLaughlin 
Limine re: 
Memorandum in Opposition to MRIA's Motion to Michael McLaughlin 
Strike Gregory Vistnes 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Michael McLaughlin 





























Time: 10:ll AM 
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Report of Discovery Master Re: Motion to Compel Michael McLaughlin 
Responses to Fifth Set of Interrogatories and 
Fourth Set of Request For Admissions 
Response to MRIA's Motion in Limine Re: Michael McLaughlin 
SARMC's Beliefs about Legality of Withdrawal 
from MRlA 
Affidavit of Patrick J Miller in Support of Reply Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment re Damage Causation 
Memorandum In Support of Motion for Summary Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment on MRIA's Anti Trust Claims 
Response to Motion and Limine Re: SARMC Michael McLaughlin 
Promotion of its Own best Interests as a Defense 
to its Fiduciary Duty Breaches 
Response to Opposition to Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment on Civil Conspiracy Cause of 
Action 
Opposition to Motion in Limine Re: Investments Michael McLaughlin 
by Members of DMR 
Response to Opposition to Motion for Summary Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment Re: Antitrust 
Reply to Opposition to Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment by Third Party Defendants 
on "Interference wl Existing Contractual 
Relationship" Claim 
Response to Mira's Motion to Strike IMl's Joinder Michael McLaughlin 
in SARMC's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment on Lack of Proof of Damages 
Causation 
Response to MRIA'S Opposition to SARMC's Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: 
Damages Causation 
Objection to Motion in Limine Re: Referring Michael McLaughlin 
Physicians Deignated by SARMCIGSR as Expert 
Witnesses 
Motion to Strike Michael McLaughlin 
Objection to Motion in Limine Re: Admissibility of Michael McLaughlin 
Shattuck Hammond Memorandum 
Reply to Opposition to Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin 
Summary Judgment 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit in Support of Motion to Strike Exhibits Michael McLaughlin 
Response to Motion in Limine re Justification for Michael McLaughlin 
Withdrawal 
Affidavit in Support of Response to Opposition to Michael McLaughlin 
SARMC's Motion for Summary Judgment Re: 
Damages Causation 00040 
Supplimental Affidavit of Gregory S Gistnes PHD Michael Mcl-aughlin 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10: l l  AM 
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Response to Motion in Limine Re: Referring Michael McLaughlin 
Physicians Designated by SARGIGSR as Expert 
Witnesses 
Response to Motion in Limine Re: Admissability Michael McLaughlin 
of Shattuck Hammond Memorandum 
Affidavit in Response to Admissability of Shattuck Michael McLaughlin 
Hammond Memorandum 
Response to Motion in Limine Re: Purportrated Michael McLaughlin 
Breaches by MRlA of Fiduciary Duties 
Affidavit in Support of Response to Motion in Michael McLaughlin 
Limine Re: Purportrated Breaches by MRlA of 
Fiduciary Duties 
Response to Motion in Limine Re: Evidence of Michael McLaughlin 
Patricia Vandenberg's Status as a Former 
Catholic Nun 
Affidavit in Support of Response to Motion in Michael McLaughlin 
Limine Re: Evidence of Patricia Vandenberg's 
Status as a Former Catholic Nun 
Saint Alphonsus Joinder in Third Party Michael McLaughlin 
Defendant's Reply Brief in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment Re: Civil Conpiracy Cause 
of Action 
Response to Motion in Limine re Attempts to Michael McLaughlin 
Purchase MRlA 
Affidavit of Patruick J Miller Michael McLaughlin 
Response to Motion in Limine re Investments by Michael McLaughlin 
Members 
Response to MRlAs Motion in Limine re Michael McLaughlin 
Communications 
Response to Motion in Limine re Term of the Michael McLaughlin 
Partnership 
Aflidavit of Patrick J Miller Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Patrick J Mlller Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum Decision on Saint Alphonsus Michael McLaughlin 
Diversified Care, Inc., and Saint Alphonsus 
medical Center, Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment on the Fourth Claim for Relief in 
Second Amended Counterclaim 
Reply to MRl's Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Michael McLaughlin 
Spoliation Claim 
MRl's Opposition to Motion in Limine Re: Michael McLaughlin 
Purchase Price Damage Theory 
Reply to MRl's Opposition to Motion in Limine Re: Michael McLaughlin 
Dissociation 
Reply to MRl's Opposition to Motion in Limine Re: Michael McLaughlin 
Shattuck Hammond Memo 00043. 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:l l  AM 
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Reolv to MRl's Oooosition to Motion in Limine Re: Michael McLaughlin 
~ e a i e  & partnership Term 
Affidavit of Patrick J. Miller in Support of MRl's Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to Motion in Limine Re: Purchase 
Price Damage Theory 
Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Reply in Support of motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of James M. Prochaska Michael McLaughlin 
Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Strike Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Shorten Time Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Hearing Scheduled Michael McLaughlin 
(7-2-07 @ 9 AM) 
Reply in Support of Motion to Strike Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Ed Whitelaw Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Ed Whitelaw Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Michael McLaughlin 
Supplemental Affidavit of Gregorys S. Vistnes 
Motion to Strike the Affd of Charles Wilhoite in Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to Motion in Limine Re: Purchase 
Price Damage Theory 
MRIA's Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Re: Michael McLaughlin 
Referring Physicians Designated by SARGIGSR 
as Expert Witnesses 
MRIA's Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Re: Michael McLaughlin 
Admissibility of shattuck Hammond Memorandum 
MRIA's Repsonse to Third Party Defendants' Michael McLaughlin 
Objection to Motion in Limine Re: Investments by 
Members of DMR 
St Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc Stipulation Re: Michael McLaughlin 
Extension of Briefing Schedule 
Response to Erroneous Statement Michael McL-42 
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Strike Michael McLaughlin 
St~nniementnl Affri nf Oreflow S Vistnes 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10: l l  AM 
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Errata Sheer re Supplemental Affd of Grefory S Michael McLaughlin MlSC . . 
Vlstnes 
Order to Shorten Time - Denied Michael McLaughlin 
Order Extending Briefing Schedule Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to St Alphonsus Diversified Care and Michael McLaughlin 
St Als RMC lncs Motion to Strike the Affidavit of 
Charles Wilhoite 
Affidavit of Daniel J. Gordon Michael McLaughlin 
Reply Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion Michael McLaughlin 
to Strike Supplemental Affidavit of Gregory S. 
Vistnes, PhD 
St Als Diversity Care and St Als RMC Reply to Michael McLaughlin 
MRIA's Opposition to Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment 
Order on Oral Argument Presentation on Motions Michael McLaughlin 
for July 2nd 2007 
Affidavit of Yvonne Ketchum Michael McLaughlin 
(2) Affidavit of Service 6/28/07 Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Motion for Partial Summary Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment held on 07/02/2007 0900 AM: 
Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Motion held on 07/02/2007 Michael McLaughlin 
09:OO AM: Hearing Held Motions 
Case Taken Under Advisement Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Jack S Gjording Re Documents to Be Michael McLaughlin 
Submitted IN CAMERA 
(4) Affidavit Of Service 7.02.07 Michael McLaughlin 
MRIA"s Motion to Strike Affidavit of Yvonne Michael McLaughiin 
Ketchum 
Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion to Michael McLaughlin 
Strike Affidavit of Yvonne Ketchum 
MRIA's Motion in Limine Re Yvonne Ketchum Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit 
Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion in Michael McLaughlin 
Limine Re Yvonne Ketchum Affidavit 


































CCCHILER St Alphonsus Diversified Care, inc and St Michael McLaughlin 










(2) Affidavit Of Service 7.10.07 Michael McLaughlin 
(3) Affidavit Of Service 7.1 1.07 Michael McLaughlin 
Plt's Trial Brief Michael McLaughlin 
MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Third Party Michael M m I a 3  
Defendant Settlement 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:ll AM 
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Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion 
MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Purported Breaches 
of Fiduciary Duties and Wrongful Conduct by 
MRIA, DMR, and Dr Giles 
Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion 
MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Third Party 
Defendants Expert Witnesses 
Memorandum in Support of MRIA's Motion 
MRIA's Trial Brief 
Pre-Trial Memorandum 
Affidavit of G Rey Reinhardt 
Stipulation for Dismissal of Third Party 
Defendants With Prejudice 
Notice Of Taking (continued) Video Deposition 
Hearing result for Civil Pretrial Conference held 
on 07/23/2007 03:OO PM: Hearing Held 
Motion to Compel Production of Discovery 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel 
Production of Discovery 
Affidavit of Jack S Gjording in Support of Motion 
to Compel 
Ex Parte Motion to Shorten Time 
Notice of Hearing re Motion to Compel 
(7.31.07@1 lam) 
St Als Diversified Care lnc and St Als RMC 
Memorandum in Opposition to MRlAs Motion in 
Limine Re Third Party Defendant Settlement 
St Als Diversified Care and St Als RMC 
Memorandum in Opposition to MRlAs Motion in 
Limine re Third Party Defendants Expert 
Witnesses 
St Alphonsus Memorandum in Opposition to 
MRIA's Motion in Limine re Conduct by MRIA, 
DMR and Dr Giles 
(2) Affidavit of J Will Varin 
Stipulation for Dismissal of Third Party 

























Time: 10: l l  AM 
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MEMORANDUM DECISION ON Michael McLaughlin 
SAlNT ALPHONSUS' MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: 
SHATTUCK HAMMOND MEMORANDUM; 
SAlNT ALPHONSUS' RENEWED MOTION IN 
LlMlNE RE: LEASE AND PARTNERSHIP TERM; 
SAlNT ALPHONSUS' MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: 
PURCHASE PRICE DAMAGE THEORY; SAlNT 
ALPHONSUS' MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: 
DISSOCIATION: MRIA'S MOTION IN LlMlNE 
~ 
PROHIBITING SARMC FROM INTRODUCING 
EVIDENCE OF ITS INTENT RE: TERM OF THE 
MRlA PARTNERSHIP; MRIA'S MOTION IN 
LlMlNE RE: ATTEMPTS TO PURCHASE MRlA 
ANDlOR MRICI; MRIA'S MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: 
COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN SARMC AND 
MRlA ABOUT THE PURCHASE OF MRlA 
ANDlOR MRICI: MRIA'S MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: 
MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: ADMISSIBILITY OF 
SHATTUCK HAMMOND MEMORANDUM; 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: SARMC'S 
MR~A'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PURPORTED. 
BREACHES BY MRlA OF FIDUCIARY DUTIES; 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: EVIDENCE OF 
PATRICIA VANDEBERG'S STATUS AS A 
FORMER CATHOLIC NUN; MRIA'S MOTION IN 
LlMlNE RE: SARMC'S BELIEFS ABOUT 
LEGALITY OF WITHDRAWAL FROM MRIA; 
MRIA'S MOTION TO STRIKE GREGORY S; 
VISTNESS; MRIA'S MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: 
REFERRING PHYSICIANS DESIGNATED BY 
SARGlGSR AS EXPERT WITNESSES; MRIA'S 
MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: SARMC'S RELIANCE -~ ~ ~ - - 
ON ADVICE OF C0UNSEL:MRIA'S MOTION IN 
LIMINE RE: INADVERTENTLY DISCLOSED 
PRIVILEGED DOCUMENTS; MRIA'S MOTION 
IN LlMlNE RE: INVESTMENTS BY MEMBERS 
OF DMR; SAlNT ALPHONSUS MOTION TO 
STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES 
WILHOITE IN OPPOSITION TO SARMC'S 
MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: PURCHASE PRICE 
DAMAGE THEORY; MRIA'S MOTION TO 
STRIKE SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
GREGORY S. VISTNESS, PHD. 
Order for Dismissal of Third Party Defendants Michael McLaughlin 
with Prejudice 
Motion for Expedited Hearing 
Motion to ModifL Subpoena 
Michael McLaughlin 
Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Su~oort of Motion to Modifv Michael McLaunhlin . . 
Subpoena 
Affidavit of Neil McFeeley 
00645 
Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Jeffrey Cliff Michael McLaughlin 
User: CCTHIEBJ Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10: l l  AM 
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Notice of Hearing re Motion to Amend Subpoena Michael McLaughlin 
(7.31.07@2pm) 
Opposition to Motion to Modify Subpoena Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Thomas A Banducci in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition to Motion to Modify Subpoena 
Request for Clarification Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Motion to Compel held on Michael McLaughlin 
07/31/2007 11 :00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result for Motion held on 07/31/2007 Michael McLaughlin 
0200 PM: Hearing Held Motion to Modify 
Subpoena 
Memorandum in Opposition to MRIA's Request Michael McLaughlin 
for Clarification 
Exhibit List Michael McLaughlin 
Plaintiffs Exhibit List Michael McLaughlin 
MRIA's Request for ClarificationlReconsideration Michael McLaughlin 
of Motion in Limine re: Shattuck Hammond 
Memorandum and 
MRIA's Request for Pre-evidentiary Jury 
Instruction re: Duty of Loyalty 
St Als Diversified Care and St Als RMC Motion in Michael McLaughlin 
Limine re Use of Deposition Testimony in 
Opening Statements 
Memorandum in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of J Will Varin Michael McLaughlin 
SARMC's Motion in Limine Re: Use of Shattuck Michael McLaughlin 
Hammond Doc's in Opening Statement 
Affidavit Of Service 8/1/07 Michael McLaughlin 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc.. and Saint Michael McLaughlin 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Inc:s 
Opposition to Mria's Motion to Compel RE: 
Sarmc's Failure to Provide Foundational 
Objections to Mria's Exhibits 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc., and Saint Michael McLaughlin 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Inc!s Reply 
to Mria's Opposition to Motion in Limine RE: Use 
of Shattuck Hammond Documents in Opening 
Statements 
Motion to Compel Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Thomas Banducci in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Compel 
Opposition to Motion in Limini Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Thomas A Banducci in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Opposition 











































Time: 10: l l  AM 
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HRSC 
JTST 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel 
08/06/2007 08:15 AM) 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 08/06/2007 
09:OO AM: Jury Trial Started 
CCKENNJA Michael McLaughlin 
HRHD CCKENNJA Hearing result for Motion to Compel held on 












Acceptance Of Service 










Transcript Filed - Opening Statements 





Acceptance Of Service (816107) 
St Alphonsus Motion in Limine Re: Dissociation 
Damages 
Affidavit In Support Of Motion in Limine Re: 
Dissociation Damages 
AFSM CCCHILER Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine Re: 
Dissociation Damages 





Transcript Filed Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit Of Service 
5-1 -07 
Affidavit Of Service (2) 
5-2-07 
Affidavit Of Service 
7-1 1-07 









AFOS CCBLACJE Affidavit Of Service 
7-14-07 
Michael McLaughlin 
AFOS Affidavit Of Service Michael McLaughlin 
7-31-07 
MRIA's Opposition to SARMC's Motion in Limine Michael McLaughlin 
RE Dissociation Damages 
Affidavit of Daniel J Gordon in Support of MRIA's Michael McLaughlin 





MEMO CCAMESLC Memorandum in Support of Admissability of Carl Michael McLaughlin 
harder Letter 
Affidavit in Support of Memorandum in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Admissability of Carl Harder Letter 
Transcript Filed -Trial Testimony of Kenneth Fry Michael McLaughlin 











Time: 10:11 AM 
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Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care lnc vs. Mri Associates Llp, etal. 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
User Judge 
CCWRIGRM St Als Diversified Care Proposed Findings of Fact Michael McLaughlin 
and Conclusions of Law regarding Plaintiff St Als 
Diversified Care Inc's Claim for Its Partnership 
Equity 
DCNLENI Transcript Filed-Closing Argument 8130107 Michael McLaughlin 










Transcript Filed-Post-Evidentiary Motions Michael McLaughlin 
Transcript Filed Jeffrey Cliff 8/28/07 & 8/29/07 Michael McLaughlin 
Transcript Filed Bruce Budge 8120107 Michael McLaughlin 
Transcript Filed-Jury Verdict Michael McLaughlin 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment 
Civil Disposition entered for: Gem State Michael McLaughiin 
Radiology Llp, Defendant; Imaging Center 
Radiologists Llp, Defendant; Intermountain 
Medical lmaging Llc, Defendant; Mri Associates 
Llp, Defendant; Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care 
Inc, Plaintiff. 
order date: 9/21/2007 
Transcript Filed Testomy of Cindy Schamp Michael McLaughlin 
Transcript Filed--Testimony of Julli Hopkins Michael McLaughlin 
811 6/07 
CCKENNJA Transcript Filed---Testimony of Mary Elizabeth Michael McLaughlin 










Transcript Filed---Testimony of Dr. Jeffrey Michael McLaughlin 
Seabourn 8/27/07 & 8/28/07 
Transcript Filed- Test. of Dr. B Anderson Michael McLaughlin 
Transcript Filed- test of Dr. P Reedy Michael McLaughlin 
Transcript Filed - Motions Hearing 7/2/07 Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict Michael McLaughlin 
and Motion for New Trial 
Affidavit In Support Of Motion for Judgment Michael McLaughlin 
Notwithstanding the Verdict and Motion for New 
Trial 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Judgment Michael McLaughlin 
Notwithstanding the Verdict and Motion for New 
Trial 
Motion to Enlarge Page Limit Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit In Support Of Motion to Enlarge Page Michael McLaughlin 
Limit 
CCAMESLC Affidavit Re: Settlement Offer Michael McLaughlin 
CCBARCCR Motion for Costs and Fees Michae l4Qaqp 
CCBARCCR Affidavit of Thomas A Banducci in Support of Michael c aug in 
MRIA's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:l l AM 
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AFFD CCBARCCR Affidavit of Counsel RE: Criteria for Awarding Michael McLaughlin 
Attorney Fees 
Affidavit of Charles F Cole Michael McLaughlin AFFD 
MEMO 
CCBARCCR 
CCBARCCR MRIA's Memorandum in Support of Memorandum Michael McLaughlin 
of Costs and Fees 
MRIA's Motion for Reconsideration of Findings of Michael Mdaughlin 
Fact, Conclusions of Law and Judgment 
MOTN CCBARCCR 
MRIA's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Michael McLaughlin 
Reconsideration of Findings of Fact, Conclusions 








MRIA's Motion for Prejudgment Interest Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit of Drew Voth Michael McLaughlin 
MRIA's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Michael McLaughlin 
Prejudgment Interest 
Affidavit of Thomas A Banducci in Support of Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Prejudgment Interest 
Saint Alphonsus's Application for Attorney Fees Michael McLaughlin 






CCPRICDL Verified Memorandum of Coasts and Attorneys Michael McLaughlin 
Fees 
Affidavit of Stephanie C. Westermeier Michael McLaughlin AFFD 
TRAN 
CCPRICDL 
CCBROWKM Transcript Filed - Summary Judgment Motion Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing 4117107 
Notice of Substitution Of Counsel Michael McLaughlin 










Order re: Enlarging Page Limit Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Michael McLaughlin 
10/3112007 09:OO AM) 
TRAN CCKENNJA Transcript Filed of Grant Robert chamerlian Michael McLaughlin 
8128107 
Transcript Filed - Motions Hearing 111 1/07 Michael McLaughlin TRAN 
TRAN 
CCBROWKM 
CCBROWKM Transcript Filed -Trial Testimony of Joseph A. Michael McLaughlin 
Messmer 
Transcript Filed - Trial Testimony od Dr. Neil Michael McLaughlin 
Couchman Davey 
Transcript Filed -Trial Testimony of Cindy ~ ichae l  McLaughlin 
Schamp 8/27/07 Volume I! 
TRAN CCBROWKM 
TRAN CCBROWKM 
TRAN CCBROWKM Transcript Filed - Trial Testimony of Grant Robert Michael McLaughlin 
Chamberlain 8116107 & 8120107 
Transcript Filed - Pati i l  Trial Testimony Jeffrey Michael McLaughlin 
Robert Cliff 8129107 00050 
MRIA's Objection to Verified Memorandum of Michael McLaughlin 
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10/23/2007 MOTN 
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ROA Report 
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Motion to Disallow MIRA's Request for Costs and Michael McLaughlin 
Fees 
Affidavit In Support Of Motion tp Disallow Costs Michael McLaughlin 
and Fees 
Memorandum in Support of Opposition for Atty Michael McLaughlin 
Costs and Fees 
Notice Of Hearing (10/31/07 @ Sam) Michael McLaughlin 
MRIA'S Motion to File Overlength Brief Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit in Support of MRIA'S Motion to File Michael McLaughlin 
Overlenght Brief 
MRIA'S Opposition to Motion for Judgment Michael McLaughlin 
Notwithstanding the Verdict and Motion for New 
Trial 
Aftidavit in Support of MRIAS Opposition to Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Judgement Notwithstanding the Verdict 
and Motion for New Trial 
Memorandum in Opposition to MRIA's Motion for Michael McLaughlin 
Reconsideration of Findings of Fact 
Affidavit of Jack Gjording in Opposition to Motion Michael McLaughlin 
for Prejudgement lnterest 
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Michael McLaughlin 
Prejudgement lnterest 
Reply in Support of Motion for Reconsideration of Michael McLaughlin 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and 
Judgement 
Reply in Support of Motion for Prejudgement Michael McLaughlin 
lnterest 
MRIA's Verified Reply in Support of Motion for Michael McLaughlin 
Costs and Fees 
Transcript Filed - Partial Transcript, Dr. David Michael McLaughlin 
Giles 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care lnc and Saint Michael McLaughlin 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Inc's Motion 
to Enlarge Page Limit 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care lnc and Saint Michael McLaughlin 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Inc's Reply 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Judgment 
Notwithstanding the Verdict and Motion for New 
Trial 
Affidavit of Patrick J Miller in Support of Saint Michael McLaughlin 
Alphonsus Diversified Care lnc and Saint 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Inc's Reply 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Judgment 
Notwithstanding the Verdict and Motion for New 
Trial 0005l' 
Order re: Saint Alphonsus Motion to Enlarge Michael McLaughlin 
Page Limit 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:ll AM 
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1 1/4/2008 MOTN 
I AFFD 
1 1/8/2008 ADVS 
I HRHD 
, 1/10/2008 RQST 




























Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Michael McLaughlin 
10/31/2007 09:OO AM: Hearing Held Motion to 
Disallow Costs and Fees 
Case Taken Under Advisement Michael McLaughlin 
Transcript Filed - Motion Hearing 10/31/07 Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum Decision on Saint Alphonsus's Michael McLaughlin 
Application for Attorney Fees Relative to Antitrust 
and Equity Claims; St. Alphonsus Motion for 
Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict; St. 
Alphonsus's Motion for New Trial; MRIA's Motion 
for Prejudgment Interest; MRIA's Motion for 
Reconsideration; MRIA's Motion for Attorney 
Fees and Costs 
Affidavit in Support of Atty Costs and Fees Michael McLaughlin 
Acceptance of Remittitur Michael McLaughlin 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care and Saint Michael McLaughlin 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Objection to 
Acceptance of Remittitur 
Motion for Limited Admission of Donald B Ayer Michael McLaughlin 
Motion for Limited Admission of Christian Michael McLaughlin 
Vergonis 
Objection to Revised Fees and Costs Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit in Support of Objection to Revised Fees Michael McLaughlin 
and Costs 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Michael McLaughlin 
Order for Limited Admission - Donald B. Ayer Michael McLaughlin 
Order for Limited Admission -Christian G. Michael McLaughlin 
Vergonis 
Amended Judgment Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Shorten Time Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Hearing (Objection to Attorney Fees Michael McLaughlin 
and Costs 01/08/2008 03:OO PM) 
Order Shortening Time Michael McLaughlin 
Response to Objection to Acceptance of Michael McLaughlin 
Remittitur 
Motion for Stay of Execution MichaelMcLaughiin 
Affidavit of Jack S. Gjording in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
for Stay of Execution 
Case Taken Under Advisement Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Objection to Attorney Fees and Michael McLaughlin 
Costs held on 01/08/2008 03:OO PM: Hearing 
Held 6)0052 
Request for Additional Transcripts & Records Michael McLaughlin 
Notice Of Cross-Appeal Michael McLaughlin 
Ah Judicial District Court -Ada Count, 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2004-11388 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care lnc vs. Mri Associates Llp, etal. 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:ll AM 








Michael McLaughlin Memorandum Decision on MRIA's Revised 
Motion for Attorneys Fees and Costs 
Order Clarifying the Court's Memorandum 
Decision on MRIA's Motion for ATtorney's Fees 







Request for Additional Clerk's Record 
Affidavit of Wade L Woodard in Support of Award 




REQU CCTHIEBJ Supplemental Request For Additional Clerk's 
Records 
Michael McLaughlin 
OBJT CCWRIGRM Objection to Proposed Second Amended 
Judgment 
Michael McLaughlin 









Affidavit of Thomas A Banducci 






Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 
02/26/2008 04:OO PM) Objection to MRIA's 
Proposed 2nd Amended Jdgmnt 
MRIA 's Objection to Proposed 2nd Amended 










Michael McLaughlin Notice Vacating Hearing Date ((02/26/08 @ 
4:OOpm) 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on 
02/26/2008 04:OO PM: Hearing Vacated 
Objection to MRIA's Proposed 2nd Amended 
Jdgmnt 
Notice Of Hearing RE: Objection to MRIA's 
Proposed Second Amended Judgment 
(02-26-2008 @4:00pm) 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 
02/26/2008 04:OO PM) Objection to MRlA 
Proposed Second Amended Judgment 
Second Amended Judgment 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on 
02/26/2008 04:OO PM: Hearing Vacated 
Objection to MRlA Proposed Second Amended 
Judgment 
MRlAs Second supplemental Request for 
Additional Clerks Records 
Notice of Filing Surety BondlAppeal Bond No. 
08864599 Posted/$46,066,840.00 
Michael McLaughlin 
NOHG CCSTROMJ Michael McLaughlin 












1 4/7/2008 REQU CCTOWNRD MRIA's Third Supplemental Request for Michael McLaughiin 
Additional Clerk's Records 
Date: 6/4/2008 
Time: 10:ll AM 
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Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care lnc vs. Mri Associates Llp, etal. 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
Date Code User Judge 
412512008 RQST CCBARCCR Request for Additional Transcripts Michael McLaughlin 
Jack S. Gjording (Idaho State Bar #1105) 
GJORDING & FOUSER 
509 W. Hays 
Post Office Box 2837 




Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc 
I IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
,p& ., ;, : .,\ A! ., r-1 
@ , I 1, *.,I , i.; 5 * .., $ 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
I : 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 








Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc., through counsel, in support of the below listed 
causes of action against MRI Associates, LLP, complains and alleges and avers as follows. 




Idaho nonprofit corporation. The sole voting member of Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care is 
1 Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Inc. ("Saint Alphonsus"). Saint Alphonsus is also a 
I nonprofit corporation. Saint Alphonsus and Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care are exempt %om 
I federal income taxation under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. Saint 
I 00055 
. ~ 
Alphonsus Diversified Care exists to support Saint Alphonsus' charitable mission of making 
health care services more available in the community. Among many other matters, Saint 
Alphonsus owns and operates an emergency room which is open to all persons in the community 
without regard to such person's ability to pay. Saint Alphonsus accepts all Medicare and 
Medicaid patients and provides substantial other charity care benefits to the community. Saint 
Alphonsus Diversified Care's principal place of business is located in Ada County, Idaho. 
2. MRI Associates, LLP is an Idaho limited liability partnership ("MRI Associates"). 
Its principal place of business is located in Ada County, Idaho. The current general partners of 
MRI Associates are Doctors Magnetic Resonance, Inc., an Idaho for profit corporation ("DMR"), 
MedNow, Inc., an Idaho for profit corporation wholly owned by Mercy Medical Center, Inc., 
West Valley Medical Center, Inc., an Idaho for profit corporation and the Dominican Sisters of 
Ontario, Inc., an Oregon corporation doing business as Holy Rosary Medical Center ("HRMC"). 
DMR is comprised of physician owners, including physicians J. Roger Curran, M.D. James 
Prochaska, M.D., Thomas Henson, M.D. and John Havlina, M.D., who upon information and 
belief are retired, and David Giles, M.D. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
3. The amount involved in this litigation exceeds the jurisdictional amounts listed in 
I.R.C.P. Rule 82(c)(2)(A). 17.'- . 
4. Defendant MRI Associates was created nearly twenty (20) years ago by those 
certain Articles of Partnership of MRI Associates dated effective the 26th day of April, 1985 
("Partnership Agreement"). The Partnership Agreement did not provide for a definite term (i.e., 
it existed indefinitely) nor did it specify a particular undertaking. The Agreement does not 
prohibit any partner from dissociating or withdrawing. 
5. The Partnership Agreement was amended six (6) times. The first amendment was 
dated August 25, 1988, the second was dated May 16, 1991, the third was dated January 1, 1995, 
the fourth was dated July 15, 1998, the fifih was dated sometime in August of 2002 and the sixth 
was dated April 15,2003. The purpose of the sixth amendment was to cause the partnership to 
become a limited liability partnership. Prior to April 15,2003, Defendant MRI Associates 
operated as a general partnership. 
6 .  The purpose of the partnership was to purchase, lease or otherwise acquire, 
finance, manage, operate, use, control, hold, sell or otherwise transfer medical diagnostic 
devices, equipment and accessories and therapeutic devices, equipment and accessories related to 
such diagnostic devices and equipment, together with buildings and other facilities associated 
therewith, and to transact any and all business matters incident thereto. 
7. The initial diagnostic equipment to be acquired was a magnetic resonance 
imaging device to be installed and used on Saint Alphonsus' main campus. 
8. The Partnership Agreement hrther provided that the partnership intended to 
promote and organize a single limited partnership and that the limited partnership would be 
offered for sale pursuant to a private placement memorandum. 
9. Defendant MRI Associates did in fact organize a partnership which is called MRI 
Limited Partnership d/b/a/ MRI Center of Idaho ("MRICI") an Idaho limited partnership. 
MRICI was formed and subscribed to in August of 1985. 
10. MRICI provides MRI services to Saint Alphonsus' inpatients and outpatients as 
well as to MRICI's outpatients. Although not stated as an original purpose, Defendant MRI 
Associates also organized a second litnited partnership called MRI Mobile Limited Partnership 
in October, 1998. MRI Mobile Limited Partnership provides MRI services in mobile vans and 
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fixed units at Mercy Medical Center, West Valley Medical Center, Holy Rosary Medical Center 
and numerous other hospitals and clinics in the northwestern United States. 
1 1. Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care was a general partner of Defendant MRI 
Associates for approximately twenty (20) years. On April 1,2004, Saint Alphonsus Diversified 
Care dissociated from Defendant MRI Associates pursuant to Idaho Code 553-3-601. That code 
section provides in part that a partner is dissociated from a partnership upon the partnerships 
having notice of a partner's express will to withdraw as a partner. Saint Alphonsus Diversified 
Care gave written notice of its express will to withdraw on February 24,2004, effective April 1, 
2004. 
12. Prior to Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care's dissociation, Defendant MRI 
Associates was owned 45% by DMR, 10% by HRMC, 4.5% by West Valley Medical Center, 
15.75% by MedNow, Inc. and 24.75% by Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care. Notwithstanding 
the ownership percentages, DMR had effective voting control over the entity. The Partnership 
Agreement, as amended, provided that each partner appointed individuals to the board of 
partners. DMR could appoint five persons and have five (5)  votes on the board of partners. The 
total votes allocated to all other partners was also five (5) votes. Any action, however, required 
at least six (6) favorable votes. In the event of a tie, the tie was to be broken by a vote of the 
members of the board of partners designated by DMR. 
13. For a number of years prior to April 1,2004, Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care 
was concerned about the manner in which Defendant MRI Associates, as the general partner of 
MRICI, conducted the operations of MRICI (which limited partnership provided the MRI 
services on Saint Alphonsus' campus). Because of the non-competition covenant contained 
within the Partnership Agreement, however, Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care could not provide 
MRI services directly to its own patients but rather was obligated to acquire the MRI services it 
needed for its patients from MRI Associates or an unaffiliated third-party. Saint Alphonsus 
Diversified Care attempted on many occasions and over many years to negotiate mutual 
agreeable terms upon which Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care would either acquire MRI Center 
or have its interest in MRI Center purchased and allow Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care to 
provide MRI services directly. Those efforts were unsuccessful. 
14. On February 24,2004, Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, therefore, exercised its 
right pursuant to Idaho Code $53-3-601(1) to dissociate as of April 1,2004. See Exhibit I. 
15. Idaho Code $53-3-701(a) provides that if a partner is dissociated from a 
partnership, the partnership shall cause the dissociated partner's interest in the partnership to be 
purchased for a buy-out price determined by Idaho Code $53-3-701(b), which provides: 
The buyout price of a dissociated partner's interest is the amount that 
would have been distributable to the dissociating partner under $53-3- 
807(b), Idaho Code, if, on the date of dissociation, the assets of the 
partnership were sold at a price eaual to the ereater of the liquidation 
value or the value based on a sale of the entire business as a going concern 
without the dissociated partner and the partnership was wound up as of 
that date. Interest shall be paid from the date of dissociation to the date of 
payment (emphasis supplied). 
Idaho Code $53-3-701 further provides: 
If no agreement for the purchase of a dissociated partner's interest is 
reached within 120 days after written demand for payment, the partnership 
shall pay, or cause to be paid, in cash to the dissociated partner, the 
amount the partnership estimates to be the buy-out price and accrued 
interest, reduced by any offsets and accrued interest under subsection (c) 
of this section. 
16. Idaho Code 53-3-701(g) provides that the payment or tender required undei 
subsection (e) must be accompanied by a statement of the partnership's assets and liabilities, the 
last available partnership balance sheet and income statement, an estimate of how the estimated 
amount of the payment was calculated and written notice that the payment is in full satisfaction 
of the obligation to purchase unless within 120 days after the written notice, the dissociated 
partner commences an action to determine the buy-out price, any offsets under Idaho Code $53- 
3-70I(c) or other terms of the obligation to purchase. 
17. On June 18,2004, MRI Associates provided Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care 
with a letter which did not meet the requirements of Idaho Code $53-3-701 and its subparts. The 
letter failed to give the written notice required by subsection (g)(4), the letter failed to tender the 
correct purchase price, failed to contain the required financial statement and incorrectly asserted 
that Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care's dissociation from Defendant MRI Associates was 
wrongil. 
18. Idaho Code $53-3-701(i) provides that dissociated partner may maintain an action 
against the partnership pursuant to Idaho $53-3-405(b)(2)(ii) to determine the buy-out price of 
that partner's interest and any offsets under Section 53-3-701(c) and other terms of the obligation 
to purchase. The action must be commenced 120 days after the partnership has tendered 
payment or offered to pay or within one (1) year after written demand for payment if no payment 
or offer to pay is tendered. 
19. Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, therefore, brings to this action pursuant to 
Idaho Code $53-3-701 to determine the buy-out price of Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care's 
partnership interest in Defendant MRI Associates. 
20. Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care's entitlement under Idaho Code $53-3-701(b) 
exceeds the sum of $5,000,000. 
2 1. Defendant MRI Associates' refusal to pay the buy-out price required under Idaho 
Code $53-3-701(d) and MRI Associates' other conduct in connection with Saint Alphonsus 
Diversified Care's dissociation, has been arbitrary, vexatious and not in good faith. Saint 
Alphonsus Diversified Care is entitled to, therefore, its attorney fees under Idaho Code $53-3- 
701(i). Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care is also entitled to its attorney fees under Idaho Code 
$12-120(3). 
22. In order to prosecute this action, Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care has had to 
engage the services of the law firm Gjording and Fouser, PLLC and has agreed to pay that firm a 
reasonable fee for its services. Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care has also incurred attorneys fees 
in connection with preparing this action with the law firm, Givens Pursley and has also agreed to 
pay Givens Pursley a reasonable fee for its services. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
NOW, THEREFORE, Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care prays for judgment against MRI 
Associates as follows: 
1. The Court determine the buy-out price to which Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care 
is entitled as a result of its dissociation from MRI Associates; 
2. The Court award attorneys fees to Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care in 
accordance with Idaho Code $53-3-701(i) and pursuant to Idaho Code $12-120(3); and 
3. Such other and hrther relief as the Court deems just and fitting. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care demands a trial by jury as to all issues so triable. 
DATED this /S day of October, 2004. 
GJORDING & FOUSER 
Thomas A. Banducci, ISB No. 2453 
Richard H. Greener, ISB No. 1191 
LaDawn Marsters, ISB No. 5663 
Matthew Hedberg, ISB No. 6592 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
Counselors and Attomeys at Law 
The Camegie Building 
81 5 West Washington Sheet 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone (208) 344-781 1 
Facsimile (208) 338-3290 
MAY 2 0 2005 
Attomeys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Defendant. 




SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, 
CounterDefendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND 
COUNTERCLAIM 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Pursuant to Rule 38(b) I.R.C.P. 
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COMES NOW, Defendant, MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, and through their attorneys of record, Greener Banducci Shoemaker P.A., answer 
the Complaint filed by Plaintiff, SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., an Idaho 
nonprofit corporation, by admitting or denying and alleging as follows: 
ANSWER re PARTIES 
1. The Plaintiffs Complaint, and each and every separate cause of action and count 
therein, fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted against Defendant. 
2. Each and every allegation contained in Plaintiffs Complaint not herein 
specifically and expressly admitted is hereby denied. 
3. In answer to paragraph 1 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant admits that Plaintiff 
is located in Ada County, Idaho. Defendant denies the remaining allegations contained in 
paragraph 1. 
4. Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 2 of Plaintiffs Complaint; 
however, it should be noted that J. Roger Curran, M.D. is recently deceased. 
ANSWER re GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
5. Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 3 of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
6. In answer to paragraph 4 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant admits that 
Defendant MRI Associates (hereinafter "MRIA") was created nearly twenty (20) years ago by 
those certain articles of partnership of MRIA dated effective the 26th day of April, 1985 
("Partnership Agreement"). Defendant denies that the Partnership Agreement did not provide 
for a definite term. Defendant further affirmatively alleges that the Partnership Agreement limits 
the conditions under which a hospital partner may rightfully dissociate or withdraw from the 
partnership. 
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7. Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 5 of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
8. Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 6 of Plaintiffs Complaint, and 
affirmatively alleges that the intended purpose of the partnership was to operate a magnetic 
resonance imaging facility on the Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center (hereinafter 
"SARMC") campus until at least 2015. 
9. Defendant admits the allegations in paragraphs 7, 8, 9 and 10 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
10. Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 11 of Plaintiffs Complaint, and 
affirmatively alleges on information and belief that Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care is the 
successor entity to Saint Alphonsus Magnetic Resonance Inc., which was the Saint Alphonsus 
entity that executed the Partnership Agreement. 
11. Defendant admits the allegations of paragraph 12 of Plaintiffs Complaint except 
it denies any suggestion that DMR exercised "effective voting control." 
12. Defendant denies the allegations in paragraph 13 of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
13. With respect to paragraph 14 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant admits that 
Plaintiff had the power to withdraw or dissociate from the partnership, but denies that Plaintiff 
rightfully withdrew or dissociated from the partnership. 
14. Defendant admits that selected portions of Idaho Code $ 53-3-701(b) quoted in 
paragraph 15 of Plaintiffs Complaint, have been transcribed properly. 
15. Defendant denies that paragraph 16 accurately transcribes provisions of Idaho 
Code 9 53-3-701(g). 
16. Defendant denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 17 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
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17. Defendant admits the allegations stated in paragraphs 18 and 19 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
18. Defendant denies all allegations set forth in paragraphs 20, 21 and 22 of 
Plaintiffs Complaint. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
First Affirmative Defense 
1. SARMC's dissociation from the partnership was wrongful; therefore, MRIA is 
entitled to setoff against any buy-out amount otherwise recoverable by SARMC the damages 
caused by SARMC's wrongful dissociation. 
Second Affirmative Defense 
2. Because the MRIA partnership was for a term to expire no sooner than 2015 
(which term was later extended to 2023), SAFMC's wrongful dissociation prevents SARMC's 
recovery of any sums (if any there be) until completion of the partnership term. 
Third Affirmative Defense 
3. The buy-out pricing provisions of the Uniform Partnership Act (RUPA) do not 
apply to SARMC's demand for buy-out because the MRlA Partnership Agreement specifically 
provides for an amount to be paid to a withdrawing hospital partner. Plaintiff has refused to 
accept the amount that could be paid to it under the Partnership Agreement, even before setoff 
for damages. 
Fourth Affirmative Defense 
4. SARMC breached its fiduciary duties to MRL4 and each of MRIA's partners md 
cannot recover on its claim pursuant to the doctrine of unclean hands. 
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Fifth Affirmative Defense 
5. SARMC by its conduct should be estopped. 
Sixth Affirmative Defense 
6. SARMC's breach excuses any alleged breach by MRIA. In asserting this defense, 
any alleged breach of MRIA is specifically denied. 
PRAYER 
WHEREFORE, Defendant MRIA prays for judgment against Saint Alphonsus 
Diversified Care as follows: 
1. That Defendant MRIA be dismissed from this suit with prejudice. 
2. That Plaintiff take nothing and that Defendant be awarded its costs and attorney 
fees for defending and prosecuting this action, pursuant to IC $ 5  12-120 and 12-121 and IRCP 
Rule 54. 
3. That Defendant be awarded its damages as may be proven at trial against Plaintiff 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc. 
4. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
COMES NOW, Counterclaimant, MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, and through its attorneys of record, Greener Banducci Shoemaker P.A., 
counterclaims as follows: 
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PARTIES 
1. Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care ("SADC") is the successor entity to Saint 
Alphonsus Magnetic Resonance, Inc. ("SAMR"), and has assumed any an all liabilities of 
SAMR. 
2. SADC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center 
("SARMC") and is controlled by SARMC; therefore, all conduct of SADC and SARMC as 
described in this counterclaim shall be attributed to SARMC. SARMC is properly joined as a 
counterdefendant pursuant to I.R.C.P. 13(h), 19 and 20, for the reason that SARMC engaged in 
the conduct described below in its own right, as well as through SADC. 
3. MRI Associates, LLP is an Idaho limited liability partnership ("MNA") which 
acted as a genera) partner with management responsibilities for two operational entities, MRI 
Limited Partnership known as MRI Center of Idaho ("MIUCI") and MRI Mobile Limited 
Partnershp known as MR.  Mobile. Unless otherwise referenced, the designation "MRIA" shall 
refer to all three entities: MRLA, MRICI and MRI Mobile. 
BACKGROUND 
4. Magnetic resonance imaging was one of the most expensive medical technologies 
ever developed when it emerged in the early 1980's. Its uncertain future as a medical tool and its 
extremely high cost made is a very risky investment for hospitals during that period. At the time 
of the technology's introduction to the marketplace, Sister Patricia Vandenberg, (then President 
of SARMC), saw magnetic resonance technology as an opportunity that would promote quality 
health care to the community and offer regional health care providers a chance to cooperate in 
the delivery of this technology to the Treasure Valley in a responsible, noncompetitive approach 
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that avoided the potential of expensive duplication with the same technology at other Treasure 
Valley facilities. 
5. Despite the fact that SARMC had the financial resources to undertake this project 
alone, Sister Patricia Vandenberg chose this much broader vision, and with the assistance of 
Chris Anton (then COO and subsequently CEO of SARMC), enrolled physician leaders and 
other local and regional hospitals as partners in this visionary project. The partnership formed to 
accomplish this vision was named MRI Associates (hereinafter "MRIA"). The partnership 
would be formed to: (1) share the financial risk associated with implementing magnetic 
resonance imaging technology; (2) share the technical and professional expertise needed to 
successfully implement and manage the technology; (3) improve the quality of care offered by 
all providers; and (4) take advantage of the efficiencies created by the cooperative effort. If 
magnetic resonance imaging proved successfUl as a medical tool, the partners would also share 
the financial benefits flowing from the project. 
PARTNERSHIP FORMATION AND OPERATION 
6. Articles of Partnership between the original partners of MRIA (Doctors Magnetic 
Resonance, Inc. (or "DMR"), St. Alphonsus Magnetic Resonance, Inc., Mednow, Inc., and HCA 
of Idaho, Inc.) were signed effective April 26, 1985. The purpose of MRIA, although stated 
broadly in the Articles of Partnership, was to operate a magnetic resonance scanning facility to 
be sited on the SARMC campus (hereinafter "MRI Center"). This intent is reflected in the 
building lease and ground lease covering MRI Center's construction and operation. These leases 
refer to construction of a building that would provide "patient services with respect to medical 
diagnostic devices, equipment and accessories" (i.e., magnetic resonance scamieg equipment). 
The ground lease further provides that "the building shall only be occupied and used for the 
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practice of healing arts and the dispensing of services.. .by individuals admitted to and in good 
standing on the medical staff' of the hospital partners that executed the Articles of Partnership 
earlier that year. 
7. The term of the lease for the MRI Center (which was the only operational project 
contemplated by the original partners of MRIA) originally ran from October 1, 1985 to 
December 31, 2015. This lease term was later extended by SARMC and the MRIA board to 
December 3 1,2023. 
8. In the Articles of Partnership, hospital partners, including SARMC, agreed to 
narrowly limit the conditions for which a hospital partner might rightfully withdraw from MRIA. 
Article 6.1 of the Articles of Partnership provides that a hospital partner may only rightfully 
withdraw from MRIA if its continued participation in MRIA: (a) jeopardized the tax-exempt 
status of the hospital partner; (b) jeopardized MedicareMedicaid or insurance reimbursements; 
(c) was contrary to the ethical principles of the Catholic Church; or (d) would be in violation of 
local, state or federal laws. In their totality, the documents surrounding the formation of MRIA 
created a partnership for a specific undertaking for a minimum term (2015) from which a 
hospital partner could only withdraw for limited reasons. 
9. From 1985 to the late 1990's, MRIA's business flourished under the cooperative 
management of the MRIA partners. The purchase of a mobile MRI unit allowed efficient 
coverage of overflow at the SARMC campus, and at the same time allowed expansion of an on- 
site service to Mercy Hospital in Nampa, Caldwell Memorial Hospital in Caldwell, and Holy 
Rosary Hospital in Ontario, Oregon. Also, during this time period, a second non-mobile magnet 
was added to the MRI Center on the SARMC's campus, Holy Rosary Hospital joined the MRIA 
partners, and a second company was formed ("MRI Mobile") to expand the delivery of MRI 
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services to hospitals throughout rural Idaho and the Intermountain West that could otherwise not 
afford this technology. MRI Mobile now serves 34 hospitals and runs mobile units throughout 
the Intermountain West. The efficient sharing of costly equipment and professional expertise 
created by this partnership ensured a high quality of patient care. 
10. One of the entities that benefited substantially and flourished along with MRIA's 
projects was the St. Alphonsus Radiology Group (or as it was later known "Gem State 
Radiology" hereinafter "SARGIGSR"), a group of radiologists under exclusive contract with 
SARMC to read all of the radiological images (including magnetic resonance images) performed 
on the SARMC campus. In virtually all instances from 1985 to 2004, SARGIGSR was 
designated to supervise and interpret magnetic resonance images created by MRI Center. 
Although the provision of these professional services generated substantial revenues for these 
radiologists, a number of radiologists in that group were not satisfied with these financial gains, 
wanting to capture a portion of additional income from ownership of the equipment. The 
radiologists in SARGIGSR expressed disapproval that SARMC, in following the original vision 
for the MRIA partnership, had chosen to share ownership of magnetic resonance imaging 
equipment with other provider partners. By the late 1990's, SARGIGSR had resolved to 
construct and operate its own magnetic resonance scanning facility, in direct competition with 
MRIA. 
SARMC'S CHANCED BUSINESS STRATEGY 
11. The late 1990's also saw a change in leadership at SARMC that dramatically 
changed the dynamic of the M U  partnership. Where prior CEOs, Chris Anton and Sister 
Patricia Vandenberg, envisioned the MRIA partnership as a cooperative process among Treasure 
Valley hospitals for the delivery of magnetic resonance imaging services, and had expressed 
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enthusiastic support for the MRI joint ventures, the new CEO of SARMC, Sandra Bruce, did not 
share, and demonstrated little or no interest in supporting, that vision. 
12. Shortly after the arrival of the new SARMC CEO, the SARGtGSR annoullced its 
plans to open a competing radiology imaging center, which would include magnetic resonance 
imaging services. For a period of time, SARMC supported efforts by MRIA to avoid the 
potential conflict created by SARGIGSR's business initiative through an attempt to make 
SARGIGSR a partner in MRIA. However, notwithstanding SARMC's leverage to promote this 
sort of cooperative process, it is believed that SARMC later intentionally derailed the process, 
and thereafter chose to support SARGIGSR in its efforts to compete with MRIA, even though 
SARMC remained a partner in MRIA. 
SARMC COMPETES WITH MRIA 
13. In 2000, (while SARMC was still a partner in MRIA), SARMC entered into 
partnership with SARGIGSR (the known direct competitor of MRIA) and opened a medical 
imaging facility in downtown Boise known as Intermountain Medical Imaging, LLC (hereinafter 
"MI"). On information and belief, SARMC is a 49 percent owner of IMI. Although accounting 
for IMI's business was purportedly segregated so that SARMC would only enjoy profits from the 
non-magnetic resonance imaging technologies offered by IMI (e.g., CT scans, x-rays, ultrasound, 
etc.), MI'S financial success has been heavily dependent on the growth and development of the 
magnetic resonance scanning technology component of the business and the reputation and 
financial strength that the technology contributed to both the survival and potential for expansion 
of the rest of the business. Hence, it was in SARMC's interest to see that the IMI magnetic 
resonance imaging business flourished. Unfortunately, this would be at the expense of 
SARMC's other partnership, MRIA. 
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14. Unbeknownst to MRIA, SARMC approved certain SARMC employees as 
managers of IMI. Presumably, these managers were responsible for all of IMl's business affairs, 
including the growth of IMI's magnetic resonance scanning business that was competing with 
MRIA. These SARMC employees managing IMI were involved in regular communications with 
M U ,  MRI Center, and MRI Mobile management regarding business plans, strategic initiatives 
and IT planning for those businesses. The net effect of this arrangement is that the IMI managers 
were receiving confidential business information from MRIA, MRI Center and MRI Mobile and 
had that information available to promote the competing magnetic resonance scanning business 
of MI. 
15. Although SARGIGSR and SARMC entered into competition with MRIA through 
IMI, SARMC continued to insist that SARGIGSR remain the exclusive radiology group to read 
all of MRIA's images for SARMC inpatients and outpatients, as purportedly required by 
SARMC's services contract with SARGIGSR. Such circumstances created an obvious 
competitive opportunity for SARGIGSR to exploit its "insider position" as a part of the MFUA 
team that provided radiological services to patients imaged at MIU Center and MRI Mobile. 
Any efforts by SARGIGSR to take unfair advantage of these circumstances could have been 
controlled by SARMC, which had a duty of loyalty to MRIA to ensure that SARGIGSR 
conducted its businesses (both radiological services and IMI) in a fair and businesslike manner. 
16. SARMC took no steps to prohibit SARGIGSR from taking unfair advantage of its 
position as a professional service provider to MRIA. On information and belief, SARMC had 
actual knowledge of and condoned the unfair business tactics of its radiological group and 
business partners, which included but are not limited to: 
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SARGIGSR reducing hours of its availability to MRIA operations while 
maintaining longer hours of service to IMI; 
SARGIGSR refusing to personally attend to patients being imaged in MRIA's 
mobile unit stationed in the SARMC parking lot only yards away from MRI 
Center; 
SARGJGSR radiologists providing faster response on image interpretation for 
images taken at IMI than at MRIA operations; 
SARGIGSR radiologists wrongfully asserting that images produced at MRI 
Center were inferior to IMI magnetic resonance images; 
Reduced SARGIGSR physician support from that which had been historically 
provided in addressing routine quality and service issues within the lab, despite 
charging for professional service; 
Reduced responsiveness from what had been historicaIIy provided to the needs of 
lab personnel for physician input in clinical operations; and 
[Sluggish or unsatisfactory response to patient needs.] 
17. While SARGIGSR was engaging in unfair competitive tactics (with the 
knowledge and consent of SARMC), SARMC (while still a partner at MRIA) was also 
compromising MRIA's efforts to grow its business and/or compete with IMI by, among other 
things: 
Giving MI advantages with respect to the rollout and implementation of . . 
SARMC's IT system which linked referring physicians to MRIA's and IM17s 
businesses; 
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Promoting MI'S services over MRIA's; and 
Voting against growth initiatives at the MRIA board level. 
18. Although SARMC now contends that it had "concerns" about the manner in 
which MRlA was being operated, neither SARMC's representatives on the MRIA Board nor 
SARMC's managers responsible for radiology ever voiced concerns about the quality of care 
provided by MRIA or the quality of MRIA's technology. Rather, SARMC chose to abandon its 
responsibilities as an MRIA partner because it was presented with the potential of greater profits 
by cutting out its MRIA partners and aligning with IMI. 
SARMC'S "EFFORTS" TO PURCHASE MRI CENTER 
19. While SARMC and SARGIGSR undertook these concerted efforts to damage 
andlor reduce the value of M u ' s  business, SARMC initiated efforts to buy (on its own behalf, 
or on behalf of SARGIGSR) that part of MRIA's business that related to MRI Center. Despite 
participating in talks on several occasions, and despite great commitment of time and money in 
exploring a buy-sell resolution, SARMC never actually made an offer and rejected all financial 
offers by MRIA. Since 1998, SARMC has phased itself out of all discussions without ever 
making any offer to MRIA that could be either accepted or rejected. 
SARMC WRONGFULLY DISSOCIATES FROM MRIA 
20. When negotiations to purchase MRI Center failed, SARMC wrongfully 
dissociated from MRIA by withdrawing in breach of the conditions for withdrawal stated in 
Section 6.1 of the Partnership Agreement. At the time SARMC gave notice of its intent to 
withdraw, SARMC also threatened to violate the terms of its "non-compete" clause with MRIA. 
21. One of the benefits brought to the partnership by SARMC was the exclusive 
arrangement that allowed MRI Center to operate the magnetic resonance imaging facility on the 
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SARMC campus. This exclusive arrangement was part of the original intention of the MRIA 
partners, including SARMC. Since withdrawing as a partner, SARMC has made clear its 
intention to build a competing magnetic resonance scanning facility on the SARMC campus. On 
information and belief, SARMC intends to operate this facility in partnership with SARGIGSR 
or IMI. If a competing magnetic resonance imaging facility is constructed on campus, such 
would deprive MRIA of the exclusive arrangement it had for magnetic resonance scanning 
services while SARMC was a partner in MRLA. If SARMC builds and operates a magnetic 
resonance scanning facility on the SARMC campus before 2023, it will divert revenues from 
MRI Center, which MRIA would otherwise have earned. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
22. MRIA has been required to retain the services of Greener Banducci Shoemaker to 
prosecute this counterclaim, and is entitled to recover attorney fees and costs under Idaho law. 
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Breach of Contract and Wrongful Dissociation) 
23. SARMC's withdrawal from MRIA was a breach of an express provision of the 
Partnership Agreement (that specifically listed the instances in which a partner could rightfully 
withdraw). 
24. Also, the MRIA partnership was formed for a definite term, in that the partners 
agreed to operate the partnership until at least 2015 (which date was later extended to 2023). 
SARMC withdrew from MRIA before the expiration of the term. 
25. SARMC's withdrawal was wrongful, and amounts to wrongful dissociation under 
I.C. (j§ 53-3-602 (b) (1) and (2). 
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26. MRIA is entitled to recover damages caused by SARMC's wrongful dissociation 
in an amount to be proved at trial. 
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Declaratory Relief) 
27. MRIA seeks an order declaring that SARMC's withdrawal from the MRLA 
partnership amounted to a wrongful dissociation under I.C. $5 53-3-602(b) (1) and (2), and that 
MRIA is entitled to obtain damages for such wrongful dissociation as are causally related to such 
act. 
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Breach of Fiduciary Duties) 
28. Before dissociation, SARMC owed MRlA certain fiduciary duties of loyalty and 
care as a result of the Partnership Agreement, and as restated in LC. 5 53-3-404. SARMC 
breached said fiduciary duties by competing with MRIA, by dealing with MRIA on its own 
behalf and on behalf of SARGIGSR and M I  when such entities had interests adverse to MRIA, 
and by failing to exercise the requisite care owed by a partner pursuant to I.C. 5 53-3-404. 
29. As a result of these breaches of fiduciary duties, MRIA has been damaged in an 
amount to be proved at trial. 
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing) 
30. Idaho law and LC.$ 5-3-404(d) in particular, imposed upon SARMC a duty to 
discharge its duties as a partner in good faith. As indicated in the foregoing paragraphs, SARMC 
breached the Partnership Agreement with MRIA and deprived MRIA of the benefits of the 
partnership by engaging in various acts, including failing to discharge its responsibilities as an 
MRLA board member, competing with and advancing interests adverse to, M U ,  and condoning 
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unfair business conduct on the part of its business partner and radiology group, resulting in 
damage to MRIA. 
31. As a result of the breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, MRIA has 
been damaged in an amount to be proved at trial. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
1. Defendant/Counterclaimant has been required to obtain the assistance of counsel 
to aid in the prosecution of this matter and has retained the law firm of Greener Banducci 
Shoemaker P.A., and has agreed to pay said attorneys a reasonable fee. 
DefendantICounterclaimant is entitled to recover its reasonable costs and attorney fees incurred 
in the prosecution of this matter pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and 
Idaho Code $5 12-120 and 121, or other applicable law. 
PRAYER 
WHEREFORE, Defendant and Counterclaimant M U  prays for judgment against Saint 
Alphonsus Diversified Care and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center as follows: 
1. That per Defendant/Counterclaimant's First Claim for Relief (Wrongful 
Dissociation), it is entitled to recover damages related to SARMC's dissociation in an amount to 
be proved at trial. 
2. That per Defendant/Counterclaimant's Second Claim for Relief (Declaratory 
Relief), it be granted an order declaring that Plaintiffs withdrawal from the MRIA partnership 
was a wrongful dissociation under Idaho Code $$ 53-3-602(b) (1) and (2), and that such 
wrongful dissociation entitles MRIA to damages. 
3. That per DefendantICounterclaimant's Third Claim for Relief (Breaches of 
Fiduciary Duties) it be awarded damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
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4. That per Defendant/Counterclaimant's Fourth Claim for Relief (Breach of 
Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing) it be awarded damages in an amount to be proved at 
trial. 
5. That DefendantICounterclaimant be awarded its cost and attorneys fees for 
defending and prosecuting this action, pursuant to Idaho Code $5 12-120 and 12-121 and 
I.R.C.P. Rule 54. 
6 .  For such other and further relief as may be just and proper under the 
circumstances. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
DefendanUCounterclaimant hereby demands a jury trial pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure, Rule 38(b). 
4 
DATED this 2 day of May, 2005. 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOWMAKER P.A. 
(/& 
By: 
$H&AS A] BANDUCCI 
(Atw Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on t h e H d a y  of May, 2005, a true and correct copy of the 
within and foregoing instrument was served upon: 
Jack S. Gjording ~ u . s .  Mail 
GJORDING & FOUSER [ ] Overnight Delivery 
509 West Hayes [ ] Hand Delivery 
Post Office Box 2837 [ ] Facsimile 336-9177 
Boise, ID 83701 
Phone: (208) 336-9777 
>me 6 s for ?9"""Cc' D fendant 
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Jack S. Gjording, ISB No. 1105 
Trudy Hanson Fouser, ISB No. 2794 
Bobbi K. Dominick, ISB No. 2895 
GJORDING & FOUSER, PLLC 
509 W. Hays Street 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208)336-9777 
Facsimile: (208)336-9177 
Attorneys for PlaintifUCounterDefendants 
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ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 1 
0 
PlaintifflCounterDefendants Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc. ("Diversified Care") 
and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Inc. ("Saint Alphonsus"), through their counsel, 
and in answer to MRJ Associates LLP's ("MRIA") Counterclaim hereby admit, deny and 
affirmatively allege as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
1. MRIA's claim, and each and every separate cause of action and count therein, 
fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted against either Saint Alphonsus or 
Diversified Care. 
SECOND DEEENSE 
2. Each and every allegation contained in MRIA's Counterclaim not herein 
specifically and expressly admitted is hereby denied. 
3. In answer to paragraph 1 of the Counterclaim, Saint Alphonsus and Diversified 
Care state only that Diversified Care is the same entity as Saint Alphonsus Magnetic Resonance, 
Inc. Saint Alphonsus Magnetic Resonance, Inc. changed its name to Saint Alphonsus 
Diversified Care, Inc. in July of 1987. All other allegations contained in paragraph 1 are denied. 
4. In Answer to paragraph 2 of the Counterclaim, Saint Alphonsus and Diversified 
Care state that Diversified Care is an Idaho non-profit corporation. Saint Alphonsus Regional 
Medical Center is the sole member of Diversified Care. Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care 
deny the remainder of the allegations of paragraph 2. 
5. In answer to paragraph 3 of the Counterclaim, Saint Alphonsus and Diversified 
Care admit that MRI Associates LLP is now an Idaho limited liability partnership. MRI 
Associates LLP is the general partner of MRI Limited Partnership and MRI Mobile Limited 
Partnership. Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care deny the remainder of the allegations of 
paragraph 3. 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 2 
6 .  In answer to paragraphs 4 and 5 of the Counterclaim, Saint Alphonsus and 
Diversified Care state that Saint Alphonsus became interested in the MRI technology as early as 
1982. In the Spring of 1984, Saint Alphonsus unquestionably wanted MRI technology on its 
campus. At the time, MRI technology's principal proven application related to neurosciences. 
Saint Alphonsus' goal in bring the technology to Boise, Idaho was to maintain Saint Alphonsus' 
role as the regional diagnostic center of choice, to maintain its leadership position in 
neurosciences and to meet the needs of the community for high quality state of the art care. In 
the year 1984, Saint Alphonsus worked to find the best model for making the technology 
available to its patients. Options included owning the technology outright without partners, 
having hospital only partners, having outside investors who were not physicians and having 
outside investors who were physicians. Saint Alphonsus had little doubt that the technology was 
going to be successful. At the same time, Saint Alphonsus was investigating becoming involved 
in the technology, St. Luke's Regional Medical Center was also actively trying to bring the 
technology to Boise, Idaho. For-profit investors were also considering establishing freestanding 
centers. Saint Alphonsus discussed jointly bringing the technology to Boise with St. Luke's. St. 
Luke's, however, would not agree to participate on terms proposed and chose to establish its own 
MRI services. Early indications at Saint Alphonsus indicated that the MRI technology would be 
quite profitable. There was, in the year 1984, a high level of interest among members of the 
Saint Alphonsus medical community regarding participation in such a venture. Saint Alphonsus 
ultimately decided to joint venture the technology with neuroscience physicians (who would 
have specific knowledge regarding the applications of the technology and would he using the 
technology for their patients) and with other hospitals. Except as stated herein, Saint Alphonsus 
and Diversified Care deny the remainder of the allegations of paragraphs 4 and 5. 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 3 
7. In answer to paragraph 6 of the Counterclaim, Saint Alphonsus and Diversified 
Care admit the Articles of Partnership were signed effective April 26, 1985. Saint Alphonsus 
and Diversified Care deny that the purpose of MRIA was to operate a magnetic resonance 
scanning facility on Saint Alphonsus' campus. Saint Alphonsus, in fact, wanted to limit the 
purpose of the partnership to form a single limited partnership to operate an MRI service and 
proposed language to this effect. Attorneys representing the physicians rejected this request. 
The result was that the purpose of the partnership remained broad and included being able to 
own and operate any kind of diagnostic device (not just MRI) and own and operate any kind of 
therapeutic device. Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care deny that the purpose or term of 
MRIA can be inferred from language in a separate building lease agreement. The building lease 
agreement was between Saint Alphonsus Building Company, Inc. and MRI Limited Partnership, 
two non-parties to this litigation and nonparties to the MRIA Articles of Partnership. The lease 
related to only one of a broad range of permitted activities. Saint Alphonsus and Diversified 
Care further deny the remainder of the allegations of paragraph 6. 
8. Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care deny the remainder of the allegations of 
paragraph 7. 
9. In answer to paragraph 8 of the Counterclaim, Saint Alphonsus and Diversified 
Care admit the terms of Article 6.1 of the Articles of Partnership of MRIA. Saint Alphonsus and 
Diversified Care deny that Article 6.1 acted as a limitation of Diversified Care's statutory right to 
cause a liquidation or to dissociate from the partnership. Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care 
deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 8. 
10. Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care admit that two limited partnerships of 
which MRIA was a general partner flourished financially. Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care 
deny the remainder of the allegations of paragraph 9 of the Counterclaim. 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 4 
11. Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care deny the allegations contained in 
paragraphs 10 through 12 of the Counterclaim. 
12. In answer to paragraph 13 through 22 of the Counterclaim, Saint Alphonsus and 
Diversified Care admit that in the late 1990s, Gem State Radiology informed Sandra Bennett 
Bruce that Gem State Radiology was going to form a free-standing medical imaging facility in 
downtown Boise and that the facility would include MRI services. Saint Alphonsus attempted to 
avert this circumstance. Saint Alphonsus actively encouraged bringing the Gem State physicians 
into MRIA. Saint Alphonsus tried to purchase the assets of MRI Limited Partnership. 
Discussions were held to allow MRIA to be involved in IMI. Saint Alphonsus spent countless 
hours trying to avoid a circumstance pursuant to which MRIA would be in competition for MRI 
services with the exclusive provider of radiology reading services on Saint Alphonsus' campus. 
Despite diligent, good faith efforts, Saint Alphonsus was unable to avert the situation. As a 
result, Gem State Radiology continued to proceed with developing a freestanding imaging center 
in downtown Boise. Saint Alphonsus became 50% member of IMI owning an interest in the 
non-MRI portions of IMI's freestanding imaging center. This interest was fully known to 
MRIA. Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care affirmatively state that at all times Diversified 
Care fulfilled its fiduciary obligations to MRIA. Saint Alphonsus states that it believed that it 
was in the best interest of MRIA to have a formal affiliation with Gem State Radiology. Gem 
State Radiology consists of highly respected and competent physicians. High quality 
radiologists are hard to find. They serve as important consultants to other physicians on the staff. 
They are the most knowledgeable regarding the technology. The long-term best interests of the 
campus-based MRI operations was to engage the professionals who read and interpret the MRIs 
in the ownership and operation of the facilities, not act in competition with it. This is the same 
vision which led to the joint venture of the MRI technology with neuroscience physicians in 
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1984. Saint Alphonsus diligently and earnestly, in good faith, attempted on numerous occasions 
to find a way to align the interests of Gem State Radiology with the operations of MRIA. MRIA, 
on the other hand, wanted Saint Alphonsus to threaten to terminate the exclusive relationship 
with Gem State Radiology as leverage to force the physicians associated with Gem State 
Radiology not to form a competitive enterprise. In other words, DMR wanted to put Saint 
Alphonsus at risk of losing its relationship with a premier radiology group in the country to 
advance their own economic interests. Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care deny all allegations 
contained in paragraphs 13 through 22, not specifically admitted above. 
13. Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care deny the allegations contained in 
paragraphs 23 through 26 of the Counterclaim. 
14. Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care deny the allegations contained in paragraph 
27 of the Counterclaim. 
15. In answer to paragraph 28 of the Counterclaim, Saint Alphonsus and Diversified 
Care admit that all partners of MRIA owed certain duties as stated in Idaho Code $53-3-404. 
Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care deny the remainder of the allegations of paragraph 28. 
16. Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care deny the allegations contained in paragraph 
29. 
17. In answer to paragraph 30, Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care admit certain 
duties were imposed upon all MRIA partners pursuant to Idaho Code $5-3-404(d). Saint 
Alphonsus and Diversified Care deny the remainder of the allegations contained therein. 
18. Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care deny the allegations contained in paragraph 
3 1 of the Counterclaim. 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 6 
19. In answer to paragraph 1 under "Request for Attorney Fees" in the Counterclaim, 
Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care deny that DefendantICounterclaimant is entitled to 
attorney fees. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
20. MRIA by its own actions and statements is estopped to seek the relief claimed in 
the Counterclaim. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
21. MRIA by its actions and statements has waived any right it had to seek the relief 
claimed in the Counterclaim. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
22. MRIA is barred by the doctrine of unclean hands from seeking the relief claimed 
in the Counterclaim. 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
23. One or more partners of MRIA breached their fiduciary obligations of the 
partnership which MRIA refused to enforce and MRIA is thereby estopped to assert relief 
against Saint Alphonsus or Diversified Care. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
24. MRIA's Counterclaim, or portions thereof, are barred by the applicable statute of 
limitations. 
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
25. MRIA's Counterclaim, or portions thereof, are barred by the doctrine of laches. 
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SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
26. MRIA breached duties owed to the partnership and otherwise violated the MRIA 
Articles of the Partnership. MRIA's breaches excuse any alleged breach by Diversified Care of 
the Articles of Partnership. In asserting this defense, any alleged breach of Diversified Care is 
specifically denied. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
In order to defend the Counterclaim, Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care have been 
required to obtain the services of attorneys to represent them and in connection therewith, and 
have agreed to pay such attorney costs and attorney fees in defending the Counterclaim. Saint 
Alphonsus and Diversified Care are entitled to attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code 512-120, 
512-121 and I.R.C.P. Rule 54. 
PRAYER 
Therefore, CounterDefendants Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care pray for judgment 
on the Counterclaim against MRIA as follows: 
1. That MRIA's Counterclaim be dismissed with prejudice and that Defendant 
MRIA take nothing thereby. 
2. That Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care be dismissed from the Counterclaim with 
prejudice and that Saint Alphonsus and Diversified Care be awarded their costs and attorneys 
fees incurred in defending this action as plead above. 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper in the premises. 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 8 
DATED this 29 day of June, 2005. 
GJORDING & FOUSER. PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the d d a y  of June, 2005, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was sewed upon the following individual(s) by the means indicated: 
Thomas A. Banducci - X U.S. mail, postage prepaid 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. - express mail 
81 5 West Washington Street - hand delivery 
Boise, ID 83702 - facsimile 
- 
Jack S k $ r d i n i  
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BY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Plaintiff, I 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, INC., an ldaho nonprofit 
corporation, 
vs. 
Case No. CVOC 0408219 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho 
limited liability partnership, 
Defendant. I 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho 
limited liability partnership, 
Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, INC., an ldaho nonprofit 
corporation; SAINT ALPHONSUS 
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
CounterDefendants. 
SCHEDULING ORDER 
This matter came before the Court in as a scheduling conference telephonically 
on June 24, 2005, at 3:30 o'clock p.m. with both parties appearing by and through Jack 
Gjording for the Plaintiff and Thomas Banducci for the Defendant. 
ACCORDINGLY, THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULING ORDER IS AS FOLLOWS: 
1) DESIGNATED TRIAL COUNSEL: 
Plaintiff: Jack S. Gjording of Gjording & Fouser 
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Defendant: Thomas A. Banducci of Greener Banducci Shoemaker 
Each party to the action shall be represented at all pre-trial hearings by the 
attorney or party who is to conduct the trial or by co-counsel with full knowledge of the 
case and with authority to bind the party by stipulation. If any attorney has not been 
given such authority to bind the party by stipulation, the party shall be present or 
available at the pre-trial conference. 
2) TRIAL DATE: The fifteen (15) day jury trial of this action shall commence 
before this Court on August 1-4; 7-11; 14-18; 21, 2006, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. The 
parties and their attorneys shall be present in the courtroom on the first day of trial at 
8:15 a.m. 
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 40(d)(l)(G), 
that an alternate judge m-ay be assigned to preside over the trial of this case. The 
following is a list of potential alternate judges: 
Hon. Phillip M. Becker Hon. James Judd 
Hon. G.D. Carey Hon. Duff McKee 
Hon. Dennis Goff Hon. Daniel Meehl 
Hon. Nathan Higer Hon. George R. Reinhart, Ill 
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. Hon. Ronald Schilling 
Any sitting 4" District Judge Hon. W. H. Woodland 
Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification without 
cause under Rule 40(d)(l), each party shall have the right to file one (1) motion for 
disqualification without cause as to any alternate judge not later than ten (10) days after 
service of this notice. 
3) PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE: Counsel for the parties shall appear before 
this Court on July 17, 2006, at 1:30 o'clock p.m. for a final pre-trial conference. 
Counsel shall be prepared to discuss settlement possibilities, and all items set forth in 
Rules 16(a) through (j), I.R.C.P. 
4) MOTIONS: All motions, including Motions in Limine and Motions for 
Summary Judgment, shall be filed and argued on or before June 2, 2006. Any party 
who does not intend to oppose the motion shall immediately notify opposing counsel 
and the court by filing a pleading titled "Non-Opposition to Motion." The moving party 
shall serve and file with the motion affidavits or other documentary evidence, which the 
moving party intends to rely upon. Each motion, other than routine or uncontested 
matters, shall be accompanied by a separate brief containing all the points and 
authorities relied upon by the moving party. In summary judgment motions, the moving 
party will also file a separate statement of material facts upon which the moving party 
intends to rely. Responding parties may file a statement of facts, which are in dispute, 
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00091: 
and any briefs shall contain all the reasons, points and authorities relied upon by the 
responding party. All parties shall supply two (2) additional courtesy copies of all 
motions and supporting memoranda to chambers. 
5) MOTIONS TO AMEND PLEADINGS: All motions to amend pleadings 
shall be filed and argued on or before January 2,2006. 
6) DISCOVERY CUT-OFF: All discovery and supplemental responses 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(a), except trial depositions, shall be completed by May 12, 
2006. Trial depositions shall be completed one week prior to the first day of trial unless 
agreed upon by the parties. 
7) TELEPHONIC STATUS CONFERENCE: On April 3, 2006 at 9:15 
o'clock a.m., there will be convened a status/settlement conference telephonically to 
review settlement and case progress. The Court will initiate the call. 
8) DISCLOSURE OF EXPERTS: All Plaintiff's expert witnesses shall be 
disclosed by February 6, 2006. Defendant's expert witnesses shall be disclosed by 
March.27, 2006. All parties' disclosure as to experts, shall be in compliance with Rule 
26(b)(4)(A)(i). An expert is defined under Rule 702 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence. 
Treating physicians shall be deemed to be an expert witness. 
9) ATTORNEYS CONFERENCE: Counsel for Plaintiff shall convene an 
attorneys conference two weeks prior to final pre-trial conference for the purposes of 
exchange and marking of all exhibits, exchange of all witness lists, the noting of any 
foundational objections to exhibits or witnesses, stipulate to uncontested facts, explore 
all settlement possibilities, and prepare a pre-trial stipulation pursuant to Rule 16(e), 
I.R.C.P., which stipulation will be presented to this Court at the final pre-trial 
conference. 
10) PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDA AND TRIAL EXHIBITS: Parties shall submit 
to the Court, no later than five (5) days before the final pre-trial conference, a pre-trial 
memoranda which will include the following: 
a. Elements of Plaintiff's case (Plaintiff); 
b. Defenses of Defendant's case (Defendant) 
c. Contested facts; 
d. Contested issues of law; 
e. Evidentiary issues 
f. Agreed or stipulated facts; and 
g. Memorandum of Points and Authorities on issues of law. 
The parties shall submit to the Judge's clerk pre-marked exhibits for trial 
five days before the commencement of  the trial. Plaintiff shall use numbers to mark 
their exhibits and defendants shall use the alphabet to mark their exhibits. 
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11) JURY INSTRUCTIONS: Each party shall submit all proposed jury 
instructions on or before July 17,2006, at l:30 o'clock p.m. 
12) SANCTIONS: Failure to comply with this Order shall subject a party or its 
attorney to appropriate sanctions, including, but not limited to, costs and reasonable 
attorney fees, the dismissal with prejudice of Plaintiff's claim, or the striking of a 
Defendant's defenses. A party may be excused from strict compliance with any 
provisions of this Order only upon motion showing extraordinary circumstances. 
13) CONTINUANCES: If all parties request a continuance of the trial date, 
this Court will only consider a Motion to Continue if the motion is signed by all parties 
personally and their counsel. 
14) STIPULATION: Any changes agreed upon by counsel to this scheduling 
order must be submitted in writing to the Court with a proposed order. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
4 
I hereby certify that on this 9 9  day of July, 2005, I mailed (sewed) a true 
and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
Thomas Banducci 
Attorney at Law 
815 West Washington Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Jack S. Gjording i 
Attorney at Law 
-3701 bWll! 
Boise. ID 83701 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
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Jack S. Gjording, ISB No. 1105 
GJORDING & FOUSER, PLLC 
509 W. Hays Street 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208)336-9777 
Facsimile: (208)336-9177 
Attorneys for PlaintiWCounterDefendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 1 Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
CARE, INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) ORDER TO FILE 
1 DOCUMENTS UNDER SEAL 
VS. 1 
) 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited ) 




MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, and Idaho limited ) 






SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, ) 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT ) 




W7 ORDER TO FILE DOCUMENTS UNDER SEAL, P. 1 
Based upon the PlaintifffCounterDefendants7 Motion to File Documents Under Seal and 
supporting memorandum, and the Court being fully advised, and good cause appearing; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the following pleadings be filed under seal in the above- 
entitled matter: 
1.  Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc.'s and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical 
Center, Inc's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Establish Absence on the Grounds for 
Disqualification; 
2. Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, 
Inc.'s and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Inc's Motion to Establish Absence on the 
Grounds for Disqualification; 
3. Affidavit of Patrick J. Miller in Support of Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, 
Inc.'s and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Inc's Motion to Establish Absence on the 
Grounds for Disqualification; 
4. Affidavit of Jack S. Gjording in Support of Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, 
Inc.'s anrl Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Inc's Motion to Establish Absence on the 
Grounds for Disqualification. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this __k_ day of December, 2005. 
- 
F$oN. MICHAEL MCLAUGHLIN . 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER TO. FILE DOCUMENTS UNDER SEAL, P. 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I do hereby certifL that on the day of December, 2005,I have mailed (served) by 
United States Mail, a true and correct copy of the within instrument to the following: 
Thomas A. Banducci 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
815 West Washington Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Jack S. Gjording 
GJORDING & FOUSER, PLLC 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, ID 83701 
4 s .  mail, postage prepaid 
- express mail 
- hand delivery 
facsimile 
&. - mail, postage 
- express mail 
- hand delivery 
- facsimile 
.I. DAVID NAVARRO 
ADA COUNTY CLERK OF COURT 
By: 
ORDER TO FILE DOCUMENTS UNDER SEAL, P. 3 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE 
INC., an ldaho nonprofit corporation, 
II Plaintiff, 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership, 
11 Defendant. I 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership, 
II Counterclaimant, I 
VS. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE 
INC., an ldaho nonprofit corporation; 
SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL 
MEDJCAL CENTER, 
II CounterDefendants. I 
Case No. CVOC 0408219D 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON 
PLAINTIFF'S/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO ESTABLISH ABSENCE OF 
GROUNDS FOR DISQUALIFICATION 
/I APPEARANCES 
Plaintiffs: Jack S. Gjording of Gjording & Fouser, PLLC for the Plaintiff for 
Plaintifflcounterdefendant Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc.; 
and Chas F. McDevitt appearing specially on behalf of Givens 
Pursley, LLP. 
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Defendants: Thomas A. Banducci of Greener, Banducci, Shoemaker, P.A. and 
Peter Jawis of Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP for 
Defendant/Counterclaimant MRI Associates, LLP 
PROCEEDINGS 
This matter came before the Court on Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc.'s 
("SADC) and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, lnc.'s ("SARMC) (collectively 
"Saint Alphonsus") Motion to Establish Absence of Grounds for Disqualification. Oral 
argument was heard on Friday, January 13,2006. 
BACKGROUND 
SADC is an ldaho nonprofit corporation whose sole voting member is SARMC; 
both are current clients of Givens Pursley. SADC is also a member of MRI Associates, 
LLP ("MRIA) and holds a 24.75 percent ownership interest. MRIA was created in 1985 
and currently has five (5) corporate partners: Doctors Magnetic Resonance, Inc., 
SADC, MedNow, Inc. ("MedNow"); West Valley Medical Center; and Holy Rosary 
Medical Center. The present litigation arose because SARMC wanted to purchase the 
magnetic resonance imaging ("MRI") center MRIA operates on the grounds of SARMC 
and withdraw from the partnership. SADC brought suit to determine the buy-out price 
for a dissociating partner under the operating agreement and ldaho Code $ 53-3-701. 
MRIA responded with a counterclaim against SADC and its parent, SARMC. The only 
parties to the present action are MRIA, SADC, and SARMC. 
MedNow owns a 15.17 percent interest in MRIA and is a former client of Givens 
Pursley. MedNow is a subsidiary of Mercy Medical Center, Inc. ("Mercy"), although 
Mercy and MedNow do not share any directors or officers. Mercy is a current client of 
Givens Pursley. Givens Pursley, through Mr. David Lombardi, has a longstanding 
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relationship with Mercy, but Givens Pursley has never represented either MedNow or 
Mercy in any matter relating to MedNow's ownership interest in MRIA. 
Due to the growing potential for litigation, Mr. Banducci was retained to represent 
MRIA. In response, Saint Alphonsus determined it needed to secure litigation counsel 
and asked Givens Pursley to be its counsel of record. Because of his longstanding 
relationship with Mercy, Mr. Lombardi contacted Mr. Joe Messmer, the CEO of Mercy, 
to obtain consent to represent Saint Alphonsus on the MRIA dispute. See Affidavit of 
Patrick J. Miller in Support of Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc.'s Motion to 
Establish Absence of the Grounds for Disqualification ("Miller Aff."), Exhibit A. Mr. 
Messmer initially consented, but later rescinded his consent as to Mr. Lombardi's 
representation of Saint Alphonsus, allowing Mr. Miller and Givens Pursley to continue 
the representation. Miller Aff., Exhibits 9-D. At that time, Saint Alphonsus contacted 
Mr. Jack Gjording to represent SADC and SARMC as counsel of record, with the 
understanding that Mr. Miller would remain an integral part of the litigation team. 
Throughout December 2003, and January and February 2004, Mr. Miller was in 
frequent contact with Mr. Banducci while the parties were engaged in pre-litigation 
negotiations. Givens Pursley was first notified of Mr. Banducci's concerns regarding a 
potential conflict of interest in June 2005. However, on July 22, 2005, Mr. Banducci 
met with Mr. Miller and Mr. Gjording regarding outstanding discovery issues and no 
objection to Mr. Miller's presence was raised. On December 1, 2005, Givens Pursley 
received a letter from Ms. Ann Russell, in-house counsel for Mercy, objecting to Givens 
Pursley's continued representation of Saint Alphonsus in the present litigation. 
One further issue is raised by counsel for Mercy Medical Center. In 2001, SADC 
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I /  acquired a fifiy (50) percent ownership interest in Intermountain Medical Imaging. LLC 
1 
I/ (IMI). IMl's business includes all areas of medical imaging services: plain film x-ray, 
I/ mammography, CT scan, and MRI. Under the IMI operating agreement, SADC's 
11 services and SADC believed it was prohibited from such competition under the MRlA 
4 
5 
' llagreement. Givens Pursley represented SADC in its acquisition of a partnership 
interest in IMI was limited to the non-MRI portions of the business. SADC limited their 
interest in this manner because IMI is a direct competitor of MRIA in the field of MRI 
I 






interest in IMI. 
STANDARD 
A district court has authority to decide motions to disqualify opposing counsel. 
Weaver v. Millard, 120 Idaho 692, 819 P.2d 110 (Ct. App. 1991). The determination of 
~ / I MRIA and Mercy assert that Saint Alphonsus has assumed the burden of proof on the 
14 
$5 
I l7 11 motion by filing their motion; however. the Weaver court expressly placed the burden of 
Courts typically view such motions with caution because-disqualifjcationdeprh.sSa 
party of representation by its chosen counsel. See Id. at 697-98; 819 P.2d at 115-16. 





' 22 DISCUSSION 
proving grounds for disqualification on the party alleging the existence of a conflict. Id. 
at 697; 819 P.2d 115. Saint Alphonsus did not assume the burden of proof by filing a 
Conflict with regard to MedNow, Inc. 
I ~ 
24 11 Mr. Miller, on behalf of Givens Pursley, submitted an affidavit stating that 
I 
25 11 MedNow is no longer a client of Givens Pursley. Miller AR at (P. Because MedNow is 
past client, any potential conflict of interest is governed by ldaho Rule of Professional 
Conduct 1.9(a).' Both the old and new versions of this rule prohibit a lawyer who has 
formerly represented a client from later representing another client in the same or 
substantially related matter in which the current client's interests are materially adverse 
to the former client without first receiving the informed consent of the former client. 
There is no conflict in this case between Givens Pursley's representation of St. 
Alphonsus in this matter and its former representation of MedNow for the simple reason 
that Givens Pursley has never represented MedNow on any matters regarding its 
minority partnership interest in MRlA or in relation to any issues involved in the present 
litigation. As stated above, no conflict of interests exists under the plain wording of 
1.9(a) if the former and present representations do not involve "the same or 
substantially related" matters. Mr. Miller further attests that no attorney at Givens 
Pursley has received any confidential information that Givens Pursley could use to 
benefit Saint Alphonsus to the detriment of MedNow in this matter. Therefore, there is 
no conflict under 1.9 that would require the informed consent of either client. 
II. Conflict with Regard to Mercy Medical Center, Inc. 
Saint Alphonsus and Mercy are both current clients of Givens Pursley, although 
Givens Pursley represents the two entities on unrelated matters. See Miller Aff. at 776- 
7. Conflicts of interest between current clients are governed by ldaho Rule of 
Professional Conduct 1.7.* Rule 1.7 prohibits representation of clients with a 
1 Rule 1.9 was amended effective July 1,2004, but the revision of 1 .Q(a) does not change the analysis 
here, regardless of which version applies to this motion. 
The revised rule of IRPC 1.7 went into effect July 1,2004 and this case was filed in October of 2004. 
However, even if the revised version of the rule does not apply to conduct occurring before 2004, the new 
1.7(a) is substantially similar to the old rule. 
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I "concurrent conflict of interest" unless the representation is not directly adverse, the 
lawyer reasonably believes he or she will be able to provide competent representation 
to each client, and the clients give informed consent to the representation in writing.3 A 
"concurrent conflict of interest" occurs where: (1) one client will be directly adverse to 
another client, or (2) "there is a significant risk that the representation of one or more 
clients will be materially limited by the lawyer's responsibilities to another client." ldaho 
R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(a). 
Neither MedNow nor Mercy is a named party and neither party owns a controlling 
interest in MRIA. The issues under Rule 1.7 are: 1) whether Saint Alphonsus's and 
Mercy's interests in this litigation are directly adverse, and if not, 2) whether Givens 
Pursley's presence on the litigation team for Saint Alphonsus gives rise to a "significant 
risk that Givens Pursley's responsibilities to either Saint Alphonsus or Mercy will be 
"materially limited" because of Givens Pursley's simultaneous representation of Saint 
Alphonsus in the litigation against MRIA and Mercy on other unrelated matters. 
When describing whether a direct conflict is present, the comments to Rule 1.7 
as amended in 2004 state: "[S]imultaneous representation in unrelated matters of 
clients whose interests are economically adverse, such as representation of competing 
economic enterprises in unrelated litigation, does not ordinarily constitute a conflict of 
interest and thus may not require consent of the respective clients." ldaho R. Prof. 
Conduct 1.7, cmt. 6 (2004) (emphasis added). This comment parallels a comment to 
"Informed consent" is defined as an "agreement by a person to a proposed course of conduct afler the 
lawyer has communicated adequate information and explanation about the material risks of and 
reasonably available alternatives to the proposed course of action." ldaho R. Prof. Conduct 1.7, cmt. 18; 
ldaho R. Prof. Conduct 1 .O(e). 
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II the prior rule 1.7(a), in effect through June 2004: 
[A] lawyer ordinarily may not act as an advocate against a person 
the lawyer represents in some other matter, even if it is wholly 
unrelated. On the other hand, simultaneous representation in 
unrelated matters of clients whose interests are generally adverse, 
such as competing economic enterprises, does not require consent 
of their respective clients. 
1 1  Rule 1.7 Comments 7 2 (emphasis added). Under both versions of Rule 1.7, the 
//comments explain that representing competing clients on wholly unrelated matters 
11 generally does not amount to "direct adversity" and thus does not require the informed 
11 consent of both clients before continued representation. 
In this case, at most, Mercy and Saint Alphonsus have competing economic 
interests due to SADC's withdrawal from a partnership that Mercy holds a minority 
interest in via its subsidiary, MedNow. Neither Mercy nor MedNow are named in the 
current litigation, and MedNow only holds a minority interest in MRIA. The Court is not 
)I presented with a situation where one firm is arguably representing a party on either side 
/ / o f  the same litigation. Although Mercy and Saint Alphonsus may generally be 
//emnomically adverse. Givens Pursley has only represented Mercy on matters entirely 
1)  unrelated to its subsidiary's interest in MRIA In the Court's view, under both the old 
I /  and new Rules 1.7 and their respective comments. Givens Pursley is not representing 
1 1  two clients who are "directly adverse" in this litigation. 
11 Mercy also posits that MedNow is merely a "shell entity" used to hold Mercy's 
I/ interest in MRIA. Even assuming for purposes of this motion that they are a single 1 1  entity. Mercy's and Saint Alphonsus's interests are still not "directly adverse"-MRIA is 
II the opposing party and Mercy only holds a minority interest in that entity. Comment 34 
to Rule 1.7 emphasizes this point: 
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A lawyer who represents a corporation or other organization does 
not, bv virtue of that representation, necessarily represent any 
constiiuent or affiliated' organization, such as a. parent or 
subsidiary. Thus, the lawyer for an organization is not barred from 
accepting representation adverse to an affiliate in an unrelated 
matter, unless circumstances are such that the affiliate should also 
be considered a client of the lawyer, there is an understanding 
between the lawyer and the organization client that the lawyer will 
avoid representation adverse to the clients' affiliates or the lawyer's 
obligations to either the organizational client or the new client are 
likely to limit materially, the lawyer's representation of the other 
client. (Emphasis added) 
I /  Under this analysis, even if Mercy and MedNow were considered one entity for conflicts 
g purposes, Givens Pursley's representation of Saint Alphonsus in this case would only I I 
10 / / be  directly adverse to MRIA, which is merely an affiliate of Mercy. Using the language 
If /lof Comment 34. Givens Pursley would not be barred from accepting representation 
l2 //adverse to Mercy's affiliate in a matter unrelated to its representation of Mercy unless 
MRIA was also a client, which it is not. Therefore, Givens Pursley's representation of 
14 
IISaint Alphonsus in this matter while Mercy remains a current client on unrelated 
15 11 matters does not give rise to a "concurrent conflict of interest" under Rule 1.7(a). 
16 
I7 II Under subsection (a)(2), a conflict of interest may still exist even if the clients are 
l8 11 not directly adverse if the representation of one client will be materially limited by the 
l9 I1lawyer's duties and responsibilities to the other client. Comment 8 to Rule 1.7 
20 11 illustrates this rule using an example where a lawyer represents several individuals or 
2r //entities on both sides of a transaction. In such a case, the lawyer's duties to one client 
22 ilrnay interfere with the best interests of another client during negotiations. The 





comment further explains: 
The mere possibility of subsequent harm does not itself require . 
disclosure and consent. The critical questions are the likelihood 
that a difference in interests will eventuate and, if it does, whether it 
will materially interfere with the lawyer's independent professional 
judgment in considering alternatives or foreclose courses of action 
that reasonably should be pursued on behalf of the client. 
l i  Idaho R. Prof. Conduct 1.7, cmt. 8. At this point, the financial impact of a judgment or 
II settlement in favor of Saint Alphonsus poses only a "possibility of subsequent harm" to 
5 //Mercy. which does not per se establish a conflict of interest. As explained earlier, 
/I Givens Pursley's representation of Mercy did not and does not involve any of the 
11 parties or transactions involved in this case. Givens Pursley is not faced with a 




representation of Mercy on other matters is not likely to "materially interfere" with 
11 
situation where it is representing two parties on the same matter whose interests may 
l2 / I Givens Pursley's advocacy on behalf of Saint Alphonsus in this case, especially given 
l3 /I the somewhat distant relationship between MRlA and Mercy. 
l4 II If Givens Pursley had represented either MedNow or Mercy on issues related to 
15 either company's interest in MRIA, the Court may be faced with a closer question I1 
l6 ((involving the attorney's duty of confidentiality. Mercy asserts. without citing any 
I7 11 particulars, that Givens Pursley has acquired confidential information regarding Mercy's 




1 1  or MedNowls interest in MRlA that would overshadow the comments discussed above. 
21 
business projects and finances. However, there has been no showing by either Mercy 
II Finally, the Court agrees with counsel for Givens Pursley that Givens Pursley's 22 
23 I1 representation of Saint Alphonsus in acquiring an interest in IMI is immaterial to the 
24 I// conflicts of interest analysis. Any alleged breaches of fiduciary duty on the part of Saint 
25 Alphonsus or its representatives by its involvement in IMI are relevant only to MRIA's II 
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St. Alphonsus on the litigation team with counsel of record. 
, , . . . . . .. . . 





Counterclaim against SADC and SARMC. There are no allegations for breach of 
fiduciary duty against Givens Pursley for its client's actions. The Court is unwilling to 
disqualify Saint Alphonsus's choice of counsel because Givens Pursley represented 
Saint Alphonsus on a transaction that is the substance of the Defendant's 
Counterclaim. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the record before the Court, the Court does not find a basis for 
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Givens Pursley's disqualification in this case under either Idaho Rule of Professional 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 


























CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the day of January 2006,l mailed (sewed) a true 
and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
THOMAS A. BANDUCCI 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER 
815 W. WASHINGTON ST. 
BOISE, ID 83702 
VIA FACSIMILE: 319-2601 
CHAS. F. MCDEVITT 
MCDEVITT & MILLER 
P.O. BOX 2564 
BOISE, ID 83701 
VIA FACSIMILE: 336-6912 
JACK S. GJORDING 
GJORDING & FOUSER 
P.O. BOX 2837 
BOISE, ID 83701 
VIA FACSIMILE: 366-9177 
336-9 1a7 
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Thomas A. Banducci (ISB #2453) 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV (ISB #6209) 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER, PA
815 West Washington Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone (208) 3 19-2600 
Facsimile (208) 3 19-2601 
tbanducci@greener1awW corn 
greinhardt@greenerlaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
I liahility partnership, 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
I Defendant. I 
Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST 
AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM AND 
THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liahility partnership, 
Counterclaimant, 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT - P. 1 
A llCbl09 
1 SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
I INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, 
CounterDefendants. 
( '  ' 
I I,.: . I . . , !  . . L,,; 8 c i 'a, . ., . . , . .. 
COME NOW CounterClaimanVThird-Party Plaintiff MRI Associates, LLP, an Idaho 
limited liability partnership, by and through its attorneys of record, Greener Banducci 
Shoemaker, P.A., pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(b)(I), 14(a), 15(a) and 15(d), and move for leave to frle 
its First Amended Counterclaim and Third-Party Complaint against CounterDefendants and 
Third-Party Defendants. The purpose of filing the First Amended Counterclaim and Third-Party 
Complaint is to assert claims based on facts discovered since the filing of MRI's Answer and 
CounterClaim, and to clarify, supplement and modify the previously filed counterclaims. 
DATED this 31st day of January, 2006. 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER, P.A. 
bRwN 
Attorneys for DefendantKounterClaimant 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FlRST AMENDED COLNTERCLAIM AND THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT - P. 2 O O I l O  
CERTIF'ICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 31st day of January, 2006, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED 
COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT upon the following: 
Jack S. Gjording 
GJORDING & FOUSER 
6 . S .  Mail 
Overnight Delivery 
509 West Hayes and Delivery 
Post Office Box 2837 336-9177 
Boise. ID 83701 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT - P. 3 
O O l l l !  
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 










SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an ldaho nonprofit corporation; 
SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Case No. CVOC 04082190 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON 
DEFENDANTICOUNTERCLAIMANT'S 
MOTION TO COMPEL 
CounterDefendants. I 
APPEARANCES 
Plaintiffs: Trudy Hanson Fouser of Gjording & Fouser, PLLC for the Saint 
Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc. and Counterdefendant Saint 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center 
I 
II MEMORANDUM DECISION -CASE NO. CVOC0408219D - PAGE 1 00112 
25 Defendants: Thomas A. Banducci of Greener, Banducci, Shoemaker,. P.A. for 
DefendanffCounterclaimant MRI Associates, LLP 
I /  PROCEEDINGS 
ll This matter came before the Court for oral argument on Defendant MRI 
4 Associates, LLP's Motion to Compel on Monday, February 6,2006. II 
I1 BACKGROUND 




11 under ldaho law. In turn. MRIA filed a counterclaim against SADC and SADC1s parent. 
10 
This litigation stems from Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care's ("SADC) 
dissociation from an ldaho limited liability partnership, MRI Associates, LLP ("MRIA"). 
I Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center (SARMC) (collectively "Saint Alphonsus"). 
I Saint Alphonsus produced their privilege log for the Defendant's review on 
I 
September 12, 2005. MRlA filed its Motion to Compel discovery on January 13, 2006, 
I 
I 14 1 1  seeking production of 34 of the 195 documents listed in Saint Alphonsus's privilege log. 
I 
l7 / /  Alphonsus based on the assertion of the attorney-client privilege granted by ldaho Rule 
15 
l6 
la / /o f  Evidence 502. Upon request of Plaintiffs' counsel, the Court has reviewed the 
The parties met on January 30, 2006 and narrowed down the dispute to five (5) 
documents, discussed below. Each of these documents is being withheld by Saint 
21 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
19 
20 
disputed documents in camera. 
I 
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Generally, any relevant information, not privileged, that is reasonably calculated 
to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence is discoverable. I.R.C.P. 26(b)(l). 
Where a privilege is asserted, "The burden of showing information is privileged, and 
Motor Co., 141 ldaho 697, 704, 116 P.3d 27, 34 (2005). Whether to grant a motion to 
compel is within the sound discretion of this Court. See Merrifield v. Arave, 128 ldaho 
306,912 P.2d 674 (Ct. App. 1996). 
ldaho Rule of Evidence 502 protects confidential communications between an 
attorney and client from discovery. I.R.E. 502(b). Rule 502 defines a "confidential 
communication" is one that is "not intended to be disclosed to third persons other than 
those to whom disclosure is made in furtherance of the rendition of professional legal 
services to the client or those reasonably necessary for the transmission of the 
I I communication." I.R.E. 502(a)(5). The privilege extends to any such communications 
1 made between the attorney or the attorney's representatives and the client or the 
clients' representatives and between a client's representatives or between the client 
l 
and a representative of the client. I.R.E. 502(b). 
DISCUSSION 
Saint Alphonsus's response listed five (5) documents the parties were unable to 
agree upon. The Defendant's motion to compel placed the sought documents in 
categories; the remaining documents fall into only three (3) of those categories. 
1. Communications between Saint Alphonsus Employees and Representatives 
MRlA is seeking one document under this category: P396, described as an e- 
mail from Ms. Carolyn Corbett, Vice President of Patient Care Services at SARMC, to 
other members of the SARMC "Senior Leadership Team", including other corporate 
vice presidents and CEOs. Four employees were also copied on this e-mail. The e- 
mail explained a conference call between Mr. Tom Greeson, an attorney with the 
Washington, D.C. law firm of Reed Smith; Ms. Stephanie Westermeier, Vice President 
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and General Counsel to SARMC; Mr. Pat Miller, acting as legal counsel to SARMC; and 
Jeff Cliff, a representative of Gem State Radiology. Both SARMC and Gem State 
Radiology formally engaged Mr. Greeson's legal services regarding Medicare billing 
standards for medical imaging services. 
The Defendant maintains that communications between clients where no 
attorney is present (i.e. the e-mails from Ms. Corbett) are not covered by the attorney- 
client privilege in Rule 502(b). The phone conversation is certainly privileged; the issue 
is whether the attorney-client privilege extends to a subsequent e-mail between a 
client's representatives relating the privileged discussion to necessary personnel. Rule 
502(b) states: 
A client has a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other person 
from disclosing confidential communications made for the purpose of facilitating the 
rendition of professional legal services to the client which were made ...( 3) among 
clients, their representatives, their lawyers, or lawyers' representatives, in any 
combination, concerning a matter of common interest, but not including 
communications solely among clients or their representatives when no lawyer is party to 
the communication, (4) between representatives of the client or between the client and 
a representative of the client. 
At first blush, subparts (3) and (4) contradict themselves, but a comment to 
subpart (3) explains that the only communications intended to be excluded from the 
privilege are those occurring between two parties or joint clients who subsequently 
obtain separate representations where no lawyer is present.' The first sentence of the 
t This is more commonly known as the "common interest" privilege for joint parties. 
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I/ interest in a legal matter are still privileged. Similarly, subpart (4) expressly grants a 
1 
I/ privilege for confidential communications between the client's representatives. 
comment makes it clear that communications between clients who share a common 
4 / /  The disputed e-mail is a communication that relayed legal advice from the 
5 client's lawyer in a legal matter between the client's representatives. Part of rendering II 
legal services to a company includes informing the representatives and employees of /I 
' llthat legal advice. This information does not lose its privilege simply because the 
' //information is passed from one of the client's representatives to another representative 




i of legal services made between representatives of the client-entity, in this case 
or employee of the client-entity, as opposed to being e-mailed from one of the attorneys 
present at the conference call. Therefore, this communication falls expressly under 
i 14 11 SARMC. Also. this is not the type of communication for which the privilege is withdrawn 
l5 I/ under subpart (3), according to the comment. The Court will find that this e-mail is 
16 11 privileged. 
l7 2 Documents Prepared by Ken Frv and Sent to Pat Miller 
l8 / /  The Defendant is seeking document numbers P398. P399, and P403, all 
I 





23 11 documents prepared by a client made to facilitate the rendition of professional legal I 
spreadsheets prepared by Mr. Ken Fry, CFO of SARMC. MRlA contends that these 
documents were prepared in the ordinary course of business and are not privileged 
I 
24 I/ services that are not intended to be disclosed to third parties, falling under the definition I 
of "confidential communications" in Rule 502(a)(5). 
I 
26 
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Counsel for SARMC asserts that the sought documents were "given to [Mr. 
Miller] in connection with [Givens Pursley's] representation of Saint Alphonsus in the 
evaluation of Saint Alphonsus's legal options for restructuring its relationship with MRIA. 
These documents were prepared specific to and in connection with the discussion of 
Saint Alphonsus's legal options." Affidavit of Patrick J. Miller in Support of SADC's and 
SARMC's response to MRIA's Motion to Compel and Request for Attorney's Fees 
("Miller Aff.") at 4 (emphasis added). The "restructuring" of Saint Alphonsus's 
relationship with MRIA, while a business relationship, is also at the heart of this lawsuit. 
After review, the Court is of the opinion that P398 was clearly prepared specific 
to the discussion of SARMC's legal options with regard to MRIA. Therefore, the Court 
will find that this document is privileged and deny the Defendant's motion to compel. 
P403 similarly appears to be prepared in connection with the discussion of SARMC's 
legal options. The Court will note however, that while the compiled spreadsheet may 
be a privileged communication, the Defendant is correct in their assertion that the 
information itself is not privileged. The title of the document presents an accurate 
description of the contents of the document and MRIA is free to obtain this information 
by means other than disclosure of this specific document. Finally, the Court will order 
the Plaintiffs to disclose P399. In the Court's view, this document was not made for the 
purpose of facilitating the rendition of legal services as required by Rule 502(b). 
3. Redacted E-mail between Mr. Fry, Ms. Cindy Schamp. and Ms. Sandra Bruce 
MRIA is seeking an un-redacted copy of a reply e-mail sent by Ms. Bruce; 
attached to the reply was the original e-mail from Mr. Fry to Ms. Schamp and Ms. 
Bruce. The only portion redacted from the e-mail is a sentence that the Plaintiffs assert 
MEMORANDUM DECISION - CASE NO. CVOC0408219D -PAGE 6 
11 made reference to legal advice from Mr. Miller to SARMC. See Miller Aff at (/ 5. Upon 
1  
2 
the redacted sentence is not privileged and will compel its disclosure. I /  
reviewing the redacted portion of this e-mail, the Court concludes that the deleted 




rendition of professional legal services" under Rule 502(b). Ms. Bruce's comment does 
not refer to or convey any specific advice of counsel. Therefore, the Court will find that 




I4 I/ "the reasonable expenses incurred in opposing the motion, including attorney's fees, 
Rule of Evidence 502; the remaining two (2) items-P399 and the redacted statement 
in Ms. Bruce's e-mail-are not privileged and shall be disclosed to MRIA. Both parties 
12 
,, 
15 unless the Court finds that the making [or defense] of the motion was substantially II 
seek attorney's fees and costs in connection with this motion under ldaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 37(a)(4). The rule provides that the Court shall award the prevailing party 
l6 lljustified or that other circumstances make an award of expenses unjust." I.R.C.P. 
l 7  1137(a)(4). The Court will find that both the motion and the defense of the motion were 
l a  11 substantially justified, as evidenced by the fact that the motion was granted in part and 
Therefore, the Court will decline to order fees and costs on this motion. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
Y 4  
I hereby certify that on the f i  day of February 2006, 1 mailed (served) a true 
and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
THOMAS A. BANDUCCI 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER 
815 W. WASHINGTON ST. 
BOISE, ID 83702 
VIA FACSIMILE: 319-2601 
JACK S. GJORDING 
GJORDING & FOUSER 
P.O. BOX 2837 
BOISE, ID 83701 
VIA FACSIMILE: 336-9177 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
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Thomas A. Banducci (ISB #2453) 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV (ISB #6209) 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER, PA 
815 West Washington Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone (208) 3 19-2600 
Facsimile (208) 3 19-2601 
t b a n r l L ~ ~ ~ i ~ d ~ r e e n e r I ~ w ~ c o m  
greinhardtegreenerlaw. com 
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimai~t 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, INC., an Idaho nonprofit 
corporation, 
Plaintiff. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Defendant 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, INC., an Idaho nonprofit 
corporation; SAINT ALPHONSUS 
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST 
AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM AND 
THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 
CounterDefendants. I 
DefendantKounterclaimant MRI Associates ("MRIA"), by and through its counsel of 
record, Greener Banducci Shoemaker, hereby submits this Reply in Support of 
DefendantICounterclain~ant MRIA's Motion for Leave to File a First Arnended 
Counterclaim and Third-Party Complaint. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center ("SARMC") does not dispute (1) the 
applicable legal standard in Idaho requiring that amendments to the pleadings be liberally 
granted, (2) that, as recently as December 2005, SARMC stipulated to the amendment 
deadline of January 31,2006 (3) that this Court issued a scheduling order based on 
SARMC's stipulation setting a deadline of January 31, 2006 for the anlend~nent of 
pleadings, or (4) that MRIA timely filed its amended pleadings on January 31,2006. 
Unable to challenge these facts, SARMC opposes the timely motion by MRIA to 
amend the pleadings on the ground the arnendme~~t will make the case too complex. This 
argument by SARMC lacks legal support. Indeed, a co~nplete reading of the single case 
relied upon by SARMC for this proposition reveals that SARMC's argument is 
unsupported both by Idaho law and the facts of this case. 
Finally, SARMC attempts to oppose MRIA's  notion to amend by arguing that select 
causes of action fail to state a cause of action under Idaho law. This argument is bascd 
on ~nisstatements of the contents of MRIA's amended counterclaims and Idaho law. 
11. ARGUMENT 
A. SARMC Does Not Dispute the Applicable Standard for Amending 
Pleadings in Idaho 
SARMC does not challenge the applicability of the liberal language in I.R.C.P. 15(a) 
requiring that leave to amend be "freely given when justice so requires." Nor does 
SARMC dispute the Idaho Supreme Court's acknowledgment that the purpose of I.R.C.P. 
15(a) is "to allow the best chance for each clai~n to be determined on its merits rather 
than on some procedural technicality. . . ." Clark v. Olsen, 110 Idaho 323, 326, 71 5 P.2d 
993,996 (1986). Thus, this Court should consider the proposed amendment by MRIA 
within the context of the liberal standards established by Idaho's statutes and case law. 
B. SARMC Does Not Dispute that it Stipulated to the January 31,2006 
Deadline to Amend the Pleadings, Which Was Subsequently Adopted by 
this Court in its Scheduling Order 
Although SARMC now argues that the amendment by MRlA comes "only months 
before trial," SARMC neither disputes nor acknowledges that it expressly stipulated in 
writing to a January 3 1,2006 deadline for amending the pleadings. Importantly, this 
stipulation was given by SARMC because, despite repeated requests from MRIA 
beginning in October 2005 for available deposition dates of the CEO of SARMC, the 
only dates givcn by SARMC for the deposition of its CEO were in January 2006 (which 
now have been moved to March 2006). See Affidavit of G.Rey Reinhardt in Support of 
MRI Associate's Motion for Leave to Amend the Pleadings, Exs. A-G. MRIA agreed to 
move the deposition dates of SARMC's CEO to January 2006 provided SARMC would 
stipulate to an extension of the deadline to amend the pleadings. Id. at Ex. G ("Despite 
our requests for available dates of Sandra Bruce before that deadline, we have been 
informed by you that Ms. Bruce is unavailable until January 12,2006. We therefore 
request an agreement by you to extend the deadline to amend the pleadings until January 
31, 2005."). Accordingly, SARMC willingly, and without objection, stipulated to a 
January 31, 2006 deadline to amend the pleadings due to the unavailability of its CEO for 
deposition. SARMC now concedes that MRIA has timely filed its amended pleadings; 
but argues (for the first time) that the January 3 1,2006 deadline previously agreed upon 
by SARMC is too close to trial. 
This Court should not allow SARMC to suddenly undo its agreement with MRIA and 
use the willingness of MRIA to accommodate the schedule of SARMC's CEO as a sword 
in opposing MRIA's amended pleadings. 
C. SARMC Does Not Dispute that MRIA Filed its Amended Pleadings 
Before the Deadline Agreed Upon by SARMC 
MRIA filed its amended pleadings on January 3 1, 2006, which was within the 
tilnefrarne agreed upon by SARMC. Thus, SARMC cannot challenge the timeliness of 
the amended pleadings. 
D. Idaho Law Creates No Separate Standard for Complex Amendments to 
the Pleadings 
Neither the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure nor Idaho case law qualifies the liberal 
standard for amending pleadings by stating that the standard is inapplicable when the 
amendment would make the case more complex. Indeed, most amendments to pleadings 
add additional facts and causes of actions that necessarily make the case more complex 
SARMC can cite no law stating that amendments of greater complexity should be 
subject to a less liberal standard than that codified in I.R.C.P. lS(a). Nor does the statute 
create such a distinction. In support of its novel position that added complexity precludes 
a party from amending the pleadings, SARMC cites the case of Baxter v. Craney, 135 
Idaho 166, 16 P.3d 263 (2000). The opinion in Baxter, however, fails to support 
SARMC's argument. 
Baxter involved a boundary dispute between the Baxters and the Craneys, who were 
adjoining landowners. The trial court denied an attempt by the Baxters to amend the 
pleadings to assert separate claims against the BLM. In denying the request to amend the 
pleadings, however, the Baxter Court never even addressed the issue of whether the 
Baxters had sought to amend the pleadings within the applicable deadline. Rather, the 
district court based its decision on the fact that "the issues the Baxters sought to resolve 
with the BLM were not directly related to their action against the Cmneys" and that the 
BLM was not "a necessary party." Baxter, 135 Idaho at 169, 16 P.3d at 266 (emphasis 
added). Accordingly, the district court concluded that the Baxters would not be 
prejudiced by the denial of their motion to amend because "the Baxters are not precluded 
from bringing a separate action against the BLM." Id. (emphasis added). 
Furthermor'e, in upholding the decision of the district court, the Idaho Supreme Court 
noted that "the potential likelihood of removal to federal court upon the addition of the 
federal agency to the action would result in the Craneys expending more time and money 
so that issues unrelated to their case could be resolved." Id. at 169-70, 16 P.3d at 266-67 
(emphasis added). 
Here, unlike Baxter, MRIA seeks to add additional claims directly against SARMC, 
in addition to third parties, that are directly related to the allegations in the complaint 
filed by SARMC and the original counterclaims asserted by MRIA. Thus, there is no risk 
that SARMC will be required to expend more time and money to resolve issues unrelated 
to its dispute with MRIA. 
The only analysis in Baxter that applies here is its discussion of the extreme 
circumstances in past cases that have caused the Idaho Supreme Court to affinn denials 
of motions to amend. Id., citing Daity Quip. Co. of Utah v. Boehme, 92 Idaho 301, 304, 
442 P.2d 437,440 (1 968) (holding no abuse of discretion when the amended complaint 
was filed five days before trial); Jones v, Watson, 98 Idaho 606,610, 570 P.2d 284,288 
(1977) (finding no abuse of discretion in denying motion to amend filed on the day of 
trial); Cook v. State Dep 't ofTransp., 133 Idaho 288,297, 985 P.2d 1 150, 1158 (1999) 
(holding no abuse of discretion for denial of an eighth amended complaint filed on the 
morning of trial). Such extreme facts are not present here. 
E. SARMC Will Not Be Prejudiced by the Amended Pleadings 
Discovery is just commencing in this dispute. SARMC does not challenge the 
assertion in MRIA's memorandum that, at the time MRIA moved to amend its pleadings, 
the parties were still exchanging docu~ncnts and only two days of depositions had been 
taken in this litigation. Between the time SARMC filed this litigation and the deadline to 
ainend the pleadings, SARMC had taken just one deposition. 
Moreover, since the filing of MRIA's amended pleadings, SARMC has served 
additional written discovery on MRIA that pertains to the amended pleadings. It is clear 
that SARMC has ample time and means to conduct the necessary discovery related to the 
amended pleadings. Thus, SARMC will not be prejudiced by the addition of claims by 
MRIA at a time when discovery is just commencing. 
F. Idaho Does Recognize the Claims Asserted by MRIA 
The final attempt by SARMC to preclude MRIA from amending the pleadings is the 
argument that MRIA has failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted 
regarding its claims for (1) colnmon law misappropriation; (2) spoliation; and (3) 
conversion. 
Although SARMC elects not to cite the applicable standard, the Idaho Supreme 
Court held "it is generally inappropriate to consider the substantive merits of the claim 
sought to be added when passing on a motion to amend." Du$n v. Idaho Crop 
Improvement Assoc., 126 Idaho 1002,1013,899 P.2d 1 195,1206 (1 996). Thus, it is 
reversible error for a trial court to consider the substantive merits of a claim sought to be 
added by amendment, as opposed to whether the facts as alleged state a claim. "This is a 
determination more properly made in the context of a ruling on a motion for summary 
judgment." Id. The amended claims asserted by MRIA meet this standard. 
1. Common Law Misap~ropriation 
SARMC assumes that the common law misappropriation claim asserted by MRIA 
pertains to the misappropriation of trade secrets. It does not. Rather, the claim pertains to 
the misappropriation of confidential business information belonging to MRIA that docs not 
rise to the level of a trade secret. The tort of common law misappropriation is commonly 
used in such situations. See Robert Unikel, "Briding the 'Trade Secret' Gap: Protecting 
'Confidential Information' Not Rising to the Level of Trade Secrets," 29 Loy. U. Chi. L.J. 
841,887-88 (1998). MRIA's claim for common law misappropriation, therefore, is 
sufficient to withstand a motion to dismiss 
2. Spoliation 
SARMC first argues that the tort of spoliation is not recognized in Idaho. 
SARMC misstates the law. The Idaho Supreme Court "has recognized that spoliation of 
evidence is a tort." Cook v. State Dept. ofTmns., 133 Idaho 288,298,985 P.2d 11 50, 
1160 (1999). Specifically, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that "[alny person who 
willhlly 'destroys or conceals' evidence is liable for the tort of intentional spoliation of 
evidence." Yoakum v. Harlford Fire Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 171, 178,923 P.2d 416,423 
(1996). 
SARMC next argues that the claim asserted by MRIA for spoliation does not 
assert intentional destruction or concealment of evidence. SARMC is incorrect. 
Paragraph 56 of the Amended Counterclaims by MRIA states: 
56. SARMC knowingly allowed its electronic 
information (e.g. e-mails) relative to the SARMCIIMI and 
MRIA activities and its subsequent dissociation from 
MRIA to be deleted from SARMC's electronic information 
storage system, after SARMC anticipated litigation, and 
even after litigation in this matter was filed. SARMC has 
intentiollally spoliated virtually all emails once stored on its 
electronic information storage system which relate to 
communications among SARMC employees concerning 
MRIA, IMI, SARGIGSR and ICR. Likewise, SARMC has 
intentionally spoliated virtually all elnails transmitted 
between SARMC representatives and representatives of 
IMI, SARG/GSR, and ICR. Such spoliation unreasonably 
interferes with the prosecution of this action and serves to 
collceal evidence of the activities of SARMC on its own 
and in conjunction with IMI, SARGIGSR, and ICR, which 
caused damage to MRIA. 
Similarly, Paragraph 59 of the Amended Complaint states: 
159. SARMC has knowingly and intentionally destroyed 
information, or knowingly and intentionally allowed 
information to be destroyed, which is relevant to this 
litigation. 
Accordingly, the claim for spoliation by MRIA is sufficiently pled to survive a 
motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim. 
3. Conversion 
SARMC argues that MRIA has not asserted a claim for conversion. This 
argument by SARMC is based on its factual argument that SARMC has a legal right to 
exercise complete control over the DRJPACS system (including the exclusion of MRIA 
&om that system) because MRIA is not an owner of the system. This factual argument 
by SARMC is insufficient to support a motion to dismiss. MRJA has sufficiently plead 
that "it is an owner of the system," that "MRI Center has rightfully demanded that 
SARMC acknowledge MRI Center's ownership interest in SARMC's PACSJKIS system" 
and that, despite this demand, "SARMC has refused to acknowledge the MRI Center's 
ownership rights in, and continues to threaten to preclude the MRI Center from using, 
SARMC's PACSIRIS system." See First Amended Counterclaims and Third-Party 
Complaint, at f/f/ 92-97. 
111. CONCLUSION 
The amended pleadings have been timely filed by MRIA in accordance with the 
stipulation from SARMC and the Scheduling Order issued by this Court. The stipulation 
by SARMC regarding the amendment of the pleadings was necessitated by its 
unwillingness, or inability, to produce its CEO for her deposition in a more timely 
manner. Furthermore, SARMC will not be prejudiced by the amended pleadings because 
discovery is just commencing. Finally, the causes of action asserted by MRIA are 
sufficiently pled to defeat a motion to dismiss. 
For the foregoing reasons, MRIA respectfully requests that this Court grant 
MRIA's Motion for Leave to File First Amended Counterclaim and Third-Party 
Complaint. 
DATED this @day of February. 2006. 
GREENER BANDUCCI + SHOEMAKER, P.A 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV 
Attorneys for DefendantJCounterClairnant 
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Plaintiffs: Trudy Hanson Fouser of Gjording & Fouser, PLLC for the Saint 
Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc. and Counterdefendant Saint 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center 
Defendants: Thomas A. Banducci of Greener, Banducci, Shoemaker, P.A. for 
DefendantlCounterclaimant MRI Associates, LLP 
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PROCEEDINGS 
This matter came before the Court on Tuesday, February 21, 2006 for oral 
argument on the DefendanffCounterclaimant's Motion for Leave to Amend 
Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint. A subsequent hearing occurred on February 
22, 2006 as to this motion and the Court took the matter under advisement. 
BACKGROUND 
This litigation originally stemmed from Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care's 
("SADC") dissociation from an ldaho limited liability partnership, MRI Associates, LLP 
("MRIA). SADC filed an action against MRIA to determine the buyout terms of the 
dissociation under ldaho law. In turn, MRlA filed a counterclaim against SADC and 
SADC's parent, Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center (SARMC) (collectively "Saint 
Alphonsus") alleging breach of contract and wrongful dissociation, breach of fiduciary 
duty, and breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Both the 
Plaintiffs Complaint and the Defendant's Counterclaim sought damages and 
declaratory relief. 
While the Plaintiffs Complaint focused on SADC's rights upon dissociation, the 
Counterclaim additionally addressed SARMC's partnership in a competing imaging 
group, Intermountain Medical Imaging, LLC ("IMI"). MRIA alleges that SARMC's 
involvement in IMI was a breach of Saint Alphonsus's partnership agreement with 
MRIA. MRIA now seeks to leave to amend its Counterclaim and file a Third-Party 
Complaint against IMI and two (2) other partners in IMI-Gem State Radiology, LLP 
("GSR) and Imaging Center Radiologists, LLP ("ICR"). The motion was timely filed on 
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11 ~ a n u a r ~  31, 2006. The First Amended Counterclaim and Third-Party Complaint seeks 
11 to add the following claims: 
1. lnterference with Prospective Contractual Relations or Business 
Expectations (alleged against SARMC); 
2. Conversion (against SARMC); 
3. Violation of the ldaho Consumer Protection Act (against SARMC, 
GSR, IMI, and ICR); 
4. Restraint of Trade Claim Pursuant to ldaho Code § 48-606 (against 
SARMC, IMI, GSR, and ICR); 
11 5. Attempted Monopolization (against SARMC, IMI. GSR, and ICR); 
6. Conspiracy to Monopolize (against SARMC, IMI, GSR, and ICR); 
7. Exclusion from Essential Facility (against SARMC) 
I/ 8. Libel per se (against GSR) 
9. lnterference with Existing Contractual Relationship (against GSR, 
IMI, and ICR); 
10. lnterference with Prospective Contractual Relationship (against 
GSR and ICR); 
1 1  I 1  Civil Conspiracy (against SARMC, !MI. GSR, and ICR); 
12. Misappropriation of Trade Secret Confidential lnformation (against 
SARMC and IMI); 
11 13. Common Law Misappropriation (against SARMC and IMI); 
14. Procuring lnformation by Improper Means (against SARMC and 
IMI); and 
15. Spoliation of Evidence (against SARMC). 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to File First Amended Counterclaim and 
/I Third-Party Complaint ("Memorandum in Support"), Exhibit A. Trial is currently set for 
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/I ldaho Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a) allows a Plaintiff to amend a Complaint with 
1 
11 leave of court after a responsive pleading has been served. The decision to grant or 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
I /  refuse permission to amend is left to the sound discretion of the trial court. Stonewall 
11 Surplus Lines Ins. Co. v. Farmers Ins. Co. 132 ldaho 318, 324, 971 P.2d 1142, 1148 
//(1998). The ldaho Supreme Court has held that "in the interests of justice, district 
11 courts should favor liberal grants of leave to amend a complaint." Hines v. Hines, 129 
11 Idaho 847. 854, 934 P.2d 20. 27 (1997). The purposes of Rule 15(a) are: 'First. to 





l2 /I providing parties with notice of the nature of the pleader's claim and the facts that have 
allow the best chance for each claim to be determined on its merits rather than on some 
I l6 11 state a valid claim under ldaho law or where an affirmative defense arises on the face 
14 
15 
1 l7 11 of the proposed claim. Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho first Nat'l Bank. 
been called into question." Clark v. Olson, 110 ldaho 323, 326, 715 P.2d 993, 996 
(1986). 





I I I ldaho Crop lmprovment Assoc., 126 ldaho 1002, 1013, 895 P.2d 1195, 1206 (1995). 




23 11 The Court may also properly deny leave to amend if factors such as undue delay, bad 
look at whether a valid claim has been stated on the face of the amendment, the Court 
should not "consider the substantive merits of the claim sought to be added." Duffin v. 
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I 24 
25 
faith, dilatory motive, repeated failure to cure deficiencies by prior amendments, or 
undue prejudice to the opposing party are present. Smith v. Great Basin Grain Co., 98 
ldaho 266,272-73, 561 P.2d 1299, 1305-06 (1977). 
DISCUSSION 
MRlA argues that the Court should grant leave to amend because the motion is 
timely under the Court's January 13, 2006 Order, there is no evidence of bad faith or 
dilatory motive, and it is not unduly prejudicial to the opposing parties. On the other 
hand, Saint Alphonsus argues that this motion is prejudicial because the amended 
pleadings seek to add three (3) parties and fifteen (15) claims that require extensive 
discovery and case preparation approximately five (5) and one-half (%) months from 
trial. Furthermore, Saint Alphonsus asserts that three of MRIA's claims do not state a 
valid claim under ldaho law. 
A. Leave to Amend Generally 
There is no dispute that this motion to amend is timely filed. All parties agree 
that Saint Alphonsus stipulated to extend the deadline for filing motions for leave to 
amend and that the Court signed an Order to that effect. The Court will point out, 
however, that the agreement and the Order both allowed MRIA to seek leave to 
amend-neither the stipulation nor the Order actually granted leave to amend. The 
Court is not required to grant leave to amend whenever a motion is timely filed or 
opposing counsel agrees to extend the deadline for filing such motions; rather, the 
Court will grant leave to amend "when justice so requires." 
The ldaho Supreme Court has explained that even if an amendment were 
otherwise allowed, a district court may deny leave to amend if an amendment would 
add substantial complexity to a case. See Baxter v. Craney, 135 ldaho 166, 169, 16 
P.3d 263, 266 (2000). In Baxter, the Plaintiffs attempted to amend their complaint to 
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~ d d  new claims and a new party approximately five months after the original complaint 
lad been filed and after the date for trial had been set. Id. The Idaho Supreme Court 
~pheld a trial court's denial of a motion to add a new party because "it would [have 
been] unfairly prejudicial ... to allow the Plaintiffs the opportunity to add a new party and 
:hange the dynamics of the action as it now stands." Id. 
However, in Baxter, the claims sought to be added were unrelated to the 
ransaction or occurrence that gave rise to the existing causes of action. Id. In this 
:ase, MRIA's existing and proposed Counterclaims are united by Saint Alphonsus's 
nembership in the MRlA partnership. Each alleged claim stems from Saint 
\lphonsus's alleged misconduct while the partnership was in existence and SADC's 
lissociation from that partnership. Also, many of the facts alleged in the original 
:ounterclaim support the additional claims for relief. Thus, unlike Baxter, the proposed 
:$aims in this case are closely related to the issues presented by the existing pleadings. 
Also, the Court cannot find that filing this motion on January 31, 2006 amounts to 
indue delay or that MRlA has exhibited bad faith or dilatory motive in waiting to include 
?ese claims. Although this suit was filed in 2004, MRlA was not served until 2005 and 
liscovery is ongoing. The Court accepts MRIA's explanation that the breadth of Saint 
ilphonsus's alleged conduct was not apparent until recent disclosures were made and 
lppreciates counsel's diligence in researching MRIA's potential claims before 
Ixpanding this litigation and bringing in new parties.' 
The Court notes defense counsel's concern that the Court may have been concerned about the 
lefendants true purpose in filing this motion and that the Court was therefore inclined to deny the motion 
)r leave to amend their pleadings. The Court's questions at oral argument focused on the very real 
oncern that this amended Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint will more than likely cause the trial as 
et to be vacated. This Court does not hold a belief or opinion that this motion is brought in bad faith as 
et forth above. 
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2 II current trial setting to be vacated and re-set at a later date. The proposed claims 1 
11 involve very complex legal and factual issues that will undoubtedly require extensive 
The Court is aware that allowing this amendment would inevitably require the 
I/ economic research and expert testimony and three (3) new parties. However, the Court 
5 cannot find that the prejudice to Saint Alphonsus in expanding this litigation outweighs /I 
MRIA's right for its claims to be determined on the merits. Saint Alphonsus has had /I 11 some notice of these claims given that the proposed counterclaims rest on many of the 
I/ same facts already pled and discovery is still in its relatively early stages. 
11 B. Futility of Three 13) of MRIA's Pro~osed Amended Counterclaims 
l2 I/ merits of a proposed claim for relief on a motion to amend. Duffin, 126 ldaho at 1013, 
10 
11 
l3 I 1  895 P.2d at 1206. However, a trial court may deny leave to amend if doing so would be 
Reiterating the standard expressed above, a trial court will not consider the 
l4 I /  an exercise in futility; meaning, the claim does not and cannot state a claim upon which 
11 relief may be granted under ldaho law. See Id. 
16 1 I .  Conversion 
l7 11 MRIA's proposed Sixth Claim for Relief alleges conversion against SARMC for 
l8 1ISARMC.s refusal to acknowledge the MRI center's3 ownership rights in a digital 
//network and data storage system. P A C S ~ R ~ .  MRlA assert that they are the rightful co- 
22 I /  implementation of the system at the MRI Center, but complains that SARMC has 
20 
21 
owner of the system because MRlA contributed capital for the development and 






At oral argument, counsel for MRlA also argued that MRlA would be significantly prejudiced if this Court 
required it to bring a second action because the proposed claims could be considered "compulsory 
counterclaims" that would be lost if not brought in this action or could be barred by the doctrines of res 
judicata or collateral estoppel. The Court recognizes this possibility because the claims are factually 
related, but finds it unnecessary to discuss this argument in light of its ruling on this motion. 
II effectively terminated MRIA's access to the system. Therefore, MRlA brought an action 
for conversion of its property. 
Conversion is "a distinct act of dominion wrongfully asserted over another's 
I /  personal property in denial of or inconsistent with rights therein.' Peasley Transfer 8 
11 Storage Co. v. Smith. 132 ldaho 732. 743, 979 P.2d 605. 616 (1999). Taking the facts 
as presented in the proposed amended Counterclaim, if MRlA could prove that they 
were co-owners of the digital network and data storage system and that SARMC 
//exercised dominion or control over the system to the exclusion of MRIA, an action could 
1 1  lie in tort for conversion. Under the Smith definition, excluding a co-owner of chattel 
wrongfully asserts dominion that is inconsistent with the co-owner's rights in that 
((property. Id. Therefore, the proposed amendment states a valid claim under ldaho 
law. 
1 1  2. Common Law Misappropriaflon 
/ /  Idaho's Trade Secrets statute specifically bars recovery under any common law / I  theory of trade secrets misappropriation. ldaho Code § 48-806(I) states. "Vlhis 
1 1  chapter displaces conflicting tort. restitutionary. and other law of this state providing civil 
I/ liability remedies for misappropriation of a trade secret." A trade secret is defined as: 
[Ilnformation, including a formula, pattern, compilation, program, 
computer program, device, method, technique, or process, that: 
(a) Derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from 
not being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by 
proper means by, other persons who can obtain economic value 
from its disclosure or use; and 
(b) is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the 
circumstances to maintain its secrecy. 
The MRI Center was a magnetic resonance scanning facility situated on the SARMC campus. 
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11 "trade secrets" are involved and does not affect "[olther civil remedies that are not 
1 
2 
I1 based upon misappropriation of a trade secret." ldaho Code § 48-806(2)(b). 
ldaho Code § 48-801(5). The act only displaces common law remedies if defined 
/I The proposed Sixteenth Claim for Relief, without specifically citing to the statute, 
(lappears to bring a claim under the ldaho Trade Secrets statute. The Seventeenth 
I/Claim of Relief for common law misappropriation (to which Saint Alphonsus objects) 
llstates a similar claim, but does not use the term "trade secrets." Instead. the 
12 




I3 II rise to the level of a trade secret, then MRIA may still seek common law remedies for 
Seventeenth Claim asserts that "SARMC and IMl ... appropriated MRIA's and MRI 
Center's confidential business information at little or no cost." Memorandum in Support, 
l4 /I the alleged misappropriation under ldaho Code § 48-806(2). Therefore, on the face of 
/I the pleadings, MRIA could support a valid common law claim for misappropriation. 
I7 1 1  It appears that the ldaho Supreme Court has recognized spoliation of evidence 
/ /as a common law tort, although the Supreme Court has called spoliation both an 




23 l l  807, 812, 979 P.2d 1165, 1170 (1999). Relying on the Restatement (Second) of Torts, 
"intentional tort" and a "rule of evidence." Compare Ricketts v. E. ldaho Equip. Co., 
Inc., 137 ldaho 578, 582, 51 P.3d 392, 396 (2002) and Yoakum v. Hartford Fire Ins. 
24 1 1  the ldaho Supreme Court explained the cause of action as "intentional conduct that 
25 unreasonably interferes with a party's prospective cause of action" by willfully destroying I/ 
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or concealing evidence. Yoakum, 129 ldaho at 178, 923 P.2d at 423. The Rickeffs 
court further held that the tort of intentional spoliation of evidence "requires a state of 
mind that shows a plan or premeditation." 137 ldaho at 582, 51 P.3d 396. 
The proposed amended Counterclaim for spoliation of evidence states "SARMC 
has knowingly and intentionally destroyed information, or knowingly and intentionally 
allowed information to be destroyed, which is relevant to this litigation." Memorandum 
in Support, Exhibit A, 7 159. Because MRlA has alleged intentional destruction of 
evidence relevant to this litigation, the Court will find that, under Rickeffs and Yoakum. 
the proposed amendment does state a valid claim for relief under ldaho law. 
CONCLUSION 
The Court does not find that factors such as undue delay, bad faith, dilatory 
motive, repeated failure to cure deficiencies by prior amendments, or undue prejudice 
to the opposing parties are present in this case. Also, pursuant to the analysis above, 
MRlA has stated valid claims for conversion, common law misappropriation, and 
spoliation of evidence under ldaho law. Therefore, the Court will grant the Defendant's 
Motion for Leave to File Amended Counterclaim and Third-Party Complaint. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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MAR O a 2006 
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterClaimantlThird-Party Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
i v. / (DEMAND FOR JURY Tnr*L) 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Case No. CV OC 04082190 
FIRST AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM 
AND THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 
Defendant. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
I Counterclaimant, 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, 
FIRST AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT - P. 1 . 
00141' 
ORIGINAL 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, I 
Third-Party Plaintiff, I 
vs. 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; GEM 
STATE RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho 
limited liability partnership, by and through its attorneys of record, Greener Banducci + 
Shoemaker P.A., hereby submit its First Amended CounterClaim and Third-Party Complaint, 
and as claims for relief against the CounterDefendants and Third-Party Defendants, allege as 
follows: 
PARTIES 
1. Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care ("SADC") is the successor entity to Saint 
Alphonsus Magnetic Resonance, Inc. ("SAMR"), and has assumed any and all liabilities of 
SAMR. 
2. SADC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center 
("SARMC") and is controlled by SARMC; therefore, all conduct of SADC and SARMC as 
described in this counterclaim and third-party complaint shall be attributed to SARMC. SARMC 
is properly joined as a counterdefendant pursuant to I.R.C.P. 1 3 0 ,  19 and 20, for the reason that 
SARMC engaged in the conduct described below in its own right, as well as through SADC. 
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3. Intermountain Medical Imaging, LLC is an Idaho limited liability company 
("IMI"), which is engaged in the business of operating medical imaging centers in Boise and 
Meridian. 
4. Gem State Radiology, LLP is an Idaho limited liability partnership ("GSR"), 
which is engaged in the business of providing professional medical services. GSR is the 
successor in interest to Saint Alphonsus Radiology Group ("SARG"). For purposes of this 
counterclaim and third-party complaint, this group shall be referred to as "SARGIGSR". 
5. Imaging Center Radiologists, LLP is an Idaho limited liability partnership 
("ICY), which is engaged in the business of providing professional medical services to MI'S 
medical imaging centers. On information and belief, the radiologists that own and operate ICR 
are the same radiologists who own and operate SARGIGSR. 
6. MI, SARGIGSR and ICR are properly joined as third-party defendants pursuant 
to I.R.C.P. 14(a), and may be referred to collectively as "thiid-party defendants". 
7. MRI Associates, LLP is an Idaho limited liability partnership ("MRIA"), which 
acted as a general partner with management responsibilities for two operational entities, MRI 
Limited Partnership, known as MRI Center of Idaho ("MRI Center" or the "Center"), and MRI 
Mobile Limited Partnership, known as MRI Mobile. Unless othenvise referenced, the 
designation "MRIA" shall refer to all three entities: MRIA, MRI Center and MRI Mobile. 
BACKGROUND 
8. Magnetic resonance imaging was one of the most expensive medical technologies 
ever developed when it emerged in the early 1980's. Its uncertain future as a medical tool and its 
extremely high cost made it a risky investment for hospitals during that period. At the time of 
the technology's introduction to the marketplace, Sister Patricia Vandenberg (then President of 
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SARMC) saw magnetic resonance technology as an opportunity that would promote quality 
health care to the community and offer regional health care providers a chance to cooperate in 
the delivery of this technology to the Treasure Valley in a responsible, collaborative approach 
that avoided the potential of expensive duplication with the same technology at other Treasure 
Valley facilities. 
9. Despite the fact that SARMC had the financial resources to undertake this project 
alone, Sister Vandenberg chose this much broader vision, and with the assistance of Chris Anton 
(then COO and subsequently CEO of SARMC), enrolled physician leaders and other local and 
regional hospitals as partners in this visionary project. The partnership formed to accomplish 
this vision was named MRJA. The partnership would be formed to: (1) share the financial risk 
associated with implementing magnetic resonance imaging technology; (2) share the technical 
and professional expertise needed to successfully implement and manage the technology; (3) 
improve the quality of care offered by all providers; and (4) take advantage of the efficiencies 
created by the cooperative effort. If magnetic resonance imaging proved successful as a medical 
tool, the partners would also share the financial benefits flowing from the project. 
PARTNERSHIP FORMATION AND OPERATION 
10. Articles of Partnership between the original partners of MRJA (Doctors Magnetic 
Resonance, Inc. (or "DMR"), St. Alphonsus Magnetic Resonance, Inc., Mednow, Inc., and HCA 
of Idaho, Inc.) were signed effective April 26, 1985. The purpose of MRU, although stated 
broadly in the Articles of Partnership, was to operate a magnetic resonance scanning facility to 
be sited on the SARMC campus (hereinafter "MRI Center"). This intent is reflected in the 
building lease and ground lease covering MRI Center's construction and operation. These leases 
refer to construction of a building that would provide "patient services with respect to medical 
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diagnostic devices, equipment and accessories" (i.e., magnetic resonance imaging equipment). 
11. The ground lease further provides that "the building shall only be occupied and 
used for the practice of healing arts and the dispensing of services.. .by individuals admitted to 
and in good standing on the medical staff' of the hospital partners that executed the Articles of 
Partnership earlier that year. 
12. The term of the lease for the MRI Center (which was the only operational project 
contemplated by the original partners of MRIA) originally ran from October 1, 1985 to 
December 31, 2015. This lease term was later extended by SARMC and the MRIA board to 
December 31,2023. 
13. In the Articles of Partnership, hospital partners, including SARMC, agreed to 
narrowly limit the conditions for which a hospital partner might rightllly withdraw from MRIA. 
Article 6.1 of the Articles of Partnership provides that a hospital partner may only rightfully 
withdraw from MRIA if its continued participation in MRLA. (a) jeopardized the tax-exempt 
status of the hospital partner; (b) jeopardized MedicareMedicaid or insurance reimbursements; 
(c) was contrary to the ethical principles of the Catholic Church; or (d) would be in violation of 
local, state or federal laws. In their totality, the documents sunrounding the formation of MRIA 
created a partnership for a specific undertaking for a minimum term (2015) li-om which a 
hospital partner could only withdraw for limited reasons. In 1985, SARMC made a long-term 
commitment to provide its MRI services through the MRIA partnership and thereby encouraged 
three other area hospitals to do likewise. 
14. At the time MRI Center was founded, it was the partnership's intention, and 
SARMC's intention, specifically, to make MRI Center a part of SAi2MC's facilities and 
associate MRI Center with SARMC's name and reputation as the region's premier trauma center. 
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In practice, SARMC branded the MRI Center as SARMC's only magnetic resonance imaging 
service on the SARMC campus. This benefit was SARMC's unique contribution to the MRIA 
partnership. 
15. From 1985 to the late 1990's, MRIA's business flourished under the cooperative 
management of the MRIA partners. The purchase of a mobile MRI unit allowed efficient 
coverage of overflow at the SARMC campus, and at the same time allowed expansion of an on- 
site service to Mercy Medical Center in Nampa, Caldwell Memorial Hospital in Caldwell, and 
Holy Rosary Hospital in Ontario, Oregon. Also, during this time period, a second non-mobile 
magnet was added to the MRI Center on the SARMC's campus, and Holy Rosary Hospital 
joined the MRIA partners. The efficient sharing of costly equipment and professional expertise 
created by this partnership ensured a high quality of patient care. 
16. One of the entities that benefited substantially and flourished along with MRIA's 
projects was the St. Alphonsus Radiology Group (or as it was later known, "Gem State 
Radiology," hereinafter "SARGIGSR), a group of radiologists under exclusive contract with 
SARMC to read all of the radiological images (including magnetic resonance images) performed 
on the SARMC campus. In virtually all instances from 1985 through 2004, SARGIGSR was 
designated by SARMC to supervise and interpret magnetic resonance images created by MRI 
Center. 
17. SARGIGSR and MRI Center worked as partners for purposes of providing 
magnetic resonance imaging evaluations for SARMC in-patients and out-patients, as well as 
other individuals referred by physicians which practice at SARMC. While MRI Center provided 
the "technical component" of the evaluation (i.e., the magnetic resonance images), SARGIGSR 
provided the "professional component" (i.e., interpretation of the images). SARGIGSR had 
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responsibility fbr assuring that the images produced at MRI Center were suitable for 
interpretation. Additionally, a SARGIGSR radiologist served as "Medical Director" of MRI 
Center, with responsibilities for oversight, consultation, advice, and coordination of physician- 
level concerns with all day-to-day operations and long-term policy decisions at MRI Center. 
Additionally, the Medical Director was responsible for assuring proper medical policies and 
procedures were implemented and established at MRI Center. 
18. As part of the SARMC campus facility, MRI Center was regularly referred to as 
"Saint Alphonsus MRI." On the SARMC website, MRI Center is identified as one of SARMC's 
radiologic services. 
19. Although the provision of the professional component generated substantial 
revenues for SARG/GSR, a number of radiologists in that group were not satisfied with these 
financial gains, wanting to capture a portion of additional income &om ownership of the 
magnetic resonance imaging equipment (the technical component). In the late 1990's, 
SARGIGSR began formulating plans to establish an independent medical imaging center that it 
would own and operate separate from its radiology practice at SARMC. Because magnetic 
resonance imaging was known to be the critical (and most profitable) modality offered by 
medical imaging centers, SARGIGSR intended that its imaging center would offer magnetic 
resonance imaging in competition with M U .  
SARMC'S CHANGED BUSINESS STRATEGY 
20. The late 1990's saw a change in leadership at SARMC that dramatically changed 
the dynamic of the MRIA partnership. Where prior CEOs, Chris Anton and Sister Vandenberg, 
envisioned the MRIA partnership as a cooperative process among Treasure Valley hospitals for 
the delivery of magnetic resonance imaging services, and had expressed enthusiastic support for 
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the magnetic resonance imaging joint venture, the new CEO of SARMC, Sandra Bruce 
("Bruce"), did not share, and demonstrated little or no interest in supporting, that vision. 
21. Bruce was interested in forming vertically integrated partnerships ("Integrated 
Delivery Networks") that would incorporate physician groups, like SARGIGSR, in the delivery 
of hospital services. When Bruce learned of SARGIGSR's plans to establish an independent 
imaging center, outside of SARMC, she indicated that SARMC should be involved in the 
project. 
22. During those initial discussions between Bruce and SARGIGSR, SARGIGSR was 
led by Dr. David Giles ("Giles"). Giles served as President of SARGIGSR &om approximately 
1996-1998. Giles is also an owner of DMR, which is a partner in MRIA. Giles advanced the 
idea that SARGJGSR should also become a partner in MRIA, rather than a competitor of M U ,  
so that if SARGIGSR opened its independent imaging center, magnetic resonance imaging 
would be offered as part of a cooperative MRIAJSARGIGSR effort. Likewise, if SARGIGSR 
became a partner in MRIA, rather than a competitor of MRIA, SARMC could participate in a 
SARGIGSR imaging center without breaching its fiduciary duties to MRIA. 
23. In October 1998, Bruce and representatives of SARG/GSR announced to MRIA 
their plans to form a joint venture, which would operate a freestanding medical imaging center 
by the name of Intermountain Medical Imaging ("MI") located at 927 W. Myrtle Street in 
downtown Boise. IMI would offer the full spectrum of imaging modalities, including CT, X-ray, 
ultrasound, special procedures, and magnetic resonance imaging. 
24. Since SARGIGSR was not a partner in MRIA at the time the MI joint venture 
was announced, Bruce and SARMC understood that SARMC could not combine with 
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SARGJGSR through IMI to compete with MRIA in the provision of magnetic resonance imaging 
services without breaching its fiduciary duties to MRIA. 
25. As such, Bruce and other SARMC representatives voiced support for the idea that 
any magnetic resonance imaging services provided at IMI would be through lease arrangements 
that IMI would make with MRIA, or would occur in conjunction with SARGlGSR's admission 
as a partner in MRIA. 
26. During 1998 to mid 1999, numerous meetings and discussions were conducted to 
explore possible arrangements between MRIA and SARGIGSR members whereby SARGIGSR 
would become a partner in MRIA. During this time, Giles worked diligently on behalf of 
SARGIGSR to identify a solution which would result in SARGlGSR's participation in the MRIA 
partnership. Unfortunately, SARGIGSR members were unable to reach agreement with MRIA 
on terms suitable to both sides that would result in SARG/GSR7s admission to the MRIA 
partnership. 
27. Because no deal had been consummated between SARG/GSR and MRIA by late 
1999, MRIA requested Bruce to assist in brokering an agreement between SARGIGSR and 
MRIA so that SARGJGSR could become a partner in the MRIA partnership. MRIA recognized 
the leverage Bruce possessed as SARMC's CEO, given that Bruce had the final word on whether 
SARGJGSR received the exclusive contract to read all radiological reports generated on the 
SARMC campus. 
28. By late 1999, however, neither Bruce nor SARGJGSR was interested in having 
MRIA involved in the operation of the magnetic resonance imaging modality at MI .  Upon 
information and belief, this was because SARMC and SARGJGSR had already discussed plans 
to operate M I  (including the magnetic resonance imaging modality) for their own benefit. 
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SARMC and SARG/GSR had also discussed expanding IMI beyond the Myrtle Street facility 
with the idea of strategically locating IMI imaging facilities where M I  would compete with the 
radiology groups practicing at Mercy Medical Center, Holy Rosary Hospital, and West Valley 
Medical Center (the three hospital partners in MRIA). Additionally, SARMC saw the 
opportunity to shifi patient referrals from MRI Center to MI ,  which would make M I  the 
dominant provider of magnetic resonance imaging services in the Treasure Valley. SARMC 
planned to be a 50% owner in this business as compared to only a 24.75% ownership in MRIA 
or 21.6% ownership of MRI Center. 
29. As part of these negotiations, SARGIGSR (operating under the name of Imaging 
Center Radiologists, LLP ("ICR")) offered SARMC the option to buy up to a 50% interest in any 
magnetic resonance imaging center in which ICR had an ownership interest in Ada or Canyon 
Counties. Conversely, SARMC agreed to give ICR the option to buy up to 50% of the MRI 
Center located on the SARMC campus, if SARMC was able to acquire ownership of that Center 
from MRIA. 
30. None of these negotiations or partnership opportunities between SARMC and 
SARGIGSRJICR were disclosed to MRIA. In fact, SARGIGSR and SARMC originally agreed 
that SARMC should be a "silent partner" with respect to the IMI joint venture. 
3 1.  Although SARMC had no intention of involving MRIA in the M I  joint venture, 
SARMC pitched the LMI joint venture to the Planning and Finance Committee of the Saint 
Alphonsus Board of Directors in November of 1999 as providing only "non MRI" modalities 
(Le. CT, X-ray, ultrasound, etc.). According to SARMC, any magnetic resonance imaging 
services provided at M I  would be through either a lease relationship between IMI and MRIA or 
through an arrangement whereby SARGIGSR would become a partner in MRIA. 
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32. In approximately October of 1998, Giles was voted out of his position as 
President of SARGIGSR, and in early 2000, Giles was asked to leave SARG/GSR for the reason 
that Giles' ownership interests in MRIA were in conflict with the interests of SARGIGSR. As a 
result of his removal from leadership at SARGIGSR and ultimate depaxture from that group, 
Giles was unaware of the SARGIGSR negotiations with SARMC regarding a deal that would 
involve purchase of IMI's magnetic resonance imaging business by SARMC, or delivery of 
magnetic resonance imaging services by SARMC and EMI. 
33. Bruce and SARMC were well aware that supporting IMI would result in business 
losses to MRIA. As early as 1999, SARMC had constructed pro formas that identified 
substantial business losses that would be sustained by the hospital's radiology department (all 
non-magnetic resonance imaging modalities) if a freestanding imaging center like IMI was 
established. This same sort of business loss could be forecasted for MRI Center. While SARMC 
could choose to rob business from its own radiology department to support MI'S business, it 
could not do so with respect to MRIA without breaching its fiduciary obligations to its partners 
and partnership. These projected losses for MRI Center were not communicated to the MRIA 
partnership. 
34. On July 1, 2001, SARMC formalized its support for EM1 by executing the 
Operating Agreement of Intermountain Medical Imaging, LLC ("Operating Agreement"), 
attached hereto as Exhibit A. The significant terms of the Operating Agreement include, but are 
not limited to, the following: 
SARMC agreed to contribute at least $500,000 as an initial capital contribution to 
IMI; 
SARMC accepted 50% management responsibility for the operation of IMI; 
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SARMC appointed three SARMC representatives to MI'S management 
committee of six; 
SARMC agreed to participate in subsidizing Gem State Radiology's 
administrative expenses; 
SARMC agreed to participate in funding a medical director position, which would 
have oversight of all IMI modalities; 
SARMC and M I  agreed to work together (to the exclusion of MRIA) to 
implement a digital network and data storage system (PACSNS), which would elevate 
MI'S visibility and accessibility to the referring physician community, over MRI Center; 
and 
SARMC bargained away much of the leverage it possessed to control 
SARGIGSR's competitive activities vis-h-vis MRZA. Before the execution of the 
Operating Agreement, SARMC had the discretion to determine whether SARG/GSR 
would receive the exclusive contract to interpret the radiological images generated on the 
SARMC campus. SARMC agreed to limit this discretion by agreeing that SARMC 
would forfeit, at a loss, its share in M I  if SARMC did not renew SARGIGSR's exclusive 
hospital contract. 
35. The only purported benefit received by SARMC under the Operating Agreement 
was the o p p o d t y  to participate in the profits or losses received from the "non-MRI" 
modalities at MI .  On information and belief, the "non-MRI" modalities at IMI have been, at 
best, marginally profitable. 
36. Although the Operating Agreement pays lip service to the notion that SARMC 
would only be involved in owning, operating, and managing the "non-MRI" portion of MI'S 
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business, SARMC's actual involvement in IMI has not been so limited. In fact, SARMC lent 
substantial financial, marketing and human resources to the whole of MI, which included its 
magnetic resonance imaging modality. Further, SARMC's general support of IMI enabled IMI 
to more effectively compete with MRlA for magnetic resonance imaging business. 
37. In addition to the provisions stated above, the Operating Agreement contained 
terms relating to SARMC's "buy in" to IMI's magnetic resonance imaging business: SARMC 
would be allowed to participate in IMI's magnetic resonance imaging profits by purchasing 50% 
of ICR's magnetic resonance imaging business. This would occur if SARMC could purchase the 
MRI Center and make a 50% ownership interest in the Center available to ICR (the "exchange 
sale"). In that event, each party could purchase 50% of the other's magnetic resonance imaging 
business at the fair market value of the magnetic resonance imaging assets. exclusive of goodwill 
or other intangibles, less any liabilities. 
38. This "exchange sale", based upon asset rather than going concern value, created a 
significant problem for SARMC as an MRIA partner: any purchase of MRI Center from MRIA 
would have to be at fair market value as a going concern, which was considerably higher than the 
value of the Center's assets (i.e. equipment, etc.). Were SARMC to purchase MRI Center as a 
going concern, it would lose money upon resale of 50% to ICR. 
39. Because SARMC's investment in IMI would only make a reasonable return once 
SARMC was able to participate in MI'S magnetic resonance imaging business, SARMC was 
motivated to find ways to induce its MRIA partners to sell MRI Center to SARMC at less than 
its going concern value. For this reason, SARMC (and SARGJGSR) took steps to discourage the 
Center's then-robust growth andlor diminish its then-thriving business. 
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40. SARMC, IMI, GSR, and ICR combined in using unfair business tactics and 
deceptive acts to discourage MRIA's growth and diminish its business while giving IMI a 
competitive advantage over MRIA. These unfair business tactics include, but are not limited to, 
the following acts of SARG/GSR/ICR/IMI, which SARMC condoned and supported: 
SARGJGSR reduced hours of its availability to MRIA operations for the first time 
in the history of the hospital while maintaining longer hours of service to IMI, 
SARGIGSR refused to personally attend to patients being imaged in MRIA's 
mobile unit stationed in the SARMC parking lot only yards away fiom MRI 
Center (a service provided willingly by the group since 1988); 
SARGIGSR radiologists provided faster response on image interpretation for 
images taken at IMI than at MRIA operations; 
0 SARGIGSR radiologists wrongfully disparaged MRIA by asserting that images 
produced at MRI Center were inferior to IMI magnetic resonance images; 
SARGJGSR physician support was reduced fiom that which had been historically 
provided in addressing routine quality and service issues, including patient care 
issues, within the lab, despite charging for professional service; and 
SARG/GSR reduced responsiveness from what had been historically provided to 
the needs of lab personnel for physician input in clinical operations. 
41. MRIA informed SARMC that SARGIGSR, IMI, and ICR had engaged in the 
tactics and behaviors listed above. SARMC did nothing to abate or prevent such behavior. 
42. While SARGIGSR, IMI, and ICR were engaging in unfair competitive tactics 
(with the knowledge and consent of SARMC), SARMC (while still a partner at MRIA) was also 
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compromising MRL4's efforts to grow its business and/or compete with IMI by, among other 
things: 
Giving M I  advantages with respect to the rollout and implementation of 
SARMC's IT system which linked refemng physicians to MRIA's and IMI's data 
and images; 
Disparaging MRIA's services; 
Promoting MI'S services over MlUA's; and 
Voting against growth initiatives at the MRIA board level. 
43. In addition to these acts, SARMC appointed as IMI Management Committee 
Members those same SARMC employees who were involved in regular communications with 
MRIA, MRI Center, and MRI Mobile management regarding business plans, strategic initiatives 
and IT planning for those businesses. The net effect of this arrangement is that, unbeknownst to 
MRZA, IMI managers received confidential business information fiom MRIA, MRI Center and 
MRI Mobile, which could be used to MI'S competitive advantage. 
44. The conduct of SARMC described above violated SARMC's non-compete 
obligations contained in the Articles of Partnership, as subsequently amended. 
SARMC'S "EFFORTS" TO PURCHASE MRI CENTER 
45. While SARMC, MI, SARGIGSR, and ICR undertook these concerted efforts to 
damage and/or reduce the value of MRIA's business, SARMC initiated efforts to buy (on its own 
behalf, or on behalf of SARG/GSRAMI or ICR) MRI Center. Despite participating in talks on 
several occasions, and despite great commitment of time and money in exploring a buy-sell 
resolution, SARMC never actually made an offer and rejected all financial offers by MRIA. In 
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every case, SARMC never demonstrated any sincere interest in purchasing MRI Center at fair 
market value of the business as a going concern. 
SARMC WRONGFULLY DISSOCIATES FROM MRIA 
46. When negotiations to purchase MRI Center failed, SARMC wrongfully 
dissociated from MRIA by withdrawing in breach of the conditions for withdrawal stated in 
Section 6.1 of the Partnership Agreement. At the time SARMC gave notice of its intent to 
withdraw, SARMC also threatened to violate the terms of its "non-compete" clause with h4RIA. 
47. As stated above, one of the benefits brought to the partnership by SARMC was 
the exclusive arrangement that allowed MFU Center to operate the magnetic resonance imaging 
facility on the SARMC campus. This exclusive on-campus-arrangement was intended by 
SARMC and MRIA to last for the duration of the partnership (at least 2015). Since withdrawing 
as a partner, SARMC, through MI, has installed a mobile magnetic resonance imaging unit on 
the SARMC campus and has made clear its intention to build a magnetic resonance scanning 
facility on the SARMC campus. On information and belief, SARMC intends to operate this 
facility in partnership with IMI. Such competing magnetic resonance imaging facilities have, 
and will continue to, deprive MRIA of the exclusive arrangement for magnetic resonance 
scanning services to which it was entitled under the partnership agreement. 
SARMC/IMI CONDUCT SINCE DISSOCIATION 
48. Since SARMC's wrongful dissociation from M U ,  SARMC, IMI, SARGIGSR, 
and ICR have become even bolder in their anticompetitive and unfair business tactics undertaken 
to drive MRI Center out of business. These tactics include, but are not limited to: 
Bringing an IMI mobile magnet on campus to compete with the Center, and using 
confusing and misleading business names and contact telephone numbers in an 
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effort to wrongfully divert business away fkom MRI Center to MI'S mobile 
magnet; 
Directing SARMC physicians to refer magnetic resonance imaging patients to 
MI ,  to the exclusion of MRI Center; 
Creating uncertainty among referring physicians and MRI Center employees by 
spreading rumors that MRI Center would close in the near future; 
Telling SARMC employees that SARMC's insurance would not cover magnetic 
resonance scans done at the MRI Center, when such was patently untrue; and 
Threatening to terminate MRI Center's access to SARMC's PACSAUS, thereby 
forcing MRI Center to invest in its own PACSIRIS system. Once this investment 
was made, SARMC inhibited MRI Center's efforts to install software on referring 
physician computers (provided by SARMC), which would give referring 
physicians access to MRI Centers' PACS/RIS system. 
49. In early December, 2004, MRI Center notified SARGIGSR that, effective January 
3, 2005, MIU Center would no longer use the services of SARGIGSR to interpret magnetic 
resonance images generated at the Center. Instead, MRI would use Boise Advanced Radiology 
as the professional component services provider. 
50. In reaction to its termination, SARGIGSR sent a letter to hundreds of SARMC 
referring physicians informing them that images taken at the MRI Center would no longer be 
accessible to the referring physician community on SARMC's electronic data system (PACSIRIS 
system). This system provides many SARMC referring physicians with the only means of 
access to radiological images taken on SARMC in-patients and outpatients. 
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5 1. This statement was false, and was either known by SARGIGSR to be false or was 
recklessly made by SARGIGSR. SARMC was aware of the SARGIGSR correspondence and its 
falsity. 
52. Although MRIA took immediate steps to have SARGJGSR correct its false 
statements (and requested SARMC's assistance in this regard) neither SARMC nor SARGIGSR 
retracted the statement in a timely or effective manner. A weakly worded retraction came some 
four weeks later, after numerous physicians believing the SARG/GSR correspondence to be true, 
began refemng to MI. 
53. SARMC has informed MRIA of its plans to terminate any and all access MRI 
Center has to SARMC's PACS/RIS system, even though MRIA, through payments made to the 
various vendors who developed and implemented the technology, has part ownership in such 
system. 
SARMC SPOLIATES ELECTRONIC INFORMATION 
54. By no later than 2003, SARMC anticipated litigation with MRIA relative to its 
involvement with IMI, its conduct as an MXUA partner, and its dissociation from the MXUA 
partnership. 
55. SARMC had an obligation to preserve any and all documents that might be 
relevant to the dispute between SARMC and MRIA as soon as litigation was anticipated. 
SARMC was aware of this obligation. 
56. SARMC knowingly allowed its electronic information (e.g. e-mails) relative to 
the SARMClIMI and MRIA activities and its subsequent dissociation from MXUA to be deleted 
from SARMC's electronic information storage system, after SARMC anticipated litigation, and 
even after litigation in this matter was filed. SARMC has intentionally spoliated virtually all 
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emails once stored on its electronic information storage system which relate to communications 
among SARMC employees concerning M U ,  IMI, SARGIGSR and ICR. Likewise, SARMC 
has intentionally spoliated virtually all emails transmitted between SARMC representatives and 
representatives of IMI, SARGIGSR, and ICR. Such spoliation unreasonably interferes with the 
prosecution of this action and serves to conceal evidence of the activities of SARMC on its own 
and in conjunction with IMI, SARGIGSR, and ICR, which caused damage to MRIA. 
MARKET POWER OF S m C ,  SARGIGSR IMI and ICR 
57. As described below, when SARMC combined with SARGIGSR, IMI and ICR to 
engage in the wrongful acts described above, those entities had enough market power in certain 
product and geographic markets to restrain trade and adversely impact competition. 
58. The technical component of magnetic resonance imaging services provided to 
out-patients ("TCMRI") is an economically distinct relevant service market within the healthcare 
industry. 
59. The relevant geographic market is Boise and Meridian, Idaho. 
60. Upon information and belief, as a result of SARMC's combination with 
SARGIGSR and ICR through IMI, IMI currently holds approximately a 45% share of the 
BoiselMeridian TCh4RI market. 
61. The selection of a technical component provider ("TCP"), like IMI or h4RI 
Center, is made by the physician who is treating or evaluating an out-patient ("referring 
physician"). As a general practice, refemng physicians refer their out-patients to the TCPs 
associated with the hospital where they practice. On information and belief, SARMC 
management has urged physicians who practice at SARMC to use only SARMC TCPs 
(exclusively IMI) for the technical component of the magnetic resonance imaging examination. 
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62. Refemng physicians practicing at SARMC do not generally view TCPs 
associated with other medical services facilities or hospitals as reasonably interchangeable 
alternatives to SARMC's TCPs. 
63. Given these conditions, there is a substantial likelihood that IMI, with the 
assistance of SARMC, SARG/GSR, and ICR, will secure monopoly power, or more than 50% 
market share, in the relevant BoiseMeridian TCMRI market. 
64. Barriers for entry by new competitors into the TCMRI market are high. These 
barriers include heavy investment costs, the dominant and growing presence of SARMC and MI 
in the market, and their reputation for aggressive action against competitors. 
INJURY TO COMPETITION AND CONSUMERS 
65. There is a dangerous probability that IMI will obtain monopoly power in the 
BoiseMeridian market for TCMRI. Should this occur, the market would be driven by a 
monopoly which can then dictate prices to a substantial portion of the market within and outside 
of the SARMC refemng physician network. Such conduct has and will have significant adverse 
consequences on competition and consumers in the relevant product and geographic market, 
including but not limited to: 
Slowing of market-driven innovation; 
Reducing physician access to diagnostic imaging tools for magnetic resonance 
imaging services; and 
Higher prices. 
SARMCfiMI'S ANTICOMPETITIVE ACTIONS AGAINST MRIA 
66. SARMC, SARG/GSR, IMI, and ICR undertook unfair business tactics and 
engaged in anticompetitive conduct for the purpose of running MRI Center out of business or 
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diminishing its value so substantially that MRIA would have to sell the severely damaged Center 
to SARMC, at which point SARMC and GSR could easily reestablish its value simply by once 
again supporting it as they had in the past. 
67. Such unfair business tactics and anticompetitive conduct include, but are not 
limited to, the foIlowing acts: 
SARGIGSR, with the knowledge and support of SARMC, reduced hours of its 
availability to MRIA operations for the first time in the history of the hospital 
whiIe maintaining longer hours of service to IMI; 
SARGIGSR, with the knowledge and support of SARMC, refused to personally 
attend to patients being imaged in MRIA's mobile unit stationed in the SARMC 
parking lot only yards away from MRI Center (a service provided willingly by the 
group since 1988); 
SARGIGSR radiologists, with the knowledge and support of SARMC, provided 
faster response on image interpretation for images taken at IMI than at MRLA 
operations; 
SARGIGSR radiologists, with the knowledge and support of SARMC, wrongfully 
asserted that images produced at MRI Center were inferior to IMI magnetic 
resonance images; 
SARGIGSR, with the knowledge and support of SARMC, reduced physician 
support from that which had been historically provided in addressing routine 
quality and service issues, including patient care issues, within the lab, despite 
charging for professional service; and 
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SARGIGSR, with the knowledge and support of SARMC, reduced responsiveness 
from what had been historically ~rovided to the needs of lab personnel for 
physician input in clinical operations. 
68. Likewise, prior to dissociation, SARMC wrongfully engaged in conduct which 
breached its partnership obligations and harmed MRIA by: 
Giving M I  advantages with respect to the rollout and implementation of 
SARMC's IT system which linked refemng physicians to MRIA's and MI'S 
businesses; 
Promoting IMI's services over MRIA's; and 
Voting against growth initiatives at the MRIA board level. 
69. Moreover, after dissociation, SARMC, IMI, SARGJGSR, and ICR continued their 
pattern of anticompetitive tactics and unfair business conduct by: 
Bringing an IMI mobile magnet on campus to compete with the Center, and using 
conhsing and misleading business names and contact telephone numbers in an 
effort to wrongfully divert business away from MRI Center to IMI's mobile 
magnet; 
Directing SARMC physicians to refer magnetic resonance imaging patients to 
MI, to the exclusion of MRI Center; 
Creating uncertainty among refemng physicians and MRI Center employees by 
spreading rumors that MRI Center would close in the near future; 
Telling SARMC employees that SARMC's insurance would not cover magnetic 
resonance scans done at the MRI Center, when such was patently untrue; 
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Threatening to terminate MRI Center's access to SARMC's PACSIRIS, thereby 
forcing MRI Center to invest in its own PACSlRIS system. Once this investment 
was made, SARMC refused to allow MRI Center to install sofiware on referring 
physician computers (provided by SARMC), which would give referring 
physicians access to MRI Centers' PACSIRIS. SARMC presently plans to 
terminate any and all access MRIA may have to SARMC's PACSlRIS system; 
and 
Disparaging MRI Center's services. 
70. The combined acts of SARMC, SARGJGSR, MI, and ICR have damaged 
MRIA's reputation, limited referring physician access to MRI Center's magnetic resonance 
images, and interfered with, or diverted, MRI Center's existing and prospective customers. 
71. Before SARMC, SARGJGSR, MI, and ICR undertook these unfair business 
tactics and anticompetitive behaviors, MRI Center had enjoyed an eighteen-year record of 
increased scan volume and profitability. As a result of the unfair business tactics and 
anticompetitive behavior described above, MRI Center's volume has dwindled from a high of 
approximately 8,000 out-patient scans in 2003 to roughly 3,000 out-patient scans in 2005. 
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARMC: Breach of Contract and Wrongful Dissociation) 
72. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
73. SARMC's withdrawal from MRIA was a breach of an express provision of the 
Partnership Agreement (that specifically listed the instances in which a partner could rightfully 
withdraw). 
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74. Also, the MRIA partnership was formed for a defLnite term, in that the partners 
agreed to operate the partnership until at least 2015 (which date was later extended to 2023). 
SARMC withdrew from MRIA before the expiration of the term. 
75. SARMC's withdrawal was wrongful, and amounts to wrongful dissociation under 
LC. $5 53-3-602 (b) (1) and (2). 
76. SARMC competed with MRlA before it withdrew from the partnership by 
supporting IMI's magnetic resonance imaging scanning business. Such conduct violated 
SARMC's non-compete obligation in the Partnership Agreement. 
77. MRIA has sustained, and is entitled to recover, damages caused by SARMC's 
wrongful dissociation and breach of its non-compete obligations in an amount to be proved at 
trial. 
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARMC: Declaratory Relief) 
78. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
79. MRLA seeks an order declaring that SARMC's withdrawal from the MRIA 
partnership amounted to a wrongfir1 dissociation under LC. $5 53-3-602(b) (1) and (2), and that 
MRIA is entitled to obtain damages for such wrongful dissociation as are causally related to such 
act. 
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARMC: Breach of Fiduciary Duties) 
80. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
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oas 64 
81. Before dissociation, SARMC owed MRIA certain fiduciary duties of loyalty and 
care as a result of the Partnership Agreement, and as restated in LC. Ij 53-3-404. SARMC 
breached said fiduciary duties by competing with MRIA, by co-opting partnership opportunities, 
by dealing with MRIA on its own behalf and on behalf of SARGJGSRlKR and MI when such 
entities had interests adverse to M U ,  and by failing to exercise the requisite care owed by a 
partner pursuant to LC. § 53-3-404(c). 
82. As a result of these breaches of fiduciary duties, MRLQ has been damaged in an 
amount to be proved at trial. 
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARMC: Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing) 
83. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
84. Idaho law and LC.§ 53-404(d) in particular, imposed upon SARMC a duty to 
discharge its duties as a partner in good faith. As indicated in the foregoing paragraphs, SARMC 
breached the Partnership Agreement with MRIA and deprived MRIA of the benefits of the 
partnership by engaging in various acts, including failing to discharge its responsibilities as an 
MRLA board member, competing with and advancing interests adverse to, MRIA, and condoning 
unfair business conduct on the part of its business partner and radiology group, resulting in 
damage to MRIA. 
85. As a result of the breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, MRIA has 
been damaged in an amount to be proved at trial. 
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FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARMC: Interference with Prospective Contractual Relations or Business 
Expectations) 
86. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
87. MRI Center had a valid contractual relationship or business expectancy with 
patients referred to, or who would otherwise obtain services from, MRI Center. 
88. SARMC knew, or should have known, of prospective contractual relations, or a 
business expectancy, between MRI Center and patients referred to, or who would otherwise 
obtain services from, MRI Center. 
89. SARMC intentionally and wrongfully interfered with, terminated, and/or induced 
a breach of MIU Center's prospective contractual relations and business expectations by 
supporting and condoning the anticompetitive and unfair acts of its business partners, 
SARGIGSR, &I1 and ICR, as enumerated herein. 
90. SARMC, on its own, also intentionally and wrongfully interfered with, 
terminated, and/or induced a breach of MRI Center's prospective contractual relations and 
business expectations by engaging in the anticompetitive and unfair acts described herein. 
91. Because of this wrongful interference, MRIA has been damaged in an amount to 
be proved at trial. 
SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARMC: Conversion ) 
92. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
93. MRIA contributed capital for the development and implementation of SARMC's 
PACSlRIS system, and is an owner of the system. 
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94. In approximately spring of 2004, SARMC threatened to prevent MRZA from 
using SARMC's PACSMS system for images generated at MRI Center, forcing MRL4 to 
expend approximately $700,000 to develop and implement its own PACS/RIS system. 
95. In late 2005, SARMC confirmed its intention to terminate MRI Center's use of 
SARMC's PACSMS system, which would prevent MRIA's use of hardware and software in 
which MRJA has an ownership interest. 
96. MRI Center has rightfully demanded that SARMC acknowledge MRI Center's 
ownership interest in SARMC's PACSIRIS system. Despite this demand by MRI Center, 
SARMC has refused to acknowledge the MRI Center's ownership rights in, and continues to 
threaten to preclude the MRI Center from using, SARMC's PACSIRIS system. 
97. Such conversion by SARMC has caused MRIA damage in an amount to be 
proved at trial. 
SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARMC, SARGIGSR, IMI, and ICR: Idaho Consumer Protection Act) 
98. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
99. For many years, SARMC allowed its name to be associated with the magnetic 
resonance imaging services offered on the SARMC campus by MRI Center. During this time, 
MRI Center was commonly referred to as the "MRI at Saint Alphonsus" or "Saint Alphonsus 
MRI". 
100. Upon implementation of the IMI mobile magnet on the SARMC campus in early 
2006, SARMC began to advertise the IMI mobile magnet as "Saint Alphonsus MRI" and began 
using MRI Center's old phone scheduling number as the scheduling number for the IMI magnet. 
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101. SARMC's conduct has created confusion in the community, is misleading, and is 
deceptive as to which facility (MI  or MRI Center) is providing MRI services with the mobile 
magnet on SARMC's campus. Such conduct violates Idaho Code 3 48-603. 
102. The above conduct by SARMC is likely to cause confusion or misunderstanding 
as to the source, sponsorship, approval or certification of MRI services on SARMC's campus. 
103. The above conduct by SARMC is likely to cause confusion or misunderstanding 
as to MRI Center's affiliation, connection, or association with, or certification of the IMI mobile 
magnet. 
104. MRI Center has asked SARh4C to cease and desist from such conduct; S M C  
has refused. 
105. The confusion created by SARMC's conduct has the tendency to direct patients 
away from MRI Center to IMI's mobile magnet, thereby causing MRIA damage in an amount to 
be proven at trial. 
106. In addition to the conduct described above, MI ,  ICR, SARGIGSR and SARMC's 
disparagement of MRI Center's services, as well as other conduct stated in this complaint, are 
unfair and deceptive trade practices or acts, causing damage to MRIA, and are actionable under 
Idaho law, including the Idaho Consumer protection Act. 
EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELEIF 
(Against SARMCIIMYSARGIGSMCR: Restraint of Trade Ciaim Pursuant to 
I.C. 548-606 ) 
107. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
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108. SARMC and the third-party defendants have entered into exclusive dealing 
arrangements under which SARMC and the third-party defendants have agreed, collectively, to 
refer or urge referral of all out-patients needing magnetic resonance imaging services to MI. 
109. Where, as here, this combination seeks to advance SARMC and MI'S objective 
to monopolize the relevant market, such conduct constitutes an unreasonable restraint of trade in 
violation of the Idaho Competition Act. 
110. This illegal exclusive dealing arrangement has damaged competition, 
unreasonably restrained trade, and caused MRIA damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARMCIIMIIGSRIICR: Attempted Monopolization) 
11 1. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
112. SARMC and the third-party defendants are deliberately pursuing a business plan 
calculated to consolidate and monopolize the relevant market. 
113. SARMC and the third-party defendants have engaged in predatory and 
anticompetitive conduct alleged above with the specific intent of obtaining monopoly power in 
the relevant market and of excluding competitors, including MRZA, from that market. 
114. SARMC and the third-party defendants are dangerously close to obtaining 
monopoly power in the relevant market due to their existing market share, high barriers to entry, 
and their exclusionary practices. 
115. As the result of SARMC and the third-party defendants' illegal attempt to 
monopolize the relevant market, competition has been damaged, consumers will suffer, and 
MRIA has been damaged specifically in an amount to be proved at trial. 
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TENT11 C1,AIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARMCIIMIIGSRIICR: Conspiracy to Monopolize) 
116. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
117. In furtherance of their willful intention to acquire and maintain market (and 
ultimately monopoly) power, SARMC and the third-party defendants have acted in concert with 
the intent of suppressing, inhabiting, and destroying competition in the relevant market. 
118. SARMC and the third-party defendants have knowingly and willingly engaged in 
a pattern of predatory and anticompetitive conduct, including the exclusion of MRIA from 
patient referrals, all with the purpose of acquiring and maintaining market power in the relevant 
market. 
1 19. SARMC and the third-party defendants have acquired and maintained significant 
market power in the relevant market and there is a dangerous probability that they will succeed 
in achieving monopoly power in that market. 
120. As a result of SARMC and the third-party defendants' attempt at monopolization 
of the relevant market, MRIA has been damaged in an amount to be proved at trial. 
ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARMC: Exclusion From Essential Facility) 
121. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
122. SARMC's PACSIRIS system is essential to effective competition in the relevant 
market for providing magnetic resonance imaging services. 
123. It is impractical, impossible and/or uneconomical for MRI Center to construct its 
own facilities to serve potential patients, clients and/or treating physicians. 
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124. MRI Center has requested that SARMC allow MRI Center to use SARMC's 
PACSIRIS system. 
125. Despite this request by MRI Center, SARMC has announced its decision to 
terminate MRI Center's access to SARMC's PACS/RIS system. 
126. As a result of SARMC's decision to terminate MRI Center's access to SARMC's 
PACSMS system, MRI Center has sustained and/or will sustain damages in an amount to be 
proved at trial. 
TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against GSR: Libel Per Se) 
127. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
128. As referenced above, GSR published, intentionally or recklessly, an untrue 
statement concerning MRI Center's ability to deliver its images to the refening physician 
community, with the intent of steering business away from MRI Center to GSR's affiliated 
company, ICR. 
129. Such statement is libel per se. 
130. MRIA has lost business as a result of such libelous statement, causing damage in 
an amount to be proven at trial. 
THIRTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARG/GSR/IMI/ICR: Interference with Existing Contractual Relationship) 
131. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
132. SARMC had a contractual partnership relationship with .MRIA, which 
relationship was known to SARGIGSR, ICR, and MI. Said relationship bound SARMC to 
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MRIA with all of the obligations imposed by both Idaho law and by the Agreement between 
SARMC and MRIA. 
133. On information and belief, SARGJGSR, ICR, and IMI induced SARMC to assist 
and support said third-party defendants in competing with MRIA, in breach of SARMC's duties 
to MRIA. 
134. Third-party defendants' interference with the relationship between SARMC and 
MRIA has induced andlor caused a breach or termination of the relationship between SARMC 
and MRIA, causing MRIA damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
FOURTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARG/GSR/ICR: Interference with Prospective Contractual Relationship) 
135. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
136. A prospective contractual relation existed between MRI Center and patients who 
would be referred to, or who would otherwise seek services &om, MRI Center. 
137. Third-party defendants were aware of prospective contractual relations between 
MRI Center and patients who would be referred to MRI Center. 
138. Third-party defendants wrongfully and intentionally interfered with MRI Center's 
prospective contractual relations by engaging in the anticompetitive tactics and unfair business 
conduct described herein. 
139. This interference by third-party defendants was not privileged or justified. 
140. As a result of this wrongfbl interference with its prospective contractual relations, 
MRIA has lost business resulting in damage in an amount to be proven at trial. 
FIITEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARMCISARGIGSFUIMIIICR: Civil Conspiracy) 
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141. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
142. SARMC and the third-party defendants conspired to harm MRIA through the 
commission of acts, which are themselves actionable, including, but not limited to: 
Defamation of MRI Center; 
Violations of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act; 
Misappropriation of trade secret or confidential information, as alleged herein; 
and 
Co-opting a partnership opportunity that should have been offered to MRIA. 
143. The commission of these acts by SARMC and third-party defendants in 
combination and conspiracy caused MRIA damage in an amount to be proved at trial. 
SIXTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELEIF 
(Against IMI and SARMC: Misappropriation of Trade Secret Confidential Information) 
144. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
145. SARMC appointed to the Management Committee of M I  certain SARMC 
employees who regularly received MRIA confidential and trade secret information in the course 
of their work at SARMC or in their roles as SARMC representatives to MRIA. 
146. SARMC concealed the fact that these SARMC employees had been appointed to 
a management position within M I  (MRI Center's competition). 
147. On information and belief, said SARMC employees have used the MRIA 
information which they received in confidence from MRIA, to compete with MRIA and MRI 
Center. 
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148. Such conduct amounts to the misappropriation of trade secret information under 
Idaho law. 
149. MRIA has been damaged by this misappropriation in an amount to be proved at 
trial. 
SEVENTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARMC/IMI: Common Law Misappropriation) 
150. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
15 1. MRIA and MRI Center made a substantial investment of time, effort and money 
into creating and developing confidential business information. 
152. SARMC and IMI, through the practices described above, appropriated MRIA's 
and MRI Center's confidential business information at little or no cost. 
153. The misappropriation of MRIA's confidential business information has caused 
MRIA and MRI Center damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
EIGHTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARMC/IMI: Procuring Information by Improper Means) 
154. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
155. Third-party defendants, through the methods described herein, procured 
confidential business idormation from MRIA through the use of improper means. 
156. SARMC and IMI's procurement of information &om MRIA through the use of 
improper means has caused MRJA to sustain damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
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NINETEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Against SARMC: Spoliation) 
157. The allegations included in all of the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by 
reference and made a part hereof. 
158. SARMC had a duty to preserve all information relevant to this litigation. 
159. SARMC has knowingly and intentionally destroyed information, or knowingly 
and intentionally allowed information to be destroyed, which is relevant to this litigation. 
160. Such spoliation has hampered MRIA's ability to prove its claims against SARMC 
and against third-party defendants, and has caused or will cause damages to MRlA in an amount 
to be proved at trial. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
161. Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff has been required to obtain the 
assistance of counsel to aid in the prosecution of this matter and has retained the law firm of 
Greener Banducci + Shoemaker, P.A., and has agreed to pay said attorneys a reasonable fee. 
DefendantlCounterClaimantlThird-Party Plaintiff is entitled to recover its reasonable costs and 
attorney fees incurred in the prosecution of this matter pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure and Idaho Code $4 12-120 and 12 1, or other applicable law. 
PRAYER 
WHEREFORE, Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff MRIA prays for 
judgment against Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical 
Center as follows: 
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1. That per Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiffs First Claim for 
Relief (Breach of Contract and Wrongful Dissociation), it is entitled to recover damages related 
to SARMC's dissociation in an amount to be proved at trial. 
2. That per Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiffs Second Claim for 
Relief (Declaratory Relief), it be granted an order declaring that Plaintiffs withdrawal from the 
MRU partnership was a wrongful dissociation under Idaho Code $4 53-3-602(b) (1) and (2), 
and that such wrongful dissociation entitles MRU to damages. 
3. That per Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiffs Third Claim for 
Relief (Breaches of Fiduciary Duties) it be awarded damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
4. That per Defendant/CounterClaimantlThird-Party Plaintiff's Fourth Claim for 
Relief (Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing) it be awarded damages in an 
amount to be proved at trial. 
5. That per Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiffs Fifth Claim for 
Relief (Against SARMC: Interference with Prospective Contractual Relations or Business 
Expectations) it be awarded damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
6. That per DefendantICounterClaimantlThird-Party Plaintiffs Sixth Claim for 
Relief (Against SARMC: Conversion) it be awarded damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
7. That per Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiffs Seventh Claim for 
Relief (Against SARMC, SARGIGSR, IMI and ICR: Idaho Consumer Protection Act) it be 
awarded damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
8. That per Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiffs Eighth Claim for 
Relief (Against SARMC: Restraint of Trade Claim Pursuant to LC. 448-606) it be awarded 
damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
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9. That per Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiffs Ninth Claim for 
Relief (Against SARMC/lMI/GSR/ICR: Attempted Monopolization) it be awarded damages in 
an amount to be proved at trial. 
10. That per Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiffs Tenth Claim for 
Relief (Against SARMC/IMI/GSWICR: Conspiracy to Monopolize) it be awarded damages in 
an amount to be proved at trial. 
11. That per Defendant/CounterClaimanVThird-Party Plaintiffs Eleventh Claim for 
Relief (Against SARMC: Exclusion from Essential Facility) it be awarded damages in an amount 
to be proved at trial. 
12. That per Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiffs Twelfth Claim for 
Relief (Against GSR: Libel Per Se) it be awarded damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
13. That per Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiffs Thirteenth Claim for 
Relief (Against SARGIGSR: Interference with Existing Contractuat Relationship) it be awarded 
damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
14. That per Defendant/CounterClaimant!Third-Party Plaintiffs Fourteenth Claim for 
Relief (Against SARGIGSMCR: Interference with Prospective Contractual Relationship) it be 
awarded damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
15. That per Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiffs Fifteenth Claim for 
Relief (Against SARMC/SARGlGSR/IMI/ICR: Civil Conspiracy) it be awarded damages in an 
amount to be proved at trial. 
16. That per DefendanttCounterClairnantlThird-Party Plaintiffs Sixteenth Claim for 
Relief (Against IMI and SARMC: Misappropriation of Trade Secret Confidential Information) it 
be awarded damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
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17. That per Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiffs Seventeenth Claim 
for Relief (Against SARMC/IMI: Common Law Misappropriation) it be awarded damages in an 
amount to be proved at tial. 
18. That per Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiffs Eighteenth Claim for 
Relief (Against SARMCIIMI: Procuring Information by Improper Means) it be awarded 
damages in an amount to he proved at trial. 
19. That per Defendant/CounterCIaimant/Third-Party Plaintiffs Nineteenth Claim for 
Relief (Against SARMC: Spoliation) it be awarded damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
20. That Defendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff be awarded its cost and 
attorneys fees for defending and prosecuting this action, pursuant to Idaho Code $9 12-120 and 
12-121 and I.R.C.P. Rule 54. 
21. For such other and further relief as may be just and proper under the 
circumstances. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
ilefendant/CounterClaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff hereby demands a jury trial pursuant to 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 38(b). 
DATED this 7th day of March, 2006. 
GREENER BANDUCCI + SHOEMAKER, P.A. 
~ ichard  b r 6 e n e r  
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV 
Attorneys for Defendant/CounterClaimantl 
Third-Party Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 7th day of March, 2006, I caused to be sewed a true 
copy of the foregoing FIRST AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD-PARTY 
COMPLAINT upon the following: 
Jack S. Gjording U.S. Mail 
GJORDING & FOUSER ,f" Overnight Delivery 
509 West Hayes [ ] Hand Delivery 
Post Office Box 2837 [ ] Facsimile 
Boise, ID 83701 
Warren E. Jones k]' U.S. Mail 
EBERLE BERLIN [ ] Overnight Delivery 
300 N. 6Ih Street, 2nd Floor [ ] Hand Delivery 
Post Office Box 1368 [ ] Facsimile 
Boise, ID 83701 
\\ &i, 
~e&fkr Moffit ' 
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IN THE DlSTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 




MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho 
limited liability partnership, 
Defendant. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho 
limited liability partnership. 
Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, INC., an ldaho nonprofit 
corporation; SAINT ALPHONSUS 
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
CounterDefendants. 
Case No. CVOC 040821 9 
AMENDED 
SCHEDULING ORDER 
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MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho 




IMAGING, LLC, an ldaho limited 
liability company; GEM STATE 
RADIOLOGY, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership; and IMAGING 
CENTER RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an 
ldaho limited liability partnership. 
This matter came before the Court in as a scheduling conference on March 16, 
2006, at 11:OO o'clock a.m. with both parties appearing by and through Jack Gjording 
for the Plaintiff; Thomas Banducci, Richard H. Greener and G. Rey Reinhardt for the 
Defendant MRI Associates, LLP and Third-Party Plaintiffs; Warren Jones for Third 
Party Defendants, Intermountain Medical Imaging, LLC, Gem State Radiology, LLP and 
Imaging Center Radiologists, LLP. 
ACCORDINGLY, THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULING ORDER IS AS FOLLOWS: 
1) DESIGNATED TRIAL COUNSEL: 
PCaintiff: Jack S. Gjording, Trudy Hanson Fouser and Bobbi K. 
Dominick of Gjording & Fouser 
Defendant MRI Associates, LLP: Thomas A. Banducci, G. Rey 
Reinhardt, IV, and Richard H. Greener of Greener Banducci 
Shoemaker 
Third Party Plaintiffs: Warren Jones of Eberle Berlin 
Each party to the action shall be represented at all pre-trial hearings by the 
attorney or party who is to conduct the trial or by co-counsel with full knowledge of the 
case and with authority to bind the party by stipulation. If any attorney has not been 
given such authority to bind the party by stipulation, the party shall be present or 
available at the pre-trial conference. 
2) TRIAL DATE: The twenty (20) day jury trial of this action shall commence 
before this Court on February 261h, 27th, 281h, 291h March 51h, 61h, 71h, 8", 12 '~ ,  13 '~ ,  
141h, 151h, 191h, 2oth, 21S', 22nd, 26'" 271h, 281h, 291h, 2007, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. The 
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parties and their attorneys shall be present in the courtroom on the first day of trial at 
8:30 a.m. 
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 40(d)(l)(G), 
that an alternate judge mav be assigned to preside over the trial of this case. The 
following is a list of potential alternate judges: 
Hon. Phillip M. Becker Hon. James Judd 
Hon. G.D. Carey Hon. Duff McKee 
Hon. Dennis Goff Hon. Daniel Meehl 
Hon. Nathan Higer Hon. George R. Reinhart, Ill 
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. Hon. Ronald Schilling 
Any sitting 4Ih District Judge Hon. W. H. Woodland 
Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification without 
cause under Rule 40(d)(l), each party shall have the right to file one (1) motion for 
disqualification without cause as to any alternate judge not later than ten (10) days after 
service of this notice. 
3) PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE: Counsel for the parties shall appear before 
this Court on February 12, 2007, at 1:30 o'clock p.m. for a final pre-trial conference. 
Counsel shall be prepared to discuss settlement possibilities, and all items set forth in 
Rules 16(a) through (j), I.R.C.P. 
4) MOTIONS: All motions, including Motions in Limine and Motions for 
Summary Judgment, shall be filed and argued on or before January 16, 2007. Any 
party who does not intend to oppose the motion shall immediately notify opposing 
counsel and the court by filing a pleading titled "Non-Opposition to Motion." The moving 
party shall ser\ie and file with the motion affidavits or other documentary evidence, 
which the moving party intends to rely upon. Each motion, other than routine or 
uncontested matters, shall be accompanied by a separate brief containing all the points 
and authorities relied upon by the moving party. In summary judgment motions, the 
moving party will also file a separate statement of material facts upon which the moving 
party intends to rely. Responding parties may file a statement of facts, which are in 
dispute, and any briefs shall contain all the reasons, points and authorities relied upon 
by the responding party. All parties shall supply two (2) additional courtesy copies of all 
motions and supporting memoranda to chambers. 
5) MOTIONS TO AMEND PLEADINGS: All motions to amend pleadings, 
except punitive damages shall be filed and argued on or before August 21,2006. 
6) MOTIONS TO AMEND COMPLAINT FOR CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES: All motions to amend the Complaint for a claim for Punitive Damages shall 
be filed no later than November 13,2006. 
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7) DISCOVERY CUT-OFF: All discovery and supplemental responses 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(a), except trial depositions, shall be completed by December 
29, 2006. Trial depositions shall be completed one week prior to the first day of trial 
unless agreed upon by the parties. 
8) TELEPHONIC STATUS CONFERENCES: On August 21, 2006 at 
4:00 o'clock p.m. and October 30, 2006 at 4:00 p.m., there will be convened 
status/settlement conferences telephonically to review settlement and case progress. 
The Court will initiate the call. 
9) DISCLOSURE OF EXPERTS: All Plaintiffs expert witnesses shall be 
disclosed by August 14,2006. Defendant MRl's expert witnesses shall be disclosed by 
September 18, 2006. Plaintiffs replylrebuttal experts and Third Party Defendants 
experts shall be disclosed by October 23, 2006. The DefendantsiThird Party Plaintiffs 
shall be allowed to submit rebuttal experts to the experts disclosed by the Third Party 
Defendants in the event the parties cannot agree to a deadline for the disclosure of the 
DefendantsiThird Party Plaintiffs expert witness disclosure, the parties shall notice the 
matter up for hearing before the Court. All parties' disclosure as to experts, shall be in 
compliance with Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i). An expert is defined under Rule 702 of the Idaho 
Rules of Evidence. Counsel may extend the expert witness disclosure dates by 
stipulation, or if the expert witness disclosure dates are not able to be agreed upon by 
stipulation, the Court will set the matter for hearing. The Court will extend these 
deadlines for the disclosure of experts in the event there are unforeseen discovery 
delays or conflicts that occur prior to trial. 
10) ATTORNEYS CONFERENCE: Counsel for Plaintiff shall convene an 
attorneys conference two weeks prior to final pre-trial conference for the purposes of 
exchange and marking of all exhibits, exchange of all witness lists, the noting of any 
foundational objections to exhibits or witnesses, stipulate to uncontested facts, explore 
all settlement possibilities, and prepare a pre-trial stipulation pursuant to Rule 16(e), 
I.R.C.P., which stipulation will be presented to this Court at the final pre-trial 
conference. 
11) PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDA AND TRIAL EXHIBITS: Parties shall submit 
to the Court, no later than five (5) days before the final pre-trial conference, a pre-trial 
memoranda which will include the following: 
a. Elements of Plaintiff's case (Plaintiff); 
b. Defenses of Defendant's case (Defendant) 
c. Contested facts; 
d. Contested issues of law; 
e. Evidentiary issues 
f. Agreed or stipulated facts; and 
g. Memorandum of Points and Authorities on issues of law. 
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The parties shall submit to the Judge's clerk pre-marked exhibits for trial 
five days before the commencement of the trial. Plaintiff shall use numbers 1 
through 2000 to mark their exhibits and defendants shall use the numbers 3000 through 
5000 to mark their exhibits. 
12) JURY INSTRUCTIONS: Each party shall submit all proposed jury 
instructions on or before February 12,2007, at 1:30 o'clock p.m. 
13) SANCTIONS: Failure to comply with this Order shall subject a party or its 
attorney to appropriate sanctions, including, but not limited to, costs and reasonable 
attorney fees, the dismissal with prejudice of Plaintiff's claim, or the striking of a 
Defendant's defenses. A party may be excused from strict compliance with any 
provisions of this Order only upon motion showing extraordinary circumstances. 
14) CONTINUANCES: If all parties request a continuance of the trial date, 
this Court will only consider a Motion to Continue if the motion is signed by all parties 
personally and their counsel. 
15) STIPULATION: Any changes agreed upon by counsel to this scheduling 
order must be submitted in writing to the Court with a proposed order. 
16) Present at the Scheduling Conference was Patrick Miller from the firm of 
Givens Pursley. The Court instructed counsel for the Plaintiff that in the event that 
Givens Pursley is going to appear in this case, they shall file a Notice of Appearance on 
or before Wednesday, March 22, 2006 at 5:00 p.m. 
Dated this Q day of March 2008. , 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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CERTIFICME OF MAILING 
6 
I hereby certify that on this pf) day of March, 2006, 1 mailed (served) a true 
and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
Thomas Banducci 
Attorney at Law 
815 West Washington Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Jack S. Gjording 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 83701 
Boise, ID 83701 
Warren Jones 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701 
Patrick J. Miller 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise. ID 83701 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court. 
/ ,' 
> 
,._/ ~ ~~~ 
(- _.- 
~ e p u f y  s u r t  qlerk 
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Thomas A. Banducci (ISB No. 2453) 
tbanducci@greenerlaw.com 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV (ISB No. 6209) 
greinhardt@greenerlaw.com 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
Counselors and Attorneys at Law 
The Camegie Building 
815 West Washington Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone (208) 3 19-2600 
Facsimile (208) 3 19-2601 
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MR. ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV OC 04082191) 
MRI ASSOCIATES' MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Counterclaimant, I 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, 
- .b MRI ASSOCIATES' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - Page 1 001.86 
MRI ASSOCIATES. LLP. an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, I 
Third-Party Plaintiff, I 
VS. 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; GEM 
STATE RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
COMES NOW, Defendanffcounterclaimant MRI Associates ("MRIA"), by and through 
its counsel of record, Greener Banducci Shoemaker and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 56 requests this Court grant MRIA Partial Summary Judgment as there are no genuine 
issues of material fact and Defendants is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Specifically, 
MRIA requests a declaratory judgment from this Court holding, as a matter of law, that: (1) the 
dissociation of SARMC from MRIA was in breach of Section 6.1 of the Partnership Agreement, 
and thus was "wronghl" under RUPA (LC. $53-3-602@)(1)); and (2) the amount owed to 
SARMC as a result of its withdrawal, (subject to setoff by any damages caused by SARMC's 
wrongfbl withdrawal) is to be determined by the express language in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 of the 
Partnership Agreement, not by the default language in RUPA. This motion is supported by the 
memorandum of law and the affidavits filed contemporaneously herewith. 
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Briefs and Other Related Documents 
Supreme Court of Vermont. 
Michael QUIMBY 
v. 
Gaye Schaufus MYERS. 
No. 2004-236. 
Nov. 9,2005. 
Appealed from Lamoille Superior Court, Docket 
No. 158-8-00 Lecv, John P. Meaker, Trial Judge. 
ENTRY ORDER 
In the ahove-entitled cause, the Clerk will enter: 
7 1. This case-before us for a second time-involves 
a protracted dispute between a former couple over 
the assets of their alleged partnership in a horse 
farm business. In this second appeal, defendant 
Gaye Schaufus Myers contends the trial court erred 
in: (I)  denying hcr motion for summary judgment, 
which was based on the statute of frauds, and later 
permitting the jury to determine that real property to 
which she held exclusive title was a partnership 
asset despite the absence of a witing transferring 
title to the partnership; (2) failing to conduct an 
accounting and judicial dissolution of the 
partnership taking into account the partners' capital 
contributions; and (3) dismissing her counterclaim 
for unjust enrichment. In a cross-appeal, plaintiff 
Michael Qnimby contends the court erred in: (1) 
dismissing a fraudulent conveyance claim, (2) 
failing to award pre-judgment interest; and (3) 
denying his motion for attorney's fees. We a f f m  in 
part, reverse in part, and remand for further 
proceedings consistent with the views set forth 
below. 
FNI. The original appeal in this matter 
was entitled Quimby v. Schaufus, 
No.2001-528 (Vt. June 27, 2002) 
(unreported mem.). In May 2001, Gaye 
Schanks married Joseph T. Myers. We 
shall refer to defendant by her married 
name in this appeal. 
7 2 The material facts may be briefly summarized. 
Ms. Myers was the sole owner of a sixty-acre 
wooded lot in the Town of Lowell. In 1994, she 
began a personal relationship with Mr. Quimhy. 
Quimby claims that he and Myers entered into an 
oral agreement in which he agreed to sell his house 
and use the proceeds to construct a pole ham and 
aparlment on the Lowell property for nse in a 
business to breed and sell horses. Although Quimby 
claims to have invested about $30,000 from the 
sale, the evidence at trial showed that he gave 
Myers two checks from the proceeds totaling 
$19,000. Quimhy further testified that he and Myers 
entered into a "50150 agreement" under which, if 
the relationship ended, "we'll sell, we'll split, and 
we'll he gone." Thereafter, Myers brought a number 
of her horses to the property, and Quimhy claims 
that together they acquired several more and that he 
used his income to pay for the cost of feed, utilities, 
and taxes. Quimhy acknowledged that although he 
pressed Myers "to give me something in writing" 
she refused, and that he conseqnently threatened to 
sue under the "original agreement" for "[h]alf of 
everything. Half of the house, ham, half of the 
horses that we had acquired." 
7 3. The parties' relationship ended in 1999. In 
August 2000, Quimby filed a complaint against 
Myers, seeking a dissolution of the partnership, an 
accounting, and enforcement of the oral agreement 
to sell the property and divide the proceeds equally 
upon the dissolution of the parties' relationship. The 
court denied Quimhy's motion for writ of 
attachment and, thereafter, granted Myers's motion 
for snmmary judgment, m'ng that the oral 
agreement for reimbursement of the proceeds that 
Quimby had allegedly invested in the business was 
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invalid under the statute of frauds, 12 V.S.A. $ 
181(5). MZ In Quimby v. Schaufus, No.2001-528, 
slip op. at 2 (Vt. June 27, 2002) (unreported mem.), 
however, we reversed the judgment, holding that an 
agreement for repayment of money, even if it 
requires liquidation of real property, does not 
require a writing. See Cameron v. Burke, 153 Vt. 
565, 571-72, 572 A.2d 1361, 1365 (1990) (statute 
of frauds does not apply to promise to repay debt 
from proceeds of resale of land, which does not 
create interest in property within the statute). We 
also noted that material issues remained in dispute 
concerning Quimhy's allegation that the parties had 
an oral agreement to operate a business, and his 
claim for an accounting. Quimhy, No.2001-528, 
slip op. at 2; see Harman v. Rogers, 147 Vt. 11, 
14-15, 510 A.2d 161, 163-64 (1986) (partnership 
may be created by "tacit agreement"); Dutch Hill 
Inn, Inc. v. Patten, 129 Vt. 466, 469, 282 A.2d 815, 
817 (1971) (holding that evidence was sufficient to 
support finding of oral partnership agreement). 
FN2. This section provides that, unless the 
agreementis in writing and signed by the 
party to be charged, an action at law may 
not he brought on "a contract for the sale 
of lands, tenements or hereditaments, or of 
an interest in or concerning them. 
Authorization to execute such a contract 
on behalf of another shall be in writing." 
4. Following our decision, Quimby acquired new 
counsel and fded an amended complaint, alleging 
that the parties had agreed to be equal partners in 
the horse farm business, that they were equal 
owners of the horses and that the house and land 
were also "partnership property along with the 
personal property." He requested that the 
partnership he dissolved and that the assets he 
liquidated and distributed under the terms of the 
parties' agreement. The amended complaint added 
Myers's new husband, Joseph T. Myers, as a named 
defendant, alleging that Myers's conveyance of the 
property to Mr. Myers and herself as tenants by the 
entirety in June 2001 constituted a 'audulent 
conveyance. The amended complaint included an 
additional claim for unjust enrichment. Myers, in 
response, filed a counterclaim, asserting that 
Quimby had been unjustly enriched from Myers's 
services to the household, storage of Quimby's 
personal items, and contributions to Quimhy's 
antique business. 
$ 5. Prior to trial, Myers moved for partial 
summary judgment, arguing that Quimby was not 
entitled to a division of the real property as a 
partnership asset because she had not transferred 
the property to Quimby or the paltnership in 
writing, as required by the statute of frauds. 
Although the court failed to rule on the motion, it 
later overruled Myers's objection, based on the 
statute of fiauds, to proposed jury instructions 
permitting the jury to fmd that the land and 
improvements were partnership assets. Myers 
renewed her objection to the charge at the 
completion of the court's instructions. The jury 
returned a special verdict, answering "yes" to the 
question whether Myers and Quimhy had "enterled] 
into an oral agreement to form a 50150 business 
partnership," and specifically identified the 
partnership property as land worth $36,600, a house 
worth $40,900, and horses worth $42,000, for a 
total of $1 19,500. 
FN3. Having so found, the jury, as directed 
by the special verdict form, did not address 
Quimhy's alternative claims for recovery 
based on promissory estoppel and unjust 
enrichment. The court had previously 
dismissed the fraudulent conveyance 
claim. The jury also answered "Nu" to the 
question whether Quimby had been 
unjustly elniched from Myers's services. 
7 6. Thereafter, Qulmby moved for a 
noupossessory writ of attachment or constructive 
trust on the partnership property, and for liquidation 
of the partnership property through a judicial sale to 
pay him half the value of the assets. Myers, in 
response, moved for a judicial accounting and 
distribution of the assets, including the 
contributions of the partners, under 11 V.S.A. $ 
3277(a). The court granted Quimby's motion and 
resewed ruling on Myers's request. In April 2004, 
following a hearing, the court issued a written 
judgment, ruling that the parties had agreed, upon 
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dissolution of the partnership, to a sale of the 
partnership assets and a fifty-fi@ division of the 
proceeds, and accordmgly awarded Quimby 
damages of $59,750, noting that Quimby could 
petition the court for sale of the partnership real 
estate if the judgment were not satisfied. The court 
also denied Quimby's request for attorney's fees, 
and ordered interest to run from the date of 
judgment. 
7 7. On appeal, Myers renews her argument that 
the statute of frauds barred Quimby's claim to the 
real property as a partnership asset. We agree. It i s  
well settled that a writing is required to transfer real 
property, already owned by one partner, to another 
partner or to the partnership. See, e.g., Johnson v. 
Gilbert, 621 P.2d 916, 919 (Ariz.Ct.App.1980) 
(contract providing for "transfer of land from one 
partner or joint venturer to another is within the 
Statute of Frauds"); McCloud v. Davison 719 
So.2d 995, 997 (Fla.Dist.Ct.App.1998) (agreements 
between partners or joint venturers to buy or sell 
land are not within the purview of the statute of 
frauds 'bless there is a provision for transfer of 
title to specific real property from one of the parties 
to another"); Amendola v. Kendzia, 793 N.Y.S.2d 
81 1, 813 (N.Y.App.Div.2005) (affuming motion to 
dismiss partner's claim for accounting of alleged 
partnership asset in real property on ground that 
oral agreemeut to convey property to partnership 
was barred by statute of frauds); Ludwig v. Walter, 
331 S.E.2d 177, 179 (N.C.Ct.App.1985) ("[Tlhe 
general rule is that land owned individually by one 
who enters into a partnership cannot become a 
partnership asset absent some written agreemeut 
sufficient to satisfy the Statute of Frauds."); 
Gunsorek v. Heartland Bank, 707 N.E.2d 557, 
563-64 (Ohio Ct.App.1997) (trial court erred in 
failing to grant summary judgment based on 
absence of writing under general rule that partner's 
agreement to transfer real property he already 
owned as his contribution to the partnership is 
within statute of frauds); Shire Dm. v. Frontier 
Invs., 799 P.2d 221, 223-24 (Utah Ct.App.1990) (if 
agreement provides for transfer of real property 
interests among partners, "it would have to be in 
writing in order to comply with the statute of frauds" 
) see generally 1 Z. Cavitch, Business 
Organizations 14.03[2], at 14-15 (2005) 
(observing that statute of frauds applies "where real 
property [is] to be conveyed from one partner to 
another"); 9 R. Lord, Williston on Contracts, 5 
25.17, at 606 (4th d.1999) (noting general rnle that 
agreement that new partnership shall have an 
interest in realty owned by one of the partners is 
within the statute of frauds). 
7 8. As these authorities demonstrate, while 
partnership or joint venture agreements need not be 
in writing as a general matter, the fact that 
agreements covered by the statute of frauds-such as 
those relating to interests in real property-are made 
in the context of a partnership or joint venture 
agreement does not render the statute inapplicable. 
Merely because the agreement involves parties to a 
business partnership does not negate the interests 
traditionally safeguarded under the statute. As the 
court in East Piedmont 120 Assocs. v. Sheppard, 
434 S.E.2d 101 (Ga.Ct.App.l993), cogently 
observed: "The evidentiary and cautionaty purposes 
of the statute-to prevent fraud and perjury on the 
one hand and to ensure that parties are aware of the 
serious consequences of their actions on the 
other-are implicated when a promise to convey an 
interest in laud is made in the context of a 
partnership or joint venture agreement just as they 
are when such a promise is made in any other 
context." Id. at 103; see also Mason v. Anderson, 
146 Vt. 242, 244, 499 A.2d 783, 784 (1985) 
(purpose of statute of frauds "is to prevent a party 
from being compelled, by oral and perhaps false 
testimony, to be held responsible for an agreement 
he or she claims was never made"). 
7 9. As noted, it is undisputed here that Myers's 
alleged agreement to convey to Quimby or to the 
partnership a half interest in her land and the 
improvements thereon was never reduced to 
writing. Accordingly, consistent with the general 
principles and authorities set forth above, we 
conclude as a matter of law that Quimby's claim to 
an interest in Myers's real property was barred by 
the statute of frauds, and that the trial court erred in 
permitting the jury to characterize the real property 
in question as partnership assets. That portion of the 
judgment, therefore, must be reversed. 
7 lo. The question remains whether, as Myers 
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contends, we must also remand the matter for a 
judicial dissolution, accounting, and distribution 
under the partnership dissolution statute, 11 V.S.A. 
5 3277. Myers asserts, in this regard, that the court 
erred in failing to consider the "contributions of the 
partners" as liabilities owed to their respective 
accounts prior to dividing the remaining assets, as 
required by the statute. Id. 5 3277(a). The 
partnership statute expressly provides, however, 
that subject to certain exceptions not applicable 
here, "relations among the partners and between the 
partners and the partnership are governed by the 
partnership agreement." Id. 5 3203(a) (further 
providing that, "[t]o the extent the partnership 
agreement does not otherwise provide, this chapter 
governs relations among the partners and between 
the partners and the partnership"). Thus, where a 
partnership agreement provides for distribution of 
the partnership property, the agreement controls 
over the statute. Fl"4 This is consistent with 
statutory and case law nationwide. See, e.g., 
Disotell v. Stiltner, 100 P.3d 890, 893 (Alaska 2004) 
(under partnership statute, partners "are free to 
make alternative provisions in partnership agreement 
" from those in dissolution statute, but absent 
agreement "the staNtory provisions govem by 
default"); Meehan v. Shaughnessy, 535 N.E.2d 
1255, 1260 (Mass.1989) (noting that partnership 
statute "expressly defers to the method of dividing 
the partnership's assets which the parties bargained 
for in their partnership agreement"); McCormick v. 
Brevig, 2004 MT 179, 7 35, 96 P.3d 697 (oral 
agreement will suffice to create partnership, and 
such agreement will govem over dissolution statute, 
which applies "only in the absence of a partnership 
agreement to the contrary"); Hunter v. Straube, 543 
P.2d 278, 281 (Or.1975) ("[IJf the partnership 
agreement provides for the distribution of the 
partnership property the rights of the partners are 
governed by the partnership agreement rather than 
by the Uniform Partnership Law."); see generally 1 
Z. Cavitch, Business Organizations 5 29.08[2], at 
29-87 (2005) (an agreement between partners 
concerning distribution of assets controls over 
dissolution statute). 
FN4. The prior version of the partnership 
statute, in effect until January 1999 
(shortly before the parties here dissolved 
their relationship), similarly provided that, 
"[iln settling accounts between the partners 
after dissolution, the following rules shall 
be observed, subject to any agreement to 
the contrary." II V.S.A. 5 1332, repealed 
1997, No. 149 (AdjSess.), $2. 
7 11. Here, the court specifically found that Myers 
and Quimby had agreed, in the event that they 
dissolved their relationship and business, to sell the 
business assets and divide the proceeds equally. 
Although the court, at one point in its decision, 
referred to the "net proceeds," it is clear from the 
decision that the court did not fmd an intent to 
distribute the assets on the basis of individual 
capital contributions, but rather-as the court 
explained-on the basis of a stright "50150 split of 
the value of the assets of the partnership." Although 
there was not a great deal of evidence on this point, 
Quimby did testifL repeatedly to an agreement to 
sell the business assets and divide the proceeds 
equally ("we would have a horse business and if 
anytbing went bad with the relationship, we'd split 
up, sell everything, split it 50150"). Accordingly, we 
find no error in the court's decision to distribute the 
assets on the basis of the parties' agreement. Having 
previously determined that it was error to include 
the real property among those assets, we conclude 
that the judgment must be modified to reflect an 
equal division of the sole remaining asset, the 
horses, valued at $42,000, for a corrected award of 
$21,000 to Quimby. mS 
FN5. Myers asserts in passing that there 
was no evidence she intended the horses 
that she owned prior to her relationship 
with Quimby to become partnership 
property. The claim, set forth in a single 
sentence, is not adequately briefed, and in 
any event is belied by Quimby's repeated 
testimony that he and Myers had agreed to 
pool their resources, includmg the horses, 
in the partnership, and to sell the assets 
and divide the proceeds equally in the 
event of a dissolution. 
7 12. The parties' remaining claims require little 
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extended discussion. In light of our holding that title 
to the real property was not, as a matter of law, 
validly conveyed to Quimby or the partnership, and 
that Myers therefore remained the sole owner until 
she conveyed the property to herself and Mr. Myers 
as tenants by the entirety, we agree with Myers's 
claim that the court erred in imposing a constructive 
trust as a basis for securing partnership property. 
The evidence was also clear that, as Myers's 
primary residence, the property was exempt from 
the writ of attachment for the amount of the 
judgment ($59,000) under the homestead statute. 
See 27 V.S.A. fj 101 (homestead consisting of 
dwelling house and land, not exceeding $75,000, 
shall be exempt from attachment). Myers also 
claims that the court erred in dismissing on its own 
motion her counterclaim for unjust enrichment. 
Although the court observed during the charge 
conference that it did not approve of awarding 
compensation for domestic services provided in the 
course of an intimate relationship, it did not dismiss 
the claim. Indeed, the court specifically charged the 
jury on Myers's claim for labor and storage services 
that she-,.had provided, and the jury returned a 
special verdict fnding that Quimby had not been 
unjustly enriched by her services. Accordingly, we 
discem no error. 
U 13. Quimby has raised three issues in his 
cross-appeal. First, he contends the court erred in 
denying his fraudulent conveyance claim. As the 
claim was premised, incorrectly, on Quimby's 
assertion that the real property was a partnership 
asset, we find no basis to reverse the court's 
decision. Quimby fwther contends the court erred 
in awarding interest from the date of judgment, in 
April 2004, rather than from the date he allegedly 
demanded his partnership interest in 1999, or the 
date of suit in August 2000. The prevailing party is 
entitled to prejudgment interest when the principal 
sum recovered is liquidated or capable of ready 
ascertainment. BUN v. Pinkham Eng'g Assocs., 170 
Vt. 450, 463, 752 A.2d 26, 36 (2000). Quimby has 
cited no facts or case law demonstrating how the 
damages in this case were clearly ascertainable 
prior to the judgment. Thus, we find no error. 
Finally, Quimby contends the court erred in denying 
his motion for attorney's fees incurred when he was 
allegedly compelled to join Mr. Myers as a party 
defendant following Myers's allegedly fraudulent 
conveyance of the real property. As the fraudulent 
conveyance claim was properly dismissed, there 
was plainly no basis for the motion. 
The judgment is reversed, and the matter is 
remanded for noditicatiou of the judgment 
consistent with the views expressed herein. 
Vt.,2005. 
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